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Abstract

he conversion of light into energy stored in a sustainable and economic way is one of the main chal-
lenges of the 21st century. Artiicial photosynthesis is therefore an active research ield in many parts
of science. Molecular catalysts have come a long way in the reduction of carbon dioxide and the ox-
idation of water to dioxygen. Although a lot has been learned about the reactivity and stability of
these catalysts, many unanswered questions remain. his thesis hopefully takes a further step towards
answering some of these questions.

Since computational studies rely heavily on the investigation of relevant points on the potential hy-
persurface, the optimisation procedure can become a major botleneck. Several approximations have
been suggested for the step prediction, second derivatives and coordinates. he later have been shown
to exhibit a great inluence on the eiciency of the minimisation, with approximate decoupling for
carefully designed internal coordinates. Nevertheless, the implementation and thus performance varies
widely for diferent sotware suites. A new geometry optimisation sotware is therefore developed that
allows a detailed investigation of each employed algorithm. he focus is set on the impact of the prim-
itive coordinates, as used in the redundant internals scheme, and tested on the convergence of several
drug-like organic molecules. Some corner-cases of molecular structures and a CO2 reduction cata-
lyst are optimised with several approaches to corroborate the superior performance of the developed
procedure.

Investigations into CO2 reduction catalysts have been conducted for some time, with a large number
of results reported for rhenium-based complexes. A recently published dinuclear rhenium catalyst with
a proton responsive ligand combines the knowledge gained in those studies and reports a detailed anal-
ysis of the occurring reduction intermediates by infrared spectro-electrochemistry. To achieve a greater
insight on the molecular structure of the catalyst in solution, a computational basis for the calculation
of infrared frequency shits is devised. he calibration of theoretical values to the crystal structure
enables further comparison of calculated to the experimental spectra. An extensive search for pos-
sible side-reaction products during reduction is then undertaken to assign each of the experimentally
encountered intermediates, which underlines the usefulness of the approach in catalysis investigations.

A novel dinuclear ruthenium catalyst with an activity in the oxidation of water to dioxygen is in-
spected in the ith chapter. It has been proven experimentally to react by a water nucleophilic atack
mechanism, contrary to other dinuclear complexes. he computational examination of this catalyst and
its comparison to other molecular systems with a similar active site may thus reveal the subtle struc-
tural details that determine the mechanism. In a irst step, the full range of possible reaction pathways
is scanned, including all probable multiplicities in two oxidation states. Fuelled by the failure of some
density functionals to reproduce the correct mechanistic preference, a range of diferent methods and
the inluence of exact exchange is tested. With the determined computational protocol the catalyst is
compared to two similar water oxidation complexes on the same level of theory, which allows to un-
earth the diference in their structure and reactivity. he gained insight suggests further modiications
of the ligand structure that could steer the mechanism into one direction or the other.

III
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1 Introduction

Global warming, greenhouse gases and their efects on the environment are dominating topics in re-
search, media and politics. It has been proposed that a rise in global mean temperature change relative
to pre-industrial levels should be kept below 2℃,[1] in order to avoid irreversible changes to the planet.
As most of the emissions created by humans result from the always growing industrialisation, one
might wonder whether current standards of living can be kept or even improved, while striving for the
goal of an environmentally friendly industry. Sustainable energy production and storage goes a long
way and is therefore one of the main areas of focus in reaching that goal. Many great inventions of
humanity were made by taking nature as an example and thus it comes to no surprise that plants seem
to have perfected the whole cycle of converting sunlight into chemical energy in form of carbohydrates
and oxygen. Consequently there is an active ield of research on artiicial photosynthesis to develop
procedures for an improved light-harvesting, energy transfer, CO2 reduction and water oxidation.[2]

Ultimately it is hoped that this activity uncovers part of the intricate path towards an ecologic economy
by devising routes to catalytically active systems with a performance that is superior to nature’s.

he successful development of eicient and stable catalysts requires a strategy to control the efect
of diferent catalyst structures, solvent interactions and side-reactions. As this is oten a diicult task in
reactions on surfaces, homogeneous molecular catalysts are employed as model systems which can ide-
ally be tuned by several modiications to the ligand structure. Even then the most interesting states and
transformations occur during the catalysis, rendering the experimental analysis a rather diicult en-
deavor. heoretical methods are therefore oten applied to complement the experimental assignments
and in some cases stimulate further investigation. Usual multi-nuclear transition-metal-based catalysts
of medium to large size present diicult challenges to the computational chemist. Transition metals
oten take on several diferent oxidation and spin states, which can also be coupled either directly or
through the ligand backbone. Essentially this means an extensive correlated multireference approach
would have to be used that generally leads to a steep scaling with growing system size. he ligands
may be non-innocent and lead to charge transfer processes or exhibit a large contribution of dispersion
interactions, which requires a well-balanced correlation treatment. Taking the solvent into account
opens up a range of additional possibilities and approximations that generally extend the computation
time signiicantly. To achieve a balance between the cost of electronic structure method and the pos-
sible size of the system under investigation, density functional theory (DFT) is usually the method of
choice. hese have been shown to be less sensitive to problems stemming from multi-reference situa-
tions than wavefunction methods and, depending on the actual functional involved, yield an average
accuracy that is comparable to more demanding approaches.

Although routine calculations can be carried out with DFT functionals, any method becomes ex-
pensive if the optimisation, be it in the self-consistent ield or geometry relaxation procedure, does not
converge. If memory permits and analytic gradients are available, Quasi-Newton algorithms have been
found to accelerate the convergence to a minimum most eiciently and thus has been implemented in
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1 Introduction

several electronic structure codes as a means to quickly traverse the potential energy surface (PES).[3]

Due to the subjectively varying importance of geometry optimisation algorithms, “quickly” may dif-
fer between several codes. It has been found that a redundant internal coordinate set is more robust
than the eicient but tedious to deine natural internals, while still accelerating the convergence of the
relaxation. Inluences of other approximations such as model Hessians, update algorithms and trust
radius update have also been investigated already.[3,4] However, the accurate determination of the step
and the inluence of the primitive coordinates on the overall performance has gained less atention. A
sotware to optimise molecular geometries has therefore been developed in the course of this work and
applied to molecules with a range of structural motifs. Several inluential approximations are tested,
with a particular focus on the redundant internal coordinate set and the step restriction.

CO2 reduction catalysts promise a route to limit the amount of greenhouse gases that reside in the
atmosphere and can additionally serve as a source for chemicals. Due to the high potentials associ-
ated with the reduction of CO2, the main product released from these catalysts has been found to be
CO.[5] A lot of progress has been made in unraveling the mechanistic details of the catalysis, with a
large percentage based on metal complexes containing rhenium. he work of several groups lead to
the suggestion of an improved catalysis by protic groups near the active site and multi-nuclear assem-
blies.[6–8] hese efects were consequently incorporated into a novel rhenium catalyst that was exten-
sively characterised by cyclovoltammetry (CV) and infrared-spectroelectrochemistry (IR-SEC), which
allowed to assign several intermediates occuring during multi-electron reductions. With the success-
ful application of relatively simple DFT functionals, the experimental deductions are tested against
theoretical harmonic frequency calculations. Since the crystal structure has been determined, exper-
imentally well-characterised structures are used to reference the computational protocol and acquire
correction parameters. Intermediates with less experimental insight can then be subject to a thorough
investigation of the structure, giving a comprehensive picture of the reduction process.

Water oxidation forms the complementary part to the reduction of CO2 for sustainable energy stor-
age. he oxygen evolving complex (OEC) in Photosystem II of plant leaves is known to catalyse this reac-
tion via a tetramanganese cluster CaMn4O5 eiciently by successive charge accumulation and proton-
coupled electron transfer processes. Due to the multitude of intermediate states as summarised by the
Kok cycle, the overpotential has been found to stay low.[9] Many approaches to mimic the efects of
the OEC in small molecular catalysts have therefore been developed, with successful applications from
bioinspired molecular clusters to mono- and dinuclear catalysts.[10–12] In order to advance beyond the
simple replication of systems in nature a mater of tuning catalyst activity is needed, which has been
tackled in a combination of experimental and theoretical investigations. However, consistent compu-
tations on water oxidation catalysts with similar structures to unravel the ability of inluence on the
mechanism has been scarce. A novel dinuclear ruthenium-based complex was developed that exhib-
ited unprecedented activity and stability, as well as shiting the reactivity to a diferent mechanistic
pathway. he thorough characterisation of the later is therefore undertaken with DFT functionals to
arrive at a rational explanation of the experimental indings. As it is a iting model system to compare
with other recent catalysts, calculations on the same level of theory are envisioned to reveal the subtle
diferences that determine the underlying mechanism.

his thesis is partitioned in the following way:
Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to the theoretical foundation of the methods mentioned through-
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out the following chapters. It starts with the reasoning that lead to the development of Hartree-Fock
theory which is the basis of modern wavefunction theory and is employed in popular density func-
tional approximations. he later are then derived in general and several levels of sophistication are
discussed, taking Perdew’s suggested “Jacob’s ladder” as an example. As the reactions investigated were
all conducted in solution, an introduction to implicit solvation models follows the electronic structure
methods. he basic formulae and approximations needed in the development of a gemetry optimisation
sotware concludes this chapter.

A description of the procedure used in the optimisation sotware is then presented in chapter 3,
where diferences between cartesian and internal schemes, as well as pecularities of primitive internal
coordinates are highlighted. he inluence of several approaches in the minimisation is then tested on
a medium-sized set of molecular structures with crude starting geometries and demanding structural
motifs. Since the actual performance has to be referenced against known codes, the best methods are
then applied to benchmark sets proposed in the literature. As a inal assessment of eiciency and
robustness the optimisation scheme is applied to a transition metal complex.

Chapter 4 examines the possibility of characterising the reduction intermediates in solution of a re-
cently proposed CO2 reduction catalyst by density functional approximations. With a functional of
balanced accuracy for vibrational frequencies and computational cost, the basis for the investigation
is set by the calculation of experiment–theory shits from the crystal structure of the complex. he
established procedure is then applied to a comprehensive characterisation of its three reduction inter-
mediates by correlating a large number of relative vibrational shits.

In chapter 5 the oxidation of water to dioxygen with homogeneous ruthenium-based dinuclear cata-
lysts is investigated. Particularly density functional methods are examined for describing mechanisms
of the newly characterised complex Ru-Mebbp.[13] Several efects such as functional sophistication, ex-
act exchange percentage, oxidation state of the catalyst and inluence of the model system are studied.
With these results it is compared to other literature known catalysts, Ru-Hbpp[14] and Ru-cbim[15], on
the basis of themechanistic barrier heights. Because of the structurally similar Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp,
both are subjected to an inspection of the minimum energy path for the mechanism determining state
to unearth the catalytically important diferences between both catalysts.
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2 Theory

At the beginning of the twentieth century it became apparent that any description of particles which
would still be appropriate at atomistic scales needed to take wave-like behaviour into account. his
required a new paradigm, culminating in the development of quantum mechanics. he ruling physics
are described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

HΨ(�, ) = ℎ2� Ψ(�, ) ,
where Ψ(�, ) is the wavefunction containing all of the information about the system, ℎ is Planck’s
constant and H the Hamiltonian operator. For an isolated system without any external perturbations
the Hamiltonian is independent of the time, which allows the separation of the wavefunction into a
spatial and time-dependent part. hese can thus be solved separately, leading to a simple phase factor
for the time-dependent part and the usually applied time-independent Schrödinger equation

HΨ(�) = Ψ(�). (2.1)

Here the eigenvalue corresponds to the total energy of the system and the Hamiltonian is easily
expressed in Hartree atomic units

H = TN + Te + VNN + VeN + Vee = −12 �∑ 1 ∇2 − 12 �∑∇2 + �,�∑< − � ,�∑, + � ,�∑< 1 , (2.2)

where , are the mass and charge of nucleus , r , r the position vector of electron and nucleus
, � the total number of electrons and � the total number of nuclei. As such the Hamiltonian in

equation (2.2) simply contains all the kinetic and potential energy contributions between the nuclei
and electrons. Notwithstanding the apparent simplicity of equation (2.1), not much is known about its
solutions Ψ except that it should be single-valued, square integrable and that its square norm |Ψ|2 can
be interpreted as a probability density. his conundrum is partly solved by invoking the variational
principle, which is based on the assumption of a complete orthonormal set of functions Ψ in which a
trial wavefunction can be expanded with Ψ = ∑∞ Ψ . Taking 0 to be the exact energy eigenvalue toΨ, it can then easily be shown that 0 is always lower than the eigenvalue of any approximate expansion
of Ψ 0 ≤ ⟨Ψ|H|Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ , (2.3)

where the braket notation has been used to signify integration over all variables and space. hus the
variational principle states that any model for the wavefunction can be used to approximate the true
energy and the best solution within this model is found by minimisation.

Nevertheless, solving equation (2.1) is additionally complicated by the terms VNN, VeN and Vee,
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2 heory

which depend explicitly on the positions of two particles and implicitly on all of them. Consequently
any system with more than one nucleus and electron cannot be solved analytically as all movements
are coupled. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[16] advantage is taken of the huge diference in
mass between the two types of particles which results in a generally much higher velocity for the
electrons than the nuclei. As such the nuclei can be assumed as ixed within the timescale of electronic
rearrangements, resulting in an electronic wavefunction Ψ(r ; r ) that only depends parametrically on
the positions of the nuclei. he only problematic term of equation (2.2) that remains is then the electron-
electron interaction Vee, which is elegantly treated in the Hartree-Fock method by applying a model
theory.

2.1 Hartree-Fock Theory

In the Hartree-Fock method the electrons are approximated as quasi-independent particles which only
interact with each other through an average potential. his would allow the corresponding wavefunc-
tion Ψ to be writen as a Hartree product Ψ = Π� of one-electron functions, the molecular orbitals.
However, the Hartree product does not comply with the Pauli principle,[17] which states that the wave-
function has to change sign if two electrons are exchanged. In the Hartree-Fock method a single Slater
determinant is therefore used, which automatically ensures the antisymmetry requirement

ΨSD = 1√� !
|||||||

1(1) 1(2) … 1(� )2(1) 2(2) … ⋮⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮� (1) … … � (� )
||||||| , (2.4)

where � is the number of electrons and the spin-orbital with the coordinates of the electron enu-
merated by the columns of the determinant. he spin-orbitals thus contain the spatial orbital � and the
spin function � which is limited to the two values � and � that correspond to majority and minority
spin, respectively. he spin contributions can be integrated separately and the working equations de-
rived with the spatial parts only. In the special closed-shell case every two electrons occupy the same
orbital and thus only �2 are needed.

Since the Hamiltonian in equation (2.2) contains only one- and two-electron operators, applying the
Slater-Condon rules[17] to the Slater determinant (2.4) gives the energy expression

= ⟨ΨSD|H|ΨSD⟩ = 2 �/2∑⟨ |h| ⟩ + �/2∑ �/2∑�2( | ) − ( | )� (2.5)

⟨ |h| ⟩ = ∫ �∗(r1)h�∗(r1)dr1 (2.6)( | ) = ∫ �∗(r1)� (r1) 112�∗ (r2)� (r2)dr1dr2, (2.7)

where equation (2.6) employs the one-electron operator h = −12∇2+∑� . his energy expression then
has to be minimised with respect to the orbitals for the optimal solution according to the variational
principle and under the constraint of keeping the orbitals � orthonormal. he method of Lagrange
multipliers is used to acquire a functional with this constraint, which is then minimised and results in
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2.1 Hartree-Fock heory

the eigenvalue equations

f � = �/2∑ � . (2.8)

Because the total wavefunctionΨ is not changed by a unitary transformation, the orbitals can be chosen
so that they diagonalise the Fock matrix, which leads to a number of pseudo-eigenvalue equations

f �′ = �′. (2.9)

he molecular orbitals with this property are called canonical orbitals. he above Fock operator f only
contains efective one-electron operators

f = h + g = h + �/2∑�2j − k �, (2.10)

where g is the operator accounting for the electron-electron interaction in an average way and depends
on the Coulomb and exchange operators j and k . he Coulomb operator describes the classical repul-
sion of two charge distributions, whereas the exchange operator is a completely quantum mechanical
phenomenon and results from the anti-symmetry requirement of the wavefunction Ψ. his can directly
be seen by their respective integrals

= ⟨ |j | ⟩ = ( | ) = ∫ |� (r1)|2|� (r2)|212 dr1dr2 (2.11)

= ⟨ |k | ⟩ = ( | ) = ∫ �∗(r1)� (r1)�∗(r2)� (r2)12 dr1dr2. (2.12)

From equation (2.10) it is obvious that terms with = occur, which are unreasonable in the physical
sense that an electron cannot interact with itself. he Coulomb term would therefore be responsible
for the efect of self-interaction, but these contributions are exactly canceled by the exchange term .

Nevertheless, the particular structure of the molecular orbitals is still not known so that an approxi-
mation is necessary. For this an expansion of the molecular orbitals � in a set of basis functions is
applied � = ∑ . (2.13)

Inserting equation (2.13) into the eigenvalue equations (2.9) and integrating leads to the Roothaan-Hall
formulation in matrix representation

FC = SCe (2.14)= ⟨ |f| ⟩ (2.15)= ⟨ | ⟩ , (2.16)

where F is the Fock matrix with integrals over all basis functions, C is the expansion coeicient matrix,
S contains the overlap between each function and e is the corresponding eigenvalue vector. he coef-
icients are then optimised in an iterative solution of equation (2.14) until a minimum of the total
energy has been found.

7



2 heory

In the above derivations it was exempliied that the ansatz of a single determinant for the total
wavefunction leads to a mean-ield treatment of the electron-electron interaction. A consequence is
the neglect of electron correlation corr = exact − HF which is important in the description of reac-
tions with a strong change in bonding and weak interactions. Nevertheless the Hartree-Fock method
usually retrieves about 99 % of the total energy of a system and thus forms a reasonable basis for more
involved methods that employ multiple Slater determinants. he single determinant approach has the
additional beneit of being consistent with the chemists view of an independent electron in an orbital
which determines its reactivity, as expressed in Koopman’s theorem for the calculation of ionisation
potentials.

2.2 Density Functional Theory

he Hartree-Fock method leads to an approximate solution of the Schrödinger equation that retrieves
a large portion of the total energy. Nevertheless, the wavefunction depends on 4� variables, that is
three spatial and one spin coordinate per electron. A route to the total energy with a reduced number
of variables and thus computational demand would consequently be desired.

In general the electronic density � is ideal in that regard as it only depends on three spatial coordi-
nates, deines the number of electrons � = ∫ �(r)dr and the position of the nuclei by its maxima and
cusps. he proof that the density uniquely deines the ground-state properties of an � -electron system
was developed by Hohenberg and Kohn.[18] In the irst theorem they showed that the external poten-
tial �ext, which is exerted by the nuclear framework, determines the electronic density. here may be
a direct correspondence, or over the wavefunction�ext → Ψ0 → �
as shown in the previous section. If the mapping is unique so that each �ext determines a certain den-
sity, the process should be invertible and the ground-state wavefunction can be determined from the
electronic density. Without a variational principle similar to wavefunction methods this correspon-
dence would not be practical. However, Hohenberg and Kohn proved in their second theorem that this
principle also applies to a variation of the density.

Calculation of the total electronic energy is then simply a mater of determining the contributions
resulting from the atraction of electrons and nuclei eN, the nucleic repulsion NN, as well as the
potential and kinetic terms ee and that arise due to interelectronic interactions. hese terms should
be universal, but ee and are unknown. Kohn and Sham[19] thus suggested the use of orbitals, since
they are directly connected to the density � = ∑ | |2. (2.17)

he orbitals are introduced by assuming a system of non-interacting electrons with the same density
as the real system. Similarly to Hartree-Fock theory the system can then be described by a single Slater
determinant, giving the same contributions to the coulomb ��� and kinetic energy s������ = NN + eN��� + s��� + ��� + xc��� (2.18)
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2.2 Density Functional heory

s��� = −12 ∑⟨ |∇2| ⟩ (2.19)

��� = 12 ∫ �(r1)�(r2)12 dr1dr2 (2.20)

xc��� = Δ ��� + Δ ee��� = − s��� + ee − ���. (2.21)

he dilemma of inding the exact terms for the kinetic and electron repulsion energy has thus been
transformed into the problem of determining small corrections to the kinetic energyΔ ��� and electron
repulsion Δ ee���, assembled in the exchange correlation functional xc���.

he simplest approximation to the exchange-correlation functional was derived from the uniform
electron gas (UEG),[20,21] a ictitious ininite system of electrons with a positive background charge
and constant density. For systems with a slowly varying density even this crude approximation is
then assumed to be reasonably accurate if applied locally. Dirac[21] and Slater[22] derived the exchange
contribution to this Local Density Approximation (LDA) already before the rigorous development of
DFT to

x��� = −34 ( 6� )1/3 ∫�4/3� (r) + �4/3� (r)dr, (2.22)

where the integral explicitly depends on the densities of both spin-functions � and � since only elec-
trons of like spin contribute to the exchange part. he solutions to the correlation part cannot be
solved analytically, but highly accurate numerical values have been obtained by QuantumMonte Carlo
methods.[23] Parameterised functionals can then be designed by iting to these results as exercised by
Vosko, Wilk and Nusair for example.[24] he surprising result that inite systems like molecules can be
described by a local adaption of formulae derived for a constant density is ofset by the only fair accu-
racy of the LDA. It retrieves 90 % of the exact exchange energy as returned by Hartree-Fock, but leads
to a large overbinding and therefore too low barrier heights. On top of that the self-interaction is not
exactly cancelled as in HF theory which results in an excessive delocalisation of the electron density.

A range of corrections were therefore suggested, which have been assembled into a hierarchical Ja-
cobs Ladder by Perdew,[25] that is ordered by functional complexity. LDA forms the basis of this ladder
as the simplest approximation to the exact exchange-correlation functional. he second rung therefore
also includes the gradient of the density, resulting in the development of the generalised gradient ap-
proximation (GGA).[26] A correction Δ xc to the LDA has to be developed that explicitly depends on the
reduced density gradient � = |∇�� (r)|�4/3� (r) , which is either done by invoking constraints or by parameters
that are it to experimental values. One of the irst successful GGAs that is still in use today is the
BP86 functional, constructed from the B88 exchange[27] and P86[28] correlation functional because it is
known to give structural parameters in good agreement with experiment.

Further improvement can consequently be envisioned by adding second derivatives or the kinetic
energy density �(r) = 12 ∑ |∇ (r)|2 which makes the third rung: meta-GGAs. With the development
of (meta-)GGAs the inclusion of empirically ited parameters was initiated to achieve beter agreement
with experiment or a broader applicability. Famous congeners of recent meta-GGA functionals are the
non-empirical TPSS[29] which includes the laplacian of the density and the kinetic energy density and
has been shown to performwell for transitionmetal compounds.[30] Local meta-GGAs of theMinnesota
range were also constructed to be used on transition metal complexes, but the M06-L functional[31]

already contains 34 parameters ited to experimental values. Several reasons for both approaches can
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Figure 2.1: he adiabatic connection. he exact result is at (1, ⟨Ψreal|Vxc|Ψreal⟩) which corresponds to the area
A+B. With a non-interacting system ΨSD only exchange remains and the integral is thus equal to the
Hartree-Fock exchange ⟨ΨSD|K|ΨSD⟩. he unknown contribution to the exact exchange-correlation
functional of the fully interacting system is C. Scheme adapted from [33].

be found,[32] but neither has so far resulted in huge advantages over the other.

Despite the improved accuracy to experiment in (meta-)GGAs they still sufer from the same prob-
lems as LDA: self-interaction and insuicient description of non-local efects like charge-transfer, static
correlation and dispersion interaction. he problem of self-interaction derives from the assumption of a
non-interacting system of electrons in approximate density functionals. In Hartree-Fock theory this ar-
tiicial contribution is cancelled exactly by the exchange term, which is only included in DFT within the
model of the exchange-correlation functional. he value of the exact exchange-correlation energy can
be expressed as a function of a parameter that, varying from zero to one, slowly turns the interaction
between the electrons on. Integration then yields

xc = ∫10 ⟨Ψreal( )|Vxc( )|Ψreal( )⟩ d , (2.23)

where Ψreal is the wavefunction of the fully interacting system and Vxc the exact interaction. Equation
(2.23) is called the adiabatic connection and suggests the use of exact exchange in functional develop-
ment, which is schematically visualised in Figure 2.1.[33] As it is the integral from zero to one below
the curve, it can be separated into several contributions. he area A corresponds to the exact exchange
energy of a non-interacting system as determined by the operator from Hartree-Fock theory. B is
the area within the rectangle on top of A, which is the diference between the integrals of the exact
exchange-correlation real

xc and the HF exchange HF
x . If the fraction � = C

B
and Vxc were known, the

exact result xc = HF
x + �( real

xc − HF
x ) could be calculated from the non-interacting system. Since the

exact exchange-correlation is not known either real
xc is approximated with an arbitrary functional and� is used in a parameter = 1 − �[33]

xc = (1 − ) DFT
xc + HF

x . (2.24)

hus the incorporation of exact exchange from the Hartree-Fock theory is expected to be a promising
route to beter density functionals, albeit at the necessary introduction of the arbitrary parameter .
One of the most oten utilised GGA hybrid functionals is B3LYP,[34] which contains B88[27] exchange
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and LYP[35] for the correlation correction

B3LYP
xc = HF

x + (1 − ) LDA
x + B88

x + LDA
c + ( LYP

c − LDA
c ). (2.25)

he three parameters = 0.20, = 0.72 and = 0.82 have been determined by iting to thermodynamic
data of small organic molecules, for which it achieves impressive accuracy. In addition it was used
successively to describe reactions with transition metal compounds, although it was suggested that the
amount of exact exchange be lowered to acquire beter spin-state energetics.[36] he ideal amount of
exact exchange is thus not constant, but varies with the system under study.

Some deiciencies of the mentioned DFT functionals were already introduced due to the assumptions
made. By employing a single Slater determinant the calculation of systems with multiple low-lying
electronic states is problematic, as spin-polarised calculations can lead to a large contamination of the
result with states of higher multiplicity. In multinuclear transition metal complexes just two unpaired
electrons can exhibit a certain degree of coupling between the two spin centres which already requires
several determinants for an appropriate wavefunction. he broken-symmetry ansatz[37–39] solves this
problem by deliberately employing a single determinant guess Ψguess

BS = |(core) | with a wrong spin
symmetry. and are essentially localised molecular orbitals obtained from a linear combination
of the singly occupied MOs as returned from the SCF procedure. A variational procedure on the guess
yields the broken-symmetry solution ΨBS = |(core)� � |. However, the relaxation of and is not
constrained in any way and they may therefore return to a closed-shell solution. Otherwise a spin-
polarised result is obtained that reduces the total energy due to additional lexibility in the variational
procedure of relaxing Ψguess

BS . he same determinant is then oten used to describe the spin-state ener-
getics by a model Hamiltonian[40] approach or to correct errors due to spin-contamination.[41]

Because of the local nature of most DFT functionals the description of dispersion interactions is
evidently rudimentary, as the asymptotic interaction declines exponentially.[32] As many systems’ sta-
bility depends on the inclusion of dispersion efects, several corrections have been suggested. One of
the simplest, but still accurate is the empirical D3 method by Grimme and co-workers[42] which em-
ploys reference data to determine functional-dependent corrections. With the eicient Becke-Johnson
damping[43,44] the term reads

D3(BJ)
disp = −12 ∑≠ [ 6 AB66

AB + �� ( 0
AB)�6 + 8 AB88

AB + �� ( 0
AB)�8 ] (2.26)

� ( 0
AB) = 1 0

AB + 2 (2.27)

0
AB = √ AB8

AB6 (2.28)

where 6 = 1 for GGA and hybrid functionals, and 8, 1, 2 are free it parameters.

Further developments on density functionals has led to range-separated methods[45–47] that try to
capture more of the non-local efects which are important in charge-transfer processes, double-hybrid
GGAs[48–50] that include correlated wavefunction methods to capture dispersion and generally achieve
beter thermochemistry and the random-phase approximation[51] which adds correlation from an in-
clusion of the virtual orbitals and is therefore seen as the ith and last rung of Jacob’s ladder.
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2.3 Implicit Solvation Models

he electronic energy determined by wavefunction or density functional methods, with the added in-
teraction of the nuclei, corresponds to the inner energy of a system in gas phase. Calculating the
same observable for a molecule in solution requires the application of a model for the solvent. his
can be accomplished by explicit inclusion of a large number of solvent molecules and the successive
averaging over all signiicant conformations, or by an implicit solvationmethod which models the bulk
efects with a continuum approach. he simpliication of the molecular system due to the neglect of
solvent molecules is traded for an increase in the number of approximations needed to describe the
important interactions. In accordance with many textbooks on this topic, the following equations are
expressed in the esu unit system.

he change in free enthalpy associated with the transfer from gas phase to solution can be expressed
by Δ ∘

s = Δ ENP + CDS + Δ ∘
conc, (2.29)

whereΔ ENP contains the terms due to electronic (E), nuclear (N) and polarisation (P) contributions[33,52]

Δ ENP = ⟨Ψsol|H|Ψsol⟩ − ⟨Ψgas|H|Ψgas⟩ + ⟨Ψsol|GP|Ψsol⟩ = Δ EN + P. (2.30)

If the molecular geometry is assumed to be the same in condensed and gas phase the nuclear term
vanishes. he remaining parts are then the diference in electronic structure Δ E and the polarisation
of the solute P. CDS is the efect of cavitation (C), change in dispersion energy (D) and solvent
structure (S), whereas Δ ∘

conc is the contribution due to a change in standard states between both
phases and amounts to a value of 7.9 kJ/mol for a change from 1 atm to 1mol/l.

By moving the molecule from the gas phase into solution the charge distribution of the solute in-
teracts with the solvent and is consequently polarised, adding a favourable contribution P to the free
enthalpy. However, the solvent is generally also polarisable, which modulates the capability to inlu-
ence the solute’s electronic structure, resulting in the positive increase Δ E of the solute’s electronic
energy. he stabilisation due to mutual interaction thus has to be determined iteratively until a sta-
tionary point is found. In continuum solvent models (CSMs) the solute which is in interaction with an
electric ield is taken to reside within a cavity.

he electrostatic interaction of the solute’s charge distribution with the solvent continuum is then
calculated classically by the Poisson equation∇ [ (r) ⋅ ∇ (r)] = −4��(r), (2.31)

with (r) being the position-dependent dielectric constant, (r) the electric ield potential and �(r)
the charge distribution. An explicit dependence of the dielectric constant on the position within the
solution allows to take into account varying regions of polarity as within large solute proteins ( ≈ 2−5)
or the surrounding water environment ( ≈ 80). However, equation (2.31) is only valid if no ions are
taken into account, that is the ionic strength is assumed to be zero. To appropriately take screening
exerted by these into account the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation is employed

∇ [ (r)∇ (r)] − (r) (r) 2 B sinh [ (r)
B

] = −4��(r), (2.32)
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where is the charge of the ions, is zero or one, depending on whether r can be accessed by the
ions and is the inverse of the Debye length which measures the distance the ield can permeate into
the solution. Since equation (2.32) is diicult to solve, it is usually linearised by assuming low ionic
strength, which exchanges the hyperbolic sine with a linear term of (r).

he PB equation can be solved analytically for some symmetric solute structures like spheres and
ellipsoids, but these are accurate for relatively few molecular structures. Atempts have been made to
change the radius of the sphere to an efective value to compensate this efect. Since the radius is then
very system dependent comparison to other values is diicult and the inluence on the results can be
very strong. As such cavities in the shape of the molecular surface are preferred, which can be acquired
in two diferent ways. he simplest approach is creating a cavity by overlapping spheres with a scaled
van-der-Waals radius that are centred at the atomic positions. However, this may lead to enclosed
spaces that are not within the cavity, but separated from the outer continuum and thus can intro-
duce errors. A more involved method therefore depends on determining the solvent-accessible surface
(SASE) which is modeled by moving a sphere over the molecular van-der-Waals surface. he resulting
SASE thus only contains areas that can be in direct contact with solvent or electrolyte molecules.

Since the Poisson equation has to be solved numerically, the space occupied by the solute molecule
is oten discretised with a number of grid points. he charge distribution is then mapped onto the
grid points by dividing the charge according to some rationale and for each of the points the Poisson
equation can then be solved numerically. An alternative possibility is to project the potential onto the
surface of the cavity in the form of a charge density.[53] he molecular surface is then divided into
spherical triangles and the enclosed charge is collected in the midpoint which simpliies the integral
over the charge density to a sum over interactions between point charges. his approach can be prob-
lematic in cases where midpoints of triangles corresponding to diferent atoms are very close, which
leads to a large interaction contribution that can destabilise the procedure. In this case triangles in
regions of overlap between spheres of diferent atoms are ignored, thus reducing the accuracy.

As the charge density on the molecular surface has a direct inluence on the electronic structure of
the solute, the reaction ield resulting from the charge has to be included in the Hamiltonian[33]

(H − 12 )Ψ = Ψ. (2.33)

In the case of a single determinant approximation to the total wavefunction, the reaction ield is directly
included in the self-consistent solution (f − ) = � , (2.34)

therefore efecting the relaxation of the mutual polarisation.
he described procedure is for example utilised in the COntinuum Solvent MOdel (COSMO) by Klamt

and co-workers,[54,55] or in the Polarisable ContinuumModel (PCM) byMiertuš, Scrocco and Tomasi.[56]

COSMOadditionally assumes that the dielectric model of the solvent gives similar results as a conductor
with → ∞. As such no potential exists within the solvent, but an image charge is created on the
surface which largely simpliies the calculation of the free enthalpy of polarisation P. Of course the
diference in actual dielectric constant and the conductor has to be accounted for, so that the determined
free enthalpy of formation is corrected with the Onsager factor 2( −1)(2 +1) . Still, it could be expected that
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such a treatment is only correct for solvents with a high dielectric constant, but it was found that
COSMO also works well for non-polar solvents.[57]

Up to now only the electrostatic contributions as described by the Poisson equation were taken into
account. However, the insertion of a molecule into a solution can also efect changes in the geometry
of the solute and irst solvation shell, resulting in a diferent interaction moiety. As such these efects
can play an important role in the accurate description of non-polar solvents. he Solvent Model using
the full electron Density (SMD) by Marenich, Cramer and Truhlar[52] incorporates such non-bulk efects
in a parameterised manner

CDS = atoms∑ � + � �M� atoms∑ , (2.35)

where � is the atomic surface tension of atom , � �M� the respective molecular surface tension and
the solvent-accessible surface area. Other methods to calculate the non-bulk efects exist, such as

the cavity-dispersion-repulsion terms of PCM methods.[58] Nevertheless, it was found that approaches
which do not take the arbitrary deinition of the cavity into account cannot give quantitative re-
sults.[59,60] he SMD method solves this by a parameterisation that is consistent for a certain set of
solute radii and thus the solute-solvent boundary.[60]

Notwithstanding the great variety of diferent approaches to implicitly account for the efect of
molecule solvation, all of the mentioned methods have been used to study reactions and equilibria
in solution. Various measurable quantities such as redox potentials,[61,62] pKa values[63–65] and even
infrared[66] or UV/Vis spectra[67] have been investigated with continuum models, which have an im-
portant role in the eiciency, stability and characterisability of molecular catalysts.

2.4 Geometry Optimisation

heBorn-Oppenheimer approximation to the electronic structure problem allows to decouple the atomic
movement from that of the electrons creating the concept of a potential energy surface (PES). As such
the dynamics of the nuclei can be calculated classically on the surface resulting from a particular en-
ergy function. However, in most ab initio methods the analytical energy function is not known and
only calculations for a few points on that surface can be carried out. Consequently the full PES is only
accessible in the simplest cases, as the dimensionality and cost rise exponentially with the system size
and methods of higher accuracy.

For many cases only some points on the PES with suiciently low energy are needed to describe
systems in equilibrium or even reactions. he later are represented by paths on the PES of lowest
energy by going from one minimum to another. hese minimum energy pathways (MEPs) correspond
to the most likely trajectory for a certain reaction of a system. As shown in Figure 2.2 the minima are
separated by a saddle point of irst order, the transition state (TS). Since the TS is the point of highest
energy on the reaction pathway it is oten a good indicator for the reactivity of a system and is used in
several models for the prediction of reaction rates.[68,69]

Computational investigations of molecular reactions therefore depend on the determination of these
stationary points, which is accomplished by numerical optimisation algorithms. Several procedures
have been developed to speciically minimise the molecular energy or maximise it in a single direction
or coordinate. As the accuracy and cost of the electronic structuremethod is increased the requirements
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Saddle Point

Minimum 1
Minimum 2

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a potential energy surface.

on the eiciency of the optimisation algorithms are stronger. Most of the modern electronic structure
methods allow the calculation of the energy gradient at very litle additional cost, but higher deriva-
tives are oten prohibitively expensive in a general application. However, second order optimisation
algorithms require signiicantly fewer steps until convergence is reached, so that a balance between the
number of steps and the computational demand has to be devised. Since the calculation of energetic
derivatives becomes more and more prohibitive with the highest order involved, the Taylor expansion
of the potential energy surface (PES) is oten stopped at second order

(x) = (x0) + g0 Δx + 12Δx H0Δx, (2.36)

with the electronic energy , gradient g and Hessian H at the geometry x in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. Since stationary points on the PES are sought, the irst derivative of the energy has to
vanish

d (x)
dx

= g0 + H0Δx != 0. (2.37)

he required step Δx to the minimum in the quadratic approximation can be readily derived according
to Δx = −H−10 g0 (2.38)

and is equivalent to a Newton-Raphson step for the gradient function g(x).[3] Notwithstanding, for PESs
that strongly deviate from the quadratic approximation, this step does not lead to the exact solution
and an iterative procedure is required. Additionally the step may become very small and thus converge
slowly, or very large and overshoot the minimum. For very diicult cases the later efect can result in
oscillative behaviour, leading to a number of unnecessary steps and therefore single point calculations.
A simple way to control the step size is to restrict the length of the predicted step to the radius � of
a hypersphere in which the quadratic approximation is assumed to still be valid. his can be trivially
achieved by choosing a maximum value for the step length and cuting the vector to this value if it
is exceeded. More appropriately the step can be determined by applying a Lagrange multiplier that
minimises (x) = 12 ((Δx)2 − �2) which leads to the trust radius method (TRM)[3]Δx = −(H − I)−1g. (2.39)
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A beneit of the trust radius method is that can be used to force the optimisation into the direction
of a minimum even if the Hessian matrix is not positive deinite. he multiplier therefore has to be
lower than the lowest eigenvalue of H.

In a related approach, the rational function (RF) algorithm, the quadratic approximation to the po-
tential energy surface is changed to a rational function approximation

Δ (x) = g Δx + 12Δx HΔx1 + Δx SΔx , (2.40)

where S is an arbitrary matrix. he solution of the above equation, that is dΔ /dΔx = 0, results in an
eigenvalue equation in which the eigenvalues are proportional to the predicted energy change Δ and
the eigenvectors to the step Δx.

[H g
g 0] [Δx1 ] = 2Δ [S 0

0 1] [Δx1 ] (2.41)

In the letmost part of equation (2.41) the Hessian is assembled with the gradient into a larger matrix
which is therefore also called the augmented Hessian. Since S can be any matrix many varieties of
the RF procedure are possible. Usually it is set to a constant, say , times the identity matrix which
reduces the irst row in equation (2.41) to the trust region method in equation (2.39). Similarly to
TRM the eigenvectors of solving equation (2.41) corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues can be used
to optimise stationary points of diferent order. For a more robust saddle point search the rational
function approach is usually partitioned into the eigenvector to be maximised and the minimisation
space.[70]

During the optimisation to the stationary point the quadratic or rational function approximation
to the local potential energy surface should become increasingly beter. Consequently the arbitrarily
deined threshold for the trust radius � may not be appropriate over the whole range of steps. A
common update to the trust radius thus compares the last step and energy to the values of an ideal
quadratic surface and the threshold is then adjusted according to the deviation. One typical approach
is to estimate the accuracy of the quadratic approximation as the ratio � of the real and predicted change
in energy[3] � = Δ

g Δx + 12Δx HΔx . (2.42)

he trust radius is doubled if the approximation its reasonably well, e.g. � > 0.75 and �old < 54 |Δx|,
whereas it is reduced to �new = 14 |Δx| if the surface deviates strongly from a quadratic description, that
is � < 0.25. In between, the trust radius is not changed at all.

As a diferent approach to determine a step length the previous steps can be inter- or extrapolated to
achieve a beter geometry. he direct inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) method[71] minimises a set
of error vectors e of previous steps and has been used successfully in electronic structure methods to
accelerate convergence. Since the error vector can be arbitrarily deined, choosing theNewton-Raphson
step e = −Hgi or the change in energy e e = (g − g )(x −x ) enables the geometry optimisation with
this method (GDIIS).[3,72,73] Several diferent approaches using DIIS or Newton-Raphson algorithms
have been found to be advantageous in separate parts of the optimisation which led to the suggestion
of a hybrid method.[73] Nevertheless, the GDIIS method is known to be drawn to stationary points of
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higher order if the Hessian is not properly conditioned.[3] Furthermore, one has to ensure that the set
of steps used for the interpolation does not become linearly dependent and a robust DIIS algorithm
thus employs a range of checks to ensure non-redundancy and a reasonable step direction.[74]

Another option to determine the step length is to employ a line search along the predicted direction
of the step. his reduces the dimensionality of the problem to one variable by iting cubic or quartic
polynomials to the energy and gradient of the last steps.[75,76] However, as the line search is not exact
it can also lead to large steps and then additional energy and gradient calculations may be required.

he calculation of supplementary points to determine the step length can be very costly and may
only be justiied if the improved convergence more than compensates for the increase in the number
of gradient and Hessian evaluations. he later is seldom so fast to calculate that an exact evaluation
at every step is computationally competitive. As a irst approximation one may assume the identity
matrix for the Hessian, which efectively results in a step along the direction of steepest descent, that
is the gradient. In the course of the optimisation the second derivatives can be updated numerically
with the history of previous steps and gradients. An unlimited number of these update methods can be
constructed with each exhibiting diferent beneits and disadvantages.

One of the most widely used algorithm for this task is the one by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and
Shanno (BFGS)[77–80]

H +1 = H + Δg ΔgΔg Δx − H ΔxΔx HΔx H Δx , (2.43)

which has the important property of keeping the second derivative matrix positive deinite and thus
enforces a step towards a minimum. he denominator in equation (2.43) contains the diference of the
gradient Δg between the last two steps and the corresponding coordinate change Δx . It is therefore
evident that the BFGS method can become unstable if the product of both approaches zero.[4] Other
formulations like SR1[81] and PSB[82] do not exhibit this instability and also relax the positive dei-
niteness of the correction, which renders them useful in the optimisation of transition states. Due to
their speciic disadvantages some combinations to improve upon the existing algorithms have also been
suggested.[4,83]

Using the identity as the second derivative matrix is a very crude approximation. Although it is
known that diagonal matrices in combination with well constructed internal coordinates can be sui-
cient,[84,85] a beter model Hessian can greatly increase the speed of convergence. General force-ield-
based analytic functions lend themselves to the development of eicient approximations which was
taken up by Schlegel,[86] Fischer and Almlöf[87] as well as in the group of Malmqvist.[88] In the later
(Lindh’s model) a super-redundant set of internal coordinates consisting of distances, angles and dihe-
drals for every combination of atoms is set up and the contribution to the energy is taken to be a simple
harmonic term

stretch = 12 ∑ ( − 0, )2
bend = 12 ∑ ( − 0, )2

torsion = 12 ∑ (� − �0, )2
ges = stretch + bend + torsion
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where the size of the force constant is damped according to the distance between the atoms� = exp(� ( 2
ref, − 2 ))= �= � �= �� � � .

he parameters � and ref, depend on the elements contributing to the bond, but the values are
tabulated for the irst three rows.[88] In the original paper the Hessian in super-redundant internal
coordinates is transformed back to cartesians before further use, which renders the model coordinates
independent of the actual optimisation space. As a consequence the model is evaluated in a global
coordinate system for any molecular structure which justiies the use of the Hessian’s eigenvectors as
a non-redundant set of coordinates.[88,89] A drawback is the huge size of the transformation matrix
for systems with more than 50–100 atoms, which are routinely investigated nowadays. To reduce this
dependence the calculation of the force constants is oten done in the internal coordinate space used in
the optimisation.[85] Similarly to the quadratic approximation in themethods for the step prediction, the
use of a parameterised Hessian corresponds to a diferent surface than the exact solution. Consequently
the step size and direction may difer and thus the convergence to the same stationary point is not
ensured.

he question whether a stationary point is reached cannot be answered easily due to the numerical
nature of the optimisation procedure. By approaching such a point the gradient is reduced inmagnitude
and vanishes at the minimum or saddle point. However, the method used to evaluate the energy and
gradient only allows a certain accuracy so that several thresholds have to be deined to identify a
converged solution. Many diferent schemes have been suggested and are in use by several program
suites.

An oten cited scheme was invented by Baker[84] to be able to properly compare diferent optimi-
sation protocols. In that scheme convergence is signalled if the maximum component of the gradient
is below 3 ⋅ 10−4 a.u. and either the maximum displacement (3 ⋅ 10−4 a.u.) or the energy change of the
last step (10−6 a.u.) is small. hus, the gradient is the main criterion since it is the necessary condition
for a stationary point, whereas the additional checks serve to signal convergence in special cases. he
test for a small change in energy helps to converge loppy molecules which can change strongly with
a chemically insigniicant change in energy.[84]

Slightly diferent schemes are employed by sotware suites like Molpro[89] and Gaussian.[90] he
former just moves the point at which convergence is checked before the gradient evaluation at the
current step and thus saves unnecessary computation time as well as steps.[89] he sotware package
Gaussian uses somewhat looser criteria which require several values to be within the limits at the same
time.[91] In addition to the maximum components of the gradient and the cartesian step being lower
than 4.5 ⋅ 10−4 a.u. and 1.8 ⋅ 10−3 a.u. respectively, the root-mean-square (RMS) values are required to be
within 3 ⋅ 10−4 a.u. and 1.2 ⋅ 10−3 a.u. for both quantities. As a further check, if the RMS and maximum
value of the gradient are less than a hundredth than the thresholds, convergence is also signalled in
that scheme.

Even though the above mentioned methods are all important in an eicient optimisation and partic-
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ularly for pathologic cases, the coordinates in which a molecular geometry is described oten have an
even stronger efect on the rate of convergence. On top of this the coordinates are more sensitive to
chemical properties of the system and an eicient set should accordingly take the diferent interactions
into account.

Hence many diferent coordinate systems have been suggested and used, with the cartesian coor-
dinates being one of the simplest and directly accessible to general optimisation algorithms. Many
molecular structures are already supplied or can easily be converted into cartesian coordinates so that
they are simple to set up. Large biomolecules like proteins are oten optimised in cartesian coordinates
since an eicient internal set would be diicult to deine and would use up too much memory and CPU
cycles in the transformation between the internal and cartesian space.[92] Nevertheless, they are by
no means ideal because cartesian coordinates also describe the translational and rotational motion of
the molecule. he later is represented by the eigenvectors of the Hessian corresponding to eigenval-
ues with a value of zero at stationary points. In general cartesian coordinates exhibit a high degree of
coupling with regard to the internal degrees of freedomwhich slows down any optimisation procedure.

One option to reduce the coupling and get rid of the non-internal degrees of freedom is to describe
the geometry in the eigenvector space of the Hessian, which also reduces the harmonic coupling of
the coordinates. hese so-called local normal coordinates[89] (LNC) therefore work best with an exact
Hessian or a good approximation to it. Since the potential energy surface away from the minimum is
seldom quadratic, the coordinates change at every step in the optimisation and have to be recalculated.
Due to the diagonalisation of the Hessian, translational and rotational contributions can be singled out
by examining the eigenvalues, which results in a reduced coordinate set with the necessary 3� − 6(5)
degrees of freedom. Although this is true for translationmotion, eigenvalues for rotational eigenvectors
are only exactly zero at a minimum.[93] Consequently care has to be taken to project out rotations from
the Hessian matrix before diagonalisation, so that all external degrees of freedom give eigenvalues that
are exactly zero.

he later caveat can be circumvented by using internal coordinates. One of the simplest and best
known version of these is the z-matrix in which one bond, angle and dihedral is assigned to every
atom successively to fully describe the geometry. For this, only 3� − 6(5) coordinates are required in
total which is an advantage over the 3� coordinates of optimisations in plain cartesians. Similar to the
Hessian eigenvectors, internal coordinates also reduce the harmonic coupling which should enhance
the rate of convergence in an optimisation procedure. Notwithstanding, z-matrices for a geometry
can be built in multiple ways of which every single construction may show a diferent convergence
behavior in the optimisation.

Another variation are the natural internal coordinateswhich take coordinates similar to the ones used
in spectroscopy as an example to build a non-redundant set.[94] In addition to the usual bonds, angles
and dihedrals coupled coordinates like ring deformations are taken into account, which not only reduces
harmonic couplings, but also anharmonic contributions. hese have been shown to achieve superior
convergence for a variety of molecular structures. However, the problem of seting the coordinates up
remains and algorithms deining natural internals can be tedious to implement. It is therefore evident
that some cases may not be handled correctly and the corresponding optimisation can fail without
taking any step.

Pulay and co-workers thus suggested an easy to build set of coordinates which can and even is
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expected to be redundant and still lead to satisfactory convergence.[95] hese redundant internal co-

ordinates (RIC) are created by a set of primitive coordinates (PICs) made up of a sensible deinition of
bonds, angles and dihedrals, but other primitives which are useful for certain geometrical features can
be added. Calculating the values and derivatives of these PICs is generally straightforward, only during
the actual optimisation when geometry diferences are needed some corner cases need to be treated.
For one, the sign of any dihedral has to be conserved during the course of the relaxation which can
easily be taken care of by comparing to the last value. Another more sensible problem is the transition
between normal angles and those which are almost linear. he later require the deinition of two or-
thogonal vectors which are also perpendicular to the bonding axis of the three linearly arranged atoms.
his can either be accomplished by searching for useful reference vectors like Bakken and Helgaker[85]

suggested, or by simply using the cartesian basis vectors which are nearest to orthogonality.[96] In
any case, if during an optimisation an angle becomes linear, a suitable transition between the standard
deinition of a bending coordinate and the corresponding linear bends must be ensured.

With the creation of a suitable primitive internal coordinate set, the determination of current values
q of this set for a particular optimisation step is trivial. Relating the diferences of two cartesian ge-
ometries to a change in internal degrees of freedom on the contrary is not directly accessible because
of the curvilinear nature of the primitive coordinates. However, ininitesimally small deviations can be
approximately described by a linear relationship and thus the transformation of small changes in �x
into internal displacements �q are realised by Wilson’s B-matrix of irst derivatives / � :[97]

B�x = �q. (2.44)

Due to the high redundancy of the internal coordinate system, B is rectangular and therefore not di-
rectly invertible. A pseudo-inverse matrix B−1 can be deined which has the property of reducing the
norm ||B�x − �q||, or ||�x|| in the case of over- or underdetermined systems of linear equations, respec-
tively.[85] For a non-singular symmetric matrix this results in the standard inverse. Although most
linear algebra libraries provide functions to directly calculate the pseudo-inverse, for example by sin-
gular value decomposition, it can also be determined by standard methods. his is accomplished by
projecting the B matrix onto the non-redundant subset, which can be accomplished by building and
diagonalising the G matrix

G = BB = (UR) (Λ 0
0 0

) (U
R
) . (2.45)

Since G is a real symmetric matrix, it can readily be inverted by diagonalisation and inversion of the
non-zero eigenvalues. he actual pseudo-inverse is then acquired by

B−1 = G−1B. (2.46)

For the prediction of an optimisation step the gradient and Hessian have to be known in internal
coordinates, which can be readily calculated with the pseudo-inverse of the transposed B matrix

g = (B )−1g� (2.47)

H = (B )−1(H� − K)B−1 (2.48)
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2.4 Geometry Optimisation

with = ∑ g , 2� � being the second derivatives of the internal by the cartesian coordinates. Nev-
ertheless, due to the redundancy in the coordinate system the acquired internal gradients and Hessian
might not correspond to a physically meaningful change in the coordinates. A projector P = BB−1 is
therefore employed that removes irst order redundancies and reduces the inluence of numerical noise

g = Pg (2.49)

H = PH P. (2.50)

Ater the determination of a new geometrical change s = q +1 − q in internal coordinates, the step
has to be transformed back from curvilinear to rectilinear coordinates which necessitates an iterative
procedure

x +1 = x + B−1Δq (2.51)

x1 = x0 + B−1s (2.52)Δq = s − (q − q ). (2.53)

he above procedure would require a complete calculation and inversion of theBmatrix which scales as�(� 3) and thus would add a signiicant amount of computational time for larger molecules. Oten B is
therefore taken to be constant which leads to an increase in the number of iteration steps, but efectively
reduces the time needed for the whole back-transformation.[98] Since this step is a major botleneck
in the procedure, several atempts have been made to reduce the cost by lowering the overall scaling
due to evaluation of the B−1 matrix[98,99] or by utilising polynomial its in conjunction with automatic
diferentiation techniques.[100]

As seen from equation (2.45) the diagonalisation of G reveals the redundancy of the primitive inter-
nal coordinate set. his information can therefore be used to create a set of non-redundant internal
coordinates with the correct size of 3� −6(5) degrees of freedom and may be a beter representation of
the molecular structure. he new set of coordinates are simply the eigenvectors of the non-redundant
space U as deined in equation (2.45).[98,101] hus they consist of a linear combination of PICs and are
consequently oten delocalised over the whole molecule. However, Gmight possess several very small
nonzero eigenvalues which necessitates a proper deinition of a threshold for the selection of the eigen-
vectors. While the utilisation of a threshold can lead to a larger set of coordinates than necessary, just
choosing the 3� −6(5) vectors corresponding to the highest eigenvalues may neglect important combi-
nations. hemain advantage of these delocalised internal coordinates (DIC) is the much smaller memory
footprint of the method if the intermediate matrices are not kept, since the size of the coordinate set is
reduced. On the other hand additional transformations to and from the redundant set have to be carried
out and if the coordinates are not determined at every step, a possible mixture of the non-redundant U
and the redundant space R has to be taken into account. he later efectively leads to slower geometry
convergence and thus the delocalised internal coordinates are expected to mostly perform worse than
the corresponding redundant set. Nevertheless, in the limit of a perfect set of delocalised coordinates
this reduction in eiciency would be vanishing.

If all the mentioned coordinate systems are taken into account, it becomes obvious that all of them
sufer from one or more deiciencies and have to be well-designed to be used in routine applications.
Cartesian based coordinates are easy to set up and handle, but can lead to slow convergence or even to
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saddle points of higher order when a good Hessian approximation is not available. Internal sets require
more transformations which can make up the major part of the computation time and memory usage
if large molecules are investigated, but ofer superior performance. Nevertheless the creation of these
coordinates can be error prone (natural internals) or not appropriate for the optimisation of a certain
geometry (z-matrix). With the suggestion of the redundant internals many problems inluencing the
building of the coordinate set and the eiciency of the optimisation have been resolved. he delo-
calised internals additionally address the memory requirement of the redundant approach, but are not
expected to improve the convergence. Since the redundant internals are made up of several simpler co-
ordinates their inluence on the optimisation eiciency should be large. his of course depends on the
step prediction and Hessian approximation as well. A concise investigation of the inluences of every
part in the optimisation routine and the performance of several approximations is therefore necessary.
To accomplish this and allow the modiication of the routine in detail, the sotware program StOpt was
developed and interfaced to the Molpro suite[102] for the electronic structure calculations. As Molpro
ofers several optimisation procedures itself it was additionally used as the reference to benchmark the
performance of StOpt.
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3 Development of an Improved Optimisation
Procedure

3.1 The StOpt-Sotware

he general program low for cartesian- and internal-based optimisation procedures is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 3.1. In general both procedures require the same successive steps of determining the
energy and gradient, predicting a new step and inally checking the convergence criteria before continu-
ing the cycle. Several additional steps could be added in-between to add constraints, external potentials
or to carry out a line search. hese modiications would be similar in the low-chart of both coordinate
spaces, however. he change from cartesian to internal coordinates instead requires a more extensive
modiication of the procedure.

Although the local normal coordinates as used in Molpro[102] show similarities to internal coordi-
nates their treatment is similar to a cartesian optimisation as presented in the let-hand side of Figure
3.1. With the translation and rotation projected out of the Hessian matrix their use results in 3� − 6(5)
coordinates to optimise, which are determined by diagonalisation and successive transformation with
the eigenvectors. Because the transformation is linear it is easily carried out using matrix multiplica-
tion. On the contrary internal coordinate schemes require basic chemical information about bonds and
the type of their interaction to build an eicient set of primitives. With a robust deinition of the PICs
the construction of transformation matrices is straightforward, although they require more matrix op-
erations than local normal coordinates. As the step prediction method is only applied in the coordinate
system of the optimisation, the last big diference between both low-charts is the back-transformation.
his is a major part of the whole procedure and as it is not exact the iterative algorithm might diverge,
which can lead to crashes or unreasonable cartesian geometries.

By default Molpro 2012[102] minimises geometries supplied as cartesian coordinates in local normal
coordinates with Lindh’s global model Hessian. he later was designed with LNCs in mind and thus is
an appropriate match for these coordinates. If no other options are given to the program, its optimiser
also uses the rational function ansatz to determine the step and limits it to a length of 0.3 a.u. by scaling
the step back if it exceeds that margin. Molpro’s optimiser consequently follows the approach of Figure
3.1 with the small but signiicant diference that the gradient is only calculated ater the convergence
check, as mentioned in section 2.4.

As StOpt was developed with the goal of an eicient redundand-internal-based optimisation method,
represented by the low-chart on the right hand side of Figure 3.1, a procedure to determine a set of
primitives had to be chosen. A super-redundant set of PICs or a total connection scheme in which the
distance between all possible combination of atoms are used would be a simple solution, but quickly
become unfeasible or even lead to slower convergence. he developed sotware thus employed a pro-
cedure described in the literature[85] which deines stretching coordinates in a chemical sense, that is
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Figure 3.1: General optimising lowcharts in cartesian (let) and redundant internal (right) coordinate space. he
dashed lines represent the alternative low in case of local normal coordinates as used in Molpro’s
optimiser. As convergence is generally tested on cartesian values, the transformation of coordinates
works in both directions for the LNC optimisation. he lowchart on the right corresponds to the
approach implemented in StOpt.
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3.1 he StOpt-Sotware

by comparing the distance to the sum of covalent radii multiplied by the factor 1.3. An extra-redundant
set of stretches can be deined by the same check, but with a larger scaling factor of 2.5, which mostly
results in bonds between nearest neighbor atoms. Similarly hydrogen bonds are assigned to any dis-
tance between a heteroatom and a hydrogen bound to a heteroatom for which the distance is greater
than the sum of the covalent, but lower than the sum of the van-der-Waals radii and with an X-H-X
angle larger than 90°. X in this case are the heteroatoms which currently have to be one of the range
N, O, F, P, S and Cl. If multiple fragments are identiied that are not connected by any coordinates, a
regular interfragment (IF) bond is added by searching for the atoms with the smallest distance between
the fragments. he extra-redundant set deines auxiliary interfragment bonds for distances between
the fragments which are lower than 2.0 , but larger than 1.3 times the standard IF bond. Values for the
covalent and van-der-Waals radii were taken from tabulated results.[103,104]

With the bonds set up the bending and torsional coordinates are determined for every unique com-
bination of connected stretches which are not auxiliary. If an angle between three atoms is larger than168° and the central atom is only connected to the other two atoms, the bending coordinate is exchanged
with two linear bends. In the current implementation the linear bends are taken into account by the
two cartesian position vectors of the central atom which are as close to orthogonality with the bond
vectors as possible. his is determined by the smallest scalar product of the cartesian basis vectors and
the distance vector between the outer atoms. he cartesian direction with the smallest scalar product
might change during the optimisation or the back-transformation which could lead to an inconsistent
set of coordinates. To avoid problems of this kind the indices of the chosen directions are only assigned
at the beginning of the optimisation.

Torsional coordinates are similarly deined by three non-auxiliary bonds that share one atomwith the
next bond and do not exert any angles larger than 168°. If the molecule contains any three connected
collinear atoms all torsions including these atoms are added by traversing the molecular chain until
a well-deined dihedral is found. Since a dihedral angle is usually deined for the range −� ≤ � ≤ � ,
whereas the inverse of the cosine only returns values from zero to � , the phase of the angle is determined
by comparison. he sign of the angle is set by the scalar product of the irst bond with the cross product
of the other two. his phase has to be kept consistent for geometry diferences so that a change in angle
from � = −178° to � = 178° does not result in Δ� = 356°, but 4°. As such the state of the dihedral is saved
at the beginning of every back-transformation and a value is assigned to indicate whether the angle is
within the quadrant −90° ≥ � ≥ −180°, 90° ≤ � ≤ 180° or in between. he angle is then shited so that
the right diference is acquired by subtraction and therefore the actual value may be larger than ±� .
he same approach is also employed in the Psi4 package.[105]

Due to the dependence of the PICs on the deinition of sensible bonds, angles and dihedrals the actual
coordinate set used depends on the geometry and thus may change during the optimisation. To allow
the use of an appropriate set of primitive coordinates in every step an option to recalculate the PICs
ater a number of steps was also included.

he further steps in an optimisation scheme with redundant internal coordinates require the calcu-
lation of the irst derivatives regarding the cartesian coordinates and the derived matrices, that is the
(pseudo-)inverse and projector, as detailed in section 2.4. Energy, gradient and Hessian are similar to
an optimisation in cartesians, although parameterised second derivatives are oten evaluated directly
in the primitive internal coordinate space. Multiple approximate Hessian guesses have therefore been
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implemented in the sotware. As the model Hessians published in the literature are oten used in a
modiied deinition in several sotware suites, the only comparable Hessian is the scaled diagonal one.
It includes values of 0.5Eh/Bohr2 for stretches, 0.2Eh/rad2 for bends and 0.1 Eh/rad2 for torsional prim-
itives. Since cartesian coordinates are used to represent linear bends, a value of 1.0Eh/Bohr2 is used
for those instead. For a more elaborate Hessian Almlöf’s[87] and Lindh’s[88] approximation have been
added to the library of second derivative guesses. However, the former is determined in a separate PIC
set as detailed above, converted to cartesian space and transformed to the internal coordinate set of
the optimisation. In contrast to the original formulation by Fischer and Almlöf, StOpt does not include
out-of-plane bending coordinates. he implementation of Lindh’s model Hessian follows the approach
in[85], so that the force constants are determined on the primitive internal coordinates used in the
optimisation procedure and consequently no additional transformation is necessary. Since only min-
imisation algorithms have been implemented, the main updatingmethod is BFGS and can be applied for
any number of steps. he model Hessian is then calculated for the geometry steps% upd steps before
the current one, where steps is the number of optimisation steps, upd the number of steps used for
the update and % the modulo operator.

With the projected gradient and Hessian the new step is then predicted by the rational function
approach and scaled if the length of the step exceeds 0.3. he value is not checked in the cartesian space,
but in the coordinate system used. As it is more appropriate to determine the step under the constraint
of a certain step length the restricted-step RF (RS-RF) method was implemented as well, which requires
an iterative solution of the rational function ansatz. In the last steps of the optimisation cycle a new
geometry in cartesians has to be determined which requires the iterative back-transformation from
curvilinear to rectilinear coordinates. he standard procedure is used to accomplish this without the
recalculation of the B-matrix in every step to save matrix operations. As noted above the phases of the
dihedral angles are ixed at the beginning of the back-transformation so that a smooth convergence is
achieved.

Optimisation convergence is checked at the end of the loop and signalled if the maximum gradient
and either the cartesian step or the change in energy is below its threshold. he approach was designed
to reproduce the one used in Molpro and thus the gradient used in the convergence check is taken
from the last but one structure, although energy and gradient calculations are done in one single point
calculation.

Designing StOpt with parameters similar to those used in Molpro ensures a consistent picture and
allows the comparison of their optimisation eiciency. Since an exact correspondence is almost im-
possible not much insight is gained by comparing similar methods of diferent sotware, but the best
or standard methods of each should be compared. Deiciencies in the developed procedure are beter
unearthed by benchmarking several setings and approximations of the optimiser.

3.2 The Best Combination of Approximations

Several benchmark sets can be envisioned to test an optimisation scheme. Ideally those sets should
contain a balanced number of many diferent binding motifs so that the robustness and general appli-
cability of the scheme can be ensured. However, a comprehensive assembly of molecular geometries
that takes into account every possible situation grows quickly too large for routine tests. A focus of
this study is the development and assessment of a redundant-internal-coordinate-based optimisation
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Figure 3.2: All of the starting structures of OrgSet1 as used in the optimisation tests shown in the following plots.

procedure, which depends heavily on the quality of the primitive coordinates. herefore, a set of small
and diverse geometries that exhibits diicult cases for these coordinates is a more appropriate choice
for a benchmark set.

As such a set of 41 structures was obtained from the GDB-13 database[106] for small organic druglike
molecules which are shown in Figure 3.2. hey were preoptimised with the simple DREIDING force
ield,[107] leading to rather crude starting structures. In one case (structure 23) the geometry even
exhibits two seemingly interlocked ring structures which is unfavourable and almost impossible to
optimise as a closed-shell molecule. Nevertheless, it is retained in the set as a measure of robustness
for the optimisation procedure. Others contain one or several rings and linear domains which can also
be problematic for internal coordinates and thus serve to unravel problems in the PIC set.

his benchmark set was therefore optimised with several diferent options in order to ind handles
for an improvement of the optimiser and assert the best combination of approximations. All of the
single point calculations used Molpro[102] in the version 2012.1 with the DFT functional PBE[108] and
the def2-SVP[109] basis set. Density iting was used in combination with the automatically assigned
auxiliary basis set def2-SVP/JFIT.[110] For converged energies and gradients the grid size parameter
was set to achieve an energy accuracy of 1.0 × 10−9 Eh and the threshold for energy convergence to1.0 × 10−8 Eh. All molecules were taken to be neutral and of singlet multiplicity which allowed the use
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3 Development of an Improved Optimisation Procedure

of the restricted Kohn-Sham method.
he comparison of approximations on OrgSet1 is mostly presented in bar graphs which show the

number of iterations needed for convergence, with a maximum of 100. A converged geometry may not
correspond to an actual minimum and thus all the stationary points were checked with a successive
frequency calculation on the same level of theory. Due to numerical inaccuracies in the optimisation
and frequency run, only results with imaginary frequencies larger than 25 cm−1 were assumed to not
be suiciently near to a minimum. If an optimisation converged to such a point it is marked with an
asterisk.

3.2.1 Step Prediction

he irst task in seting up a numerical optimisation procedure is choosing the right step prediction
algorithm. Many possibilities exist to minimise an arbitrary function, but if second derivatives are
available the (Quasi-)Newton (QN) types have been shown to give the best results.[3] Consequently the
QN methods have already been investigated up to the point at which further improvement is likely to
be small.[4] One of the most popular choices is the rational function algorithm, which is known to give
reasonable steps and have competitive convergence properties. he level-shitedQuasi-Newtonmethod
behaves similarly in the limit of the exact Hessian, but is inferior for more crude approximations.[85]

As such a further benchmark of step prediction methods is unlikely to help in improving the eiciency
of the optimisations.

On the contrary, the restriction of the step has gained much less atention and thus a possible im-
provement could be made on that end. In most optimisation routines the predicted step length is simply
scaled in the coordinate system of the step prediction if it exceeds the trust radius. As this generally
does not correspond to the actual solution of the RF equations, the direction of the true step may be
diferent than the scaled one. To solve this problem an iterative algorithm is needed, as suggested in
the literature.[111,112] he restricted step rational function optimisation[112] (RS-RF) is such an approach
and was thus tested on OrgSet1 against the standard RF algorithm with a simple maximum step size.

Figure 3.3 shows the number of iterations for each structure obtained with Lindh’s model Hessian
determined in the PIC set and either with RF or RS-RF as the step predicting method. he second
derivative model was recalculated at the geometry ive steps before or at the starting structure if less
steps were taken. It was then sequentially updated by BFGS using the ive last steps. In both runs the
step restriction was set to a length of 0.3 in the coordinate system of choice and thus the only diference
should result from the enforcement of the step length.

In the case of a diagonal Hessian, as shown in the appendix, the restricted step variant of the rational
function method seems inferior to a simple scaling of the step length. However, from Figure 3.3 it
becomes evident that this deiciency decreases with a beter approximation to the exact Hessian as
Lindh’s model reduces the number of iterations largely, except for structures 17 and 33. Even those are
much improved by an increase of BFGS update steps as deduced from the graphs in the appendix. his
additionally hints at the importance of a good parameterisation of the second derivatives for an eicient
optimisation using RS-RF. Notwithstanding, the character of the stationary points is also afected by
the Hessian approximation. In the case of the best performance of RS-RF the diference in eiciency
and non-minima points in comparison to RF is found to be almost insigniicant. On the other side of
the spectrum, that is by using a diagonal approximation to the Hessian, the number of higher-order
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Figure 3.3: Number of iterations needed in for each structure in OrgSet1 using rational function (black) or the
restricted-step variety (red) for the step prediction. Lindh’s model Hessian with BFGS updates of ive
previous steps was employed with a maximum step length of 0.3 in the coordinate system used for
the prediction.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence of OrgSet1 with (red) and without (black) an update of the trust radius. he initial value
was 0.3 in the internal coordinate set in both cases. A rational function algorithm with Lindh’s model
Hessian as initial guess and successive BFGS updates were otherwise employed.

stationary points is much lower for RS-RF than for RF. As such it seems that RS-RF is in general a more
robust method than simply scaling the RF step, which is likely even more pronounced in transition
state optimisations. Only if a good analytical approximation cannot be carried out the simple ansatz is
going to be more economic.

Independent of the approach used for the step restriction, the magnitude of the trust radius itself
has an obvious inluence on the number of iterations. A ixed step size generally leads to suicient
performance although a strong dependence on the actual value is oten reported. On the other hand
the optimum trust radius has been determined to be between 0.3 and 0.4, seemingly independent of the
particular internal coordinate system used.[85,89] he later is rather surprising since largely diferent
coordinate systems should lead to a variety of step sizes and directions, which is expressed by the im-
proved performance of internal over cartesian coordinates. However, this inding is in line with the
competitive convergence of cartesians with good Hessian approximations, although this competitive-
ness likely diminishes for more diicult potential energy surfaces. he usefulness of scaling the length
dynamically is therefore also dependent on the structure and thus the local potential. Figure 3.4 clearly
shows that despite the relatively small diference, a trust radius update is generally advantageous. Most
optimisations are signiicantly accelerated by allowing a larger step size which is especially pronounced
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Figure 3.5: Number of iterations needed for convergence due to diferent Hessian approximations. he RFmethod
was used with the standard redundant internal coordinate set and a step length scaling if it exceeded0.3. A diagonal (black) approximation, Lindh’s model (black) and Almlöf’s model (green) were used.
BFGS was used to update Diag at every point, whereas only the ive most recent steps were used for
the other model Hessians.

in the irst steps that exhibit large gradients. Although the use of an update of the trust radius can thus
be recommended for routine applications it has to be noted that it might lead to worse convergence for
more diicult potential energy surfaces, as the update only takes the last two steps into account.

As expected from the modiications investigated in this section the reduction of the iterations needed
for convergence is very small for this benchmark set. Nevertheless the correct prediction and scaling
of the step results in an overall performance gain of the optimiser. More importantly, the desired
stationary point is found more reliably than with standard procedures that simply scale the rational
function step to a certain cutof. Nevertheless, the direction and length of the step is closely linked to
the second derivatives used in the prediction of the step, which warrants a separate investigation.

3.2.2 The Approximation of the Hessian

he improved performance of internal coordinates is a result of the approximate decoupling of the
coordinate space. As a consequence optimisation in an internal framework is said to already be ei-
cient with a simple diagonal Hessian. A common practice is thus to scale each type of coordinate in
an identity matrix with a diferent factor, which also allows to artiicially prefer the optimisation of
speciic coordinates. With a beter description of the true Hessian even strongly coupled bases like
cartesians show competitive convergence for many systems. he question thus arises whether internal
coordinates exert the same improvement of convergence due to more sophisticated approximations.

here are many ways to obtain approximate second derivatives, however. For all except the smallest
systems an exact Hessian matrix is prohibitively expensive in the course of an optimisation. In these
cases using an update formula is necessary to achieve a decent eiciency. To also circumvent the
exact Hessian calculation at the beginning, many diferent model Hessians have been suggested that
are suiciently accurate for the relaxation of molecules. herefore the most commonly used Hessian
approximations in optimisation schemes for molecules were tested: a scaled diagonal Hessian (Diag),
Lindh’s model (Lindh) and Almlöf’s model (Almloef).

he results in Figure 3.5 clearly show an improvement of the molecular mechanics Hessians over the
diagonal approximation. In general the convergence with the diagonal Hessian is very smooth in con-
trast to model-based versions, which is a direct result of the smaller step size inlicted by the diagonal
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Figure 3.6: Efect of the change in the number of steps used for the Hessian update. RF was employed for the
step prediction, which was scaled back to a length of 0.3 if that threshold was exceeded. he standard
redundant internal set served as the basis for optimisation and evaluation of Lindh’s model Hessian
which was updated with either the ive (black) most recent or all (red) steps.

approximation. his is not surprising as using an unscaled diagonal, that is the identity, matrix reduces
the related Quasi-Newton method to a gradient descent. One could assume that due to the approximate
character of model Hessians, a step might become unreasonably large or lead to an unfavourable di-
rection. hat is certainly oten the case, but at the start of an optimisation the geometry is suiciently
distorted that even a step into a slightly diferent direction leads to an overall reduction in potential
energy, whereas it may hinder convergence near the minimum. Generally the overall reduction in the
number of cycles more than compensates for the later efect.

Nevertheless, plain use of anymodel would lead to bad optimisation behaviour because the curvature
of the true PES may deviate strongly from the approximate derivatives. To compensate for this efect
update methods need to be applied for a number of steps. Oten the model Hessian is just used as a
guess at the beginning of the optimisation run and updated successively, but it was also found that
using a limited amount of update steps can enhance convergence further.[89] Figure 3.6 thus compares
the inluence of using the Hessian update with a diferent number of steps, which should decrease the
inluence of the model with increasing number of updates.

he diference in the results is most pronounced for structures with already slow convergence be-
haviour, as expressed by structures 15–17, 25, 30 and 33. For the average converging structures like
1–10 the diference is small, but favouring the smaller number of steps used for the update as suggested
in the literature. However, for those diicult minimisations the use of a model Hessian only at the be-
ginning reduces the number of needed iterations signiicantly and may compensate for the additional
few iterations lost in the other cases. Additionally the large number of updates seems to reduce the
convergence to saddle points as using the full step history only resulted in four geometries that do not
qualify for a minimum, whereas the restriction to ive steps leads to seven non-minimum structures.

As such the use of model Hessians as an initial guess with successive BFGS corrections in every step
not only saves CPU time by avoiding expensive recalculation, but also improves the overall eiciency
of the optimiser. From the analysis in this section it is not clear which model may be the best in
average. Both Lindh’s and Almlöf’s approximations showed similar performance. With a diferent
benchmark set that includes a wider range of interactions the discrepancy may be larger. However,
both model Hessians were used diferently from the deinition in the original papers so that with the
results obtained a similar behaviour can at least be expected in their current implementation. On the
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Figure 3.7: Convergence dependence on the primitive internal coordinate set if a scaled diagonal Hessian is used
as a guess at the beginning und updated by BFGS in successive steps, determined by the RF method
with a maximum step size of 0.3. he standard primitive set (black) is compared against an extended
set with a number of auxiliary bonds (red).

other hand both are based on the PIC set as deined internally, so that the coordinates could have a
signiicant inluence, which is therefore investigated in further detail.

3.2.3 The Coordinate Set

he internal coordinate set has been found to enhance the convergence of molecular geometry op-
timisations due to the reduction of couplings between movements that occur throughout the search
for a stationary point. With a careful combination of these primitive coordinates both harmonic and
anharmonic couplings can be signiicantly reduced.[84,113] In exchange for the acceleration of conver-
gence compared to cartesian-based spaces and the ease of construction in contrast to natural internals,
a redundant set of coordinates becomes sensitive to the setup and handling of the primitives. he re-
dundancies are usually removed to irst order by the projector P as in equation (2.50), which ensures
a coordinate step that is actually representable in the set of primitives.[95,113] However, this cannot
redeem the dependence on the actual deinition and setup routine. As is the case with the choice of
a particular z-matrix a certain set of primitives may be a bad representation of a molecule’s equilib-
rium geometry and thus a very small, ixed coordinate set might consequently lead to oscillations and
even prevent convergence. On the other hand plainly adding all possible stretches, bends and torsions
would result in a highly redundant basis which mostly slows down the convergence by reducing the
step size. As such the construction of the internal basis for optimisation has to yield a well-balanced
set of coordinates to be eicient.

Bakken and Helgaker[85] suggested an extra-redundant coordinate set in addition to the standard def-
inition, that consisted of auxiliary bonds which mostly connect next-neighbour atoms. he diference
in convergence due to the additional redundancy can be seen in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. From these
results it is evident that the higher redundancy does not improve the overall convergence in the case of
a diagonal starting guess, which supports the notion of generally smaller step sizes for a larger internal
coordinate set. With a beter approximation for the Hessian the picture changes somewhat as seen in
Figure 3.8, but not suiciently to prefer the inclusion of the auxiliary bonds by default. An advantage
due to a model Hessian guess was already reported[85] and atributed to a beter description of the ap-
proximate second derivatives by the larger coordinate set in which the Hessian guess was built. Here
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Figure 3.8: Inluence of diferent primitive internal coordinate systems on the convergence with RF, a step scaling
to 0.3 and Lindh’s model Hessian used as a guess at the beginning with successive BFGS updates. he
black bars correspond to optimisations with the standard primitive internal set, whereas the red ones
were determined with the extra-redundant coordinates.

the extended PIC set does not lead to a signiicant improvement of the average convergence though.
On the contrary, some structures fail to optimise in the extended coordinates, speciically 17, 30 and
33 which all exhibit linear carbon chains in the initial geometry. All three optimisations stop because
of a diverging back-transformation which was not further investigated. Still, as bonds are added in
between nearest neighbours, chain-like structures lead to a highly redundant set of bonds at any point
on the PES. It is thus possible that the extra-redundant coordinates are unsuitable to optimise such a
molecule.

As shown above, even when projecting out the irst-order redundancies, the separate primitive co-
ordinate sets can behave very diferently in traversing the potential energy surface. his is not only
expressed in the eiciency of the optimiser, but also directly in the iterative back-transformation ater
the step-prediction. An unlexible or rigid coordinate set would make it diicult to represent the pre-
dicted step in cartesian space so that a large internal residual Δ = |q′ − q′| remains.[113] Consequently
a metric for the rigidity of an internal coordinate set can be deined as= Δ /|s|, (3.1)

where s is the predicted step, q′ the corresponding predicted and q′ the actual internal coordinates ater
convergence of the back-transformation. his measure could consequently be used to ind improved
internal coordinate sets and can lead to insight about its usefulness for the current optimisation.

As such, structure 36 was investigated, since it exhibits one of the slowest convergence and a pro-
nounced discrepancy between the standard and extra-redundant coordinates. To compare with a well-
behaved optimisation structure 3 serves as a reference. Looking at the graphs in Figure 3.9 one clearly
notices the similarity in the rigidity behaviour for both coordinate sets if the structure is well described
by the primitive coordinates. he contrary can be said about the minimisation of structure 36, which
exhibits a slower convergence and reduction in rigidity for the extra-redundant than the standard PIC
set. Interestingly the maximum is higher and the reduction more erratic for the standard set which
is similar to the change in energy. Comparing the behaviour of the coordinate rigidity during the op-
timisation of structure 3 with that of structure 36, one may be led to assume that the diference is due
to an unsatisfactory choice of coordinates. Selected molecular geometries during the minimisation of
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Figure 3.9: Rigidity of the standard (black) or the extra-redundant (red, dashed) PIC set throughout the optimi-
sation of structures 3 (let) and 36 (right). he RF method was used to predict a step that was scaled
to 0.3 if it exceeded that value. Lindh’s model in the used PIC set provided the initial Hessian guess
which was successively updated by the BFGS method.
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Figure 3.10: Geometries of structure 36 as occuring during the optimisation using the standard set of primitive
internals, rational function optimisation, Lindh’s model Hessian and BFGS updates in all successive
steps.

structure 36 are depicted in Figure 3.10 and clearly corroborate this assumption.

he rigidity does not give clear guidance on how to improve the coordinate set for the optimisation
and thus a speciic procedure would have to be developed. A simple irst approach to this problem can
be achieved by recalculating the primitive internal coordinates at several steps during the optimisation.
herefore structure 36 was optimised with the standard coordinates and a reset at several optimisation
steps, resulting in the convergence plot Figure 3.11. From the graphs it is evident that an appropri-
ate coordinate set improves the convergence considerably. he recalculation of the coordinates is not
necessary in every step as the inluence near the minimum is small and is mostly not changed. As
a globally usable, but still eicient collection of primitives is impossible to create for all structures of
interest, the recalculation seems a necessary improvement for a robust optimiser.

Although some optimisations of molecular structures could possibly be improved by adding other
primitive coordinates as out-of-plane bends,[114,115] and special intermolecular bonds,[116] the currently
used standard combination of stretching, bending, linear bending and twisting coordinates exhibits sat-
isfactory convergence properties. he extra-redundant set may be advantageous for structures inwhich
some degrees of freedom are insuiciently characterised by the standard set, but is not recommended
for general optimisations. However, due to the change in geometry of crude starting structures the
recalculation of the internal coordinate set is advisable.
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Figure 3.11: Optimisation of structure 36 with and without recalculation of the standard primitive internal co-
ordinate set. Reset0: no recalculation of the PICs, Reset10: recalculation ater every ten iterations,
Reset1: recalculation at every step. he optimisation otherwise employed RF for the step prediction,
Lindh’s model for the inital Hessian and BFGS for successive updates.

Table 3.1: Algorithms used in the optimisation methods to compare Molpro’s internal routine against methods
available in StOpt.

Method Step Prediction Step Length Coordinates Model Hessian Update Update Steps

Molpro1 RF 0.3 LNC Lindh BFGS 5
Molpro2 RF 0.3 NIC Diag BFGS 5
StOpt1 RF 0.3 RIC Diag BFGS all
StOpt2 RF 0.3 RIC Lindh BFGS all

3.3 Comparison to Other Sotware

Without a common basis for optimisation tests the comparison of literature results would not be mean-
ingful. Baker introduced a set of 30 small organic molecules, shown in Figure 3.12, near to a stationary
point to benchmark the eiciency of optimisation schemes.[84] Owing to the computational resources
at that time the method of choice was restricted Hartree-Fock theory with the STO-3G[117] basis set, as
only single and uncharged closed-shell molecules were calculated. Due to several benchmarks against
Baker’s results this combination grew to be a de-facto standard with only few additional investigations
of the basis set inluence.[85] A less oten used set of molecular structures, was introduced as a test for
delocalised internal coordinates.[101] Some of these structures, shown in Figure 3.13, were chosen as dif-
icult cases for optimisation procedures in any coordinate space. Cubane and the other molecules with
multiple annulated rings can be problematic for the setup of internal coordinates, whereas the string
of three-membered rings in jawsamycin makes it diicult to converge, especially in cartesian coordi-
nates.[101] his additional collection of molecules is thus a good measure for the general applicability
of the implemented internals and the performance of the optimisation scheme.

To appropriately set the eiciency of StOpt into perspective Baker30 was optimised with two promis-
ing procedures in StOpt and two of Molpro’s own methods, which is summarised in Table 3.1. he irst
scheme, StOpt1, is based on the standard primitive internal coordinate set as detailed in section 3.1,
the rational function algorithm with a simple scaling of the step length to 0.3 and the scaled diagonal
Hessian as an initial guess that is successively updated using BFGS. In internal coordinates diagonal
Hessians are said to be competitive with the optimisation in cartesians and beter approximations to
the second derivatives, which is thus tested with StOpt1. StOpt2 expresses the performance of a gen-
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erally applicable optimisation procedure in StOpt with an improved convergence due to the use of a
molecular mechanics Hessian. As such Lindh’s model was used as a guess for the second derivatives
and successively updated at every step.

Molpro1 is the standard optimisation approach in Molpro 2012.1, which employed the rational func-
tion step prediction with a simple scaling of the step length to 0.3 and local normal coordinates deter-
mined from Lindh’s Hessian model which is updated with ive previous steps. Molpro2 resembles the
best performing procedure as it is based on natural internal coordinates, but used a diagonal matrix for
the second derivatives. he later is more robust with the natural internals than molecular mechanics
Hessians as used in Molpro1, which otherwise utilises the same approximations.

As for the literature values, results obtained by Baker[84] employed natural internal coordinates, the
EF method for step prediction and a molecular mechanics Hessian guess with BFGS update. he EF
algorithm is similar to the rational function optimisation.[85] Values in the column for Eckert[89] were
determined with a similar procedure as Molpro1. Bakken[85] represents the reference method for the
approach developed in this study, as a similar PIC set is used. However, the listed results were acquired
in the extra-redundant internal coordinate set. Furthermore the iterations in the columns Bakken and
StOpt2 were obtained with Lindh’s model Hessian in the space of the primitive coordinates, contrary to
the other approaches. he initial guess was then updated with BFGS in every new step like in StOpt1.
All of the calculations used similar convergence criteria as deined by Baker.[84]

he average of needed iterations in the last row of Table 3.2 show a striking variation in the eiciency
of optimisation schemes. Baker retrieved the worst results of the literature values even though he used
natural internal coordinates. he particular deinition of those coordinates may therefore be behind
the inferior convergence. Eckert obtained very good performance using simple local normal coordi-
nates, which could not be reproduced with Molpro1 despite the assumed similarity of the optimisation
procedures. Bakken is also very eicient and was expected to be comparable to StOpt2. Notwithstand-
ing, there is still a signiicant diference in the results between procedures in StOpt and comparable
literature methods.

his discrepancy might be caused by a diference in the updating procedure or even just the step
restriction, since a trust radius update was not employed in StOpt1 or StOpt2. Additionally subtle
diferences in the internal coordinate set can have a visible efect even in molecules as small as those
in Baker30. he later may be responsible for the diference between Bakken and StOpt2 as a slightly
diferent approach was used in both cases. Irrespective of this even model Hessians like Lindh’s are
used or constructed diferently in separate codes, which can lead to deviations in the behaviour of the
minimisation. As Bakken employed the extra-redundant coordinate set, not only the lexibility of the
coordinates might have been beter, but also the initial Hessian guess which was evaluated in the same
coordinate space.

Column Molpro2 prominently shows the advantage of natural internals in optimisations as it ex-
hibits the lowest number of iterations for any of the procedures, even with a diagonal Hessian. Due
to the simple Hessian approximation this advantage is going to be less for more diicult structures.
Additionally the optimisation of acetylene did not even commence, since the linear structure resulted
in a program failure. StOpt1 exhibits only fair performance for an optimisation in internal coordinates
which can probably be atributed to the simple diagonal Hessian used at the start of the optimisation, as
corroborated by the much beter results of StOpt2. Additionally StOpt1 requires a similar total number
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Table 3.2: Number of geometry optimisation steps required for convergence of molecules in Baker’s set of 30
molecules. Program crashes aremarked by a dash. he average iterations until convergence is achieved
is listed in the last row. In the case of Molpro2 only 29 structures were used for the average. For details
on the methods used see the text.

Molecule Baker Eckert Bakken Molpro1 Molpro2 StOpt1 StOpt2

water 6 4 4 4 4 5 4
ammonia 6 5 5 5 6 4 4
ethane 5 4 3 4 3 4 4
acetylene 6 5 4 5 - 5 4
allene 5 5 4 3 4 5 4
hydroxysulphane 8 7 7 8 7 9 7
benzene 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
methylamine 6 5 4 4 4 4 5
ethanol 6 5 4 6 5 6 5
acetone 6 5 4 5 5 5 5
disilylether 8 10 8 11 8 9 8
1.3.5-trisilacyclohexane 8 8 9 10 5 12 8
benzaldehyde 6 5 4 5 4 6 4
1.3-diluorobenzene 5 5 4 4 4 4 4
1.3.5-triluorobenzene 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
neopentane 5 4 4 4 4 4 4
furan 8 6 5 5 6 6 6
naphtalene 5 6 5 5 6 5 5
1.5-diluoronaphtalene 6 6 5 5 6 5 5
2-hydroxybicyclopentane 15 9 9 13 10 17 12
achtar10 12 8 8 9 7 12 8
acanil01 8 8 7 8 8 8 7
benzidine 9 8 9 12 6 10 8
pterin 10 9 8 9 9 8 9
difuropyrazine 9 7 6 7 7 6 7
mesityloxide 7 5 5 5 6 7 5
histidine 19 23 16 27 9 23 15
dimethylpentane 12 10 9 11 7 11 10
cafeine 12 7 6 6 7 7 7
menthone 13 13 12 21 11 23 13

Average 8.0 7.0 6.2 7.6 6.0 7.9 6.5
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Figure 3.14: Minimisation of the OrgLarge set with the approaches Molpro1 (RF, LNC, Lindh’s model with ive
steps for the BFGS update), Molpro2 (RF, natural internals, scaled diagonal Hessian with ive steps
for the BFGS update) and StOpt2 (RF, standard redundant PIC set, Lindh’s model as initial guess
with successive BFGS updates). he setup of the natural internals in Molpro2 failed for three of the
structures due to the demanding molecular structure.

of iterations as Molpro1 and thus supports the adequate convergence of redundant internal coordi-
nates with simple diagonal approximations, analogous to the natural internals. Although StOpt2 is not
the most eicient procedure for this set of structures it is not very far of from the other approaches
and thus proves to be a decent approach. Furthermore the advantage of redundant internal coordinate
systems may become more pronounced for larger and structurally involved systems.

As such the OrgLarge set can be used to test this hypothesis, as its molecules exhibit a much larger
number of variables to optimise and more diicult starting structures. StOpt2, Molpro1 and Molpro2
were thus used to minimise the energy of these structures on the same level of theory as the Baker30
set. Figure 3.14 clearly corroborates the assumption that StOpt2 exhibits the best performance mainly
for larger and more diicult systems. he standard optimisation in Molpro 2012.1, Molpro1, converges
every structure except jawsamycin, which however is already near the minimum and would only re-
quire a number of additional steps. his observation is in line with the one made by Baker,[101] who
stated that cartesian optimisation procedures converged very slowly since they take very small steps
already from the start. For the easier to converge systems like cubane and perylene Molpro1 is very
competitive or even a few steps faster. Notwithstanding, those structures exhibit the smallest number
of iterations anyway and therefore only contribute litle to the overall performance. In the case of
more demanding structures like hexadecane and jawsamycin the approach exerts a much slower con-
vergence than Molpro2 or StOpt2. hese are almost similarly eicient, although one has to admit the
diference in the Hessian employed in both cases. Molpro2 used a diagonal Hessian with ive steps in
the BFGS update, whereas StOpt2 started with Lindh’s model, which was successively updated at every
step. hus the eiciency of Molpro2 could probably still be improved with a beter approximation to the
Hessian. Nevertheless, due to the failure of determining the natural internal coordinates, the optimi-
sation did not even start for three of the structures, whereas StOpt2 did not exhibit any problems. he
performance of StOpt is thus competitive to other optimisation approaches used in current sotware
suites and seems to be robust enough to be used in routine applications.
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Figure 3.15: he model system for the product of CO2 reduction to oxalate with a dinuclear copper based cat-
alyst.[118] he original tetranuclear intermediate was capped with hydrogen atoms and cut at the
sulide bond, halving the systems size. Let: Lewis structure of the model system. Right: ball-and-
sticks representation of the pre-optimised structure which was used as a starting point.

3.4 A Real-World Test

Up to now most benchmarks were done on small organic molecules with the exception of OrgLarge,
which unearthed the superiority of redundant internal over local normal coordinates, as used in the
standard optimisation routine of theMolpro sotware suite. In large structures with several diferent in-
teractions like molecular clusters with hydrogen- or van-der-Waals-bound fragments or even transition
metal complexes and proteins, the setup of internal coordinates may become diicult and result in an
insuicient convergence in comparison to cartesians. Consequently an assessment of the performance
on molecules that are of relevance in current research is necessary.

To redeem this lack of tests, a recently proposed copper-based transition-metal complex, which was
found to catalyse the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to oxalate,[118] was chosen as a inal test of per-
formance. In Figure 3.15 the model system used in the optimisation is depicted by its Lewis structure
on the let. he actual resting state of the catalyst ater the reduction contains the dinuclear complex
bridged by two oxalate ligands to another catalyst molecule. To acquire a smaller structure more ac-
cessible to state-of-the-art methods the tetranuclear complex was cut at the sulide bond and capped
with hydrogen atoms, thus almost reducing the number of atoms by half. Since the structure cannot be
expected to converge within the chosen maximum number of iterations, it was then preoptimised until
convergence was signalled. he starting geometry of this optimisation was then used as the reference
for the benchmark and is shown in Figure 3.15 on the right-hand side.

Preoptimisation and the inal minimisation run were then carried out with Molpro 2012.1 for the
electronic structure calculation, whereas the PBE[108] functional was chosen in combination with the
def2-SVP[109] basis set. he accuracy of the energy and irst derivatives had to be high for a smooth
optimisation with StOpt and thus the integration grid was set to a size for an energy convergence
of 1.0 × 10−8 Eh and the SCF thresholds for the energy and density to 1.0 × 10−7 and 3.16 × 10−8 Eh,
respectively. Since the model complex is dinuclear with a total charge of +2 the unrestricted Kohn-
Sham method was used with the density iting approach and a triplet multiplicity.

he inal optimisation in Molpro again employed the rational function step prediction with a sim-
ple scaling of the step, local normal coordinates and Lindh’s model Hessian which is updated with a
maximum of ive steps using BFGS. Minimisation with StOpt was done with the same step prediction,
but the extra-redundant coordinate set and a diagonal Hessian at the beginning, which is successively
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Figure 3.16: Convergence for the last steps of the catalyst’s minimisation using PBE/SVP with either Molpro’s
internal or the self-writen optimiser (StOpt).

updated with BFGS.
From Figure 3.16 one can see that the structure is already nearly converged at the start of the min-

imisation run and thus the diference in energy of each step is very small. However, as the thresholds
for geometry convergence are not satisied at that point the comparison is still valid and even more
so, because Quasi-Newton methods are known to converge slowly at the end of the optimisation.[73]

Although GDIIS-based algorithms could accelerate the minimisation at that stage, a faster converging
approach with the same step prediction is preferrable.

he optimisation with local normal coordinates in Molpro decreases the energy very slowly and
smoothly, despite the extensive use of a model Hessian. In contrast StOpt exhibits an oscillative, but
decaying behaviour which still converges twice as fast. A reduction of these oscillations may further
lessen the number of iterations needed, as the positive steps are likely small and unnecessary. his
argument is supported by the failure to converge the optimisation with the standard primitive internal
coordinate set in StOpt. Since the extra-redundant coordinates only add bonds to atoms with a greater
distance, some important angles or dihedrals may not be described properly, which can lead to the
observed oscillations. Utilisation of Lindh’s model Hessian resulted in large steps that were unable to
converge in the back-transformation and made a diagonal approximation necessary. As the model was
calculated in the PIC space, this additionally supports the necessity to improve the internal coordinates
for transition metals compounds. Nevertheless, this graph clearly corroborates the advantage of using
redundant internal coordinates in general optimisation work.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the development of a molecular geometry minimiser based on redundant internal coor-
dinates was outlined. It was shown that even in the framework of Quasi-Newton methods some parts
of the optimisation procedure can still be improved.

he step prediction with Quasi-Newton methods is already a mature ield, so that the investigation
was restricted to the rational function algorithm. Even with the best method the approximation to
the potential energy surface cannot be always accurate and therefore the step is oten restricted to a
maximum step size to avoid overstepping of theminimum. As the correct approach to restrict the step to
a certain size requires the iterative solution of the RF equations, the RS-RFmethodwas tested against the
usually applied simple scaling. RS-RF was found to require a larger number of iterations in comparison
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to the simpler procedure if used with diagonal starting Hessians, but resulted in a beter convergence
to the minimum. With an improved approximation to the second derivatives, the diference in the step
length treatment became negligible. Dynamically adjusting the maximum step size, that is the trust
radius, reduced the number of iterations in the investigated benchmark set signiicantly.

A variety of model Hessians exist to calculate second derivatives from simple analytical potentials.
he suggested eiciency of internal coordinates with scaled diagonal matrices was therefore tested
against two model Hessians. Although the usability of the diagonal approximation is evident, more
elaborate parameterisations still lead to a signiicant acceleration of convergence. A pronounced dif-
ference between the deinition of the model potentials within the current implementation could not
be observed. Similarly the Hessian update plays an important role to correct for deiciencies in the
approximations. Contrary to suggestions in the literature, the optimisation resulted in more minima of
the OrgSet1 when the model Hessian was only calculated at the beginning and successively updated,
whereas the number of optimisation steps changed only marginally.

he primitive coordinates play an important role in the performance of a redundant internal set. As
such the investigation of OrgSet1 using a PIC set determined by a standard routine and an extended
set with additional nearest-neighbour bonds were compared with diferent Hessian approximations. In
all cases the smaller set of coordinates was superior to the extended set, which exposed problems in
the case of structures with linear chains. Nevertheless, for some cases the extra-redundant coordinates
can be advantageous as a larger internal set generally reduces the step size and thus leads to smoother
convergence. his efect was necessary to converge a transitionmetal catalyst taken from the literature.
Even with the extra bonds added the number of iterations was halved in comparison to a local normal
coordinate based procedure.

A comparison on a small set of 30 molecules to other optimisation schemes exhibited just mediocre
performance of the standard procedure in StOpt. Due to the limited size and bonding paterns of the
test set, the reason for this could not be concluded. Notwithstanding, a lot of diferences between each
of the methods persisted like trust radius updates, varying deinitions of model Hessians and changes
in the internal coordinates. It was thus suggested that the advantage of redundant internal coordinates
can only be fully revealed with a set of larger molecules that exhibit more diicult bonding paterns.
Calculations using StOpt and Molpro on the OrgLarge set corroborated this hypothesis. As such there
is still room for improvement in StOpt, but the procedure described and tested has been found to be
already quite robust and superior to the standard used in Molpro 2012.1.

Several ways to enhance the current implementations could still be envisioned. A major inluence on
the eiciency is exerted by the PIC set and thus adding or exchanging several coordinates for a beter
description of other motions like out-of-plane bends could go a long way toward a beter optimisation.
his argument is in the same line as using natural internals and even a combination of those and re-
dundant internal coordinates may be advantageous.[119] he recalculation of the coordinates in every
step was shown to improve convergence for some structures, therefore it is obvious that a method to
control a change in coordinates will be superior. Furthermore, several step prediction algorithms are
known to excel at diferent parts during the optimisation, suggesting the implementation of hybrid
optimisation schemes.[73] Similarly, although BFGS is generally the most eicient Hessian update for
minimisations, a hybrid scheme for the update methods was suggested and found to marginally speed
up convergence.[4,83] In summary a lowchart-type optimisation routine that chooses the most appro-
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3.5 Conclusion

priate approach in each phase of the optimisation and takes care to properly scale the step is the most
promising direction for further development.
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4 Molecular Reduction of CO2
he reduction of carbon dioxide holds the potential for great developments in renewable energies.
CO2, used by nature itself to convert sunlight into carbohydrates,[120–122] is ubiquitously available.
At the same time it is touted as one of the main greenhouse gases produced by humans.[123] In light
of the impending consequences of global warming there is a great incentive to artiicially bind this
molecule and also to utilise it in the formation of chemicals for energy storage or other industrial large-
scale applications. Fixations of CO2 at electrodes is possible, but the energy conversion eiciency is
relatively low.[124] he simple one-electron reduction is also thermodynamically very demanding, with
a potential of −1.90V against the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).[125,126] In protic environments
a range of more favourable reactions are available with a very narrow potential distribution.[126] he

Table 4.1: CO2 reduction reactions and their corresponding potentials (V vs SCE).[127]

Reaction ∘/V
CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– −−→ HCO2H −0.85
CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– −−→ CO + H2O −0.77
CO2 + 4H+ + 4 e– −−→ C + 2H2O −0.44
CO2 + 4H+ + 4 e– −−→ HCHO + H2O −0.72
CO2 + 6H+ + 6 e– −−→ CH3OH + H2O −0.62
CO2 + 8H+ + 8 e– −−→ CH4 + 2H2O −0.48

selectivity for a particular product is consequently low if no additional measure of control is added
to the process.[5] Homogeneous catalysts are particularly advantageous for this task due to the oten
well-deined structure and tunable reactivity. In particular ruthenium-based complexes with ReL(CO)3
moieties have been found to catalyse the CO2 reduction selectively with a very high preference over
dihydrogen evolution.

Several groups therefore investigated the [Re(L)(CO)3Cl] range of catalysts (L = substituted bipyri-
dine) which lead to the suggestion of two diferent mechanisms that difer in the number of electrons
inserted into a single complex (Figure 4.1).[128–131]

It was found that the irst reduction is ligand centred and the complex bound chloride is successively
dissociated. Further reaction can advance in two diferent directions, depending on the reaction con-
ditions.[130] In the one-electron pathway the formed [Re(bpy)(CO)3]· radical reacts directly with CO2
to form an intermediate, [Re(bpy)(CO3)(CO2)]·, which can then undergo reductive disproportionation
with another CO2 molecule to CO and CO 2–

3 . If the radical is long-living enough a dimer may form
which reduces the activity, but still catalyses CO2 reduction. On the other hand, with strongly coordi-
nating solvents the vacant coordination site can be occupied and the radical is stabilised. his enables
a further reduction of the complex before reacting with another CO2 molecule, leading to the two-
electron pathway. In contrast to the one-electron path the resulting intermediate transfers the spare
oxygen onto an acceptor, for example H+ which leads to carbon monoxide and water as products.
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Figure 4.1: One- and two-electron pathways suggested by the group of T. J. Meyer for the mechanism of CO2
reduction with fac-Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl.[128]

he intermediates occuring during reduction can be followed by infrared spectro-electrochemistry
(IR-SEC), as already exempliied in the course of the investigations on fac-[Re(CO)3]-based catalysts
with diferent ligands.[130–133] he symmetric and asymmetric vibrational modes of the facial carbon
monoxide arrangement show characteristic frequencies in the infrared spectrumwith a strong spliting
of the symmetric and antisymmetric CO-bands.[130,133,134]A variation in the electronic structure of
the complex, most prominently in the vicinity of the transition metal, has a direct inluence on those
frequencies.[131] hus the reduced species during cyclovoltammetry or catalysis can be distinguished
and with additional information they can ideally also be assigned to certain structures.

he aromatic ligand framework already proved to be non-innocent during reduction. A further side-
reaction in addition to Cl– dissociation might thus be possible. Indeed it has been found for [Re(CO)3]-
type complexes with protic ligands that dihydrogen may be released. his was shown to occur for
hydroxy-substituted ligands,[135] leading to a small IR shit of about 10 cm−1 per proton due to the slight
increase of the ligand’s donor strength. A similar observation was made with mononuclear rhenium
complexes containing imidazoles.[136] Due to the inserted electrons and efective loss of protons this
process has also been termed reductive deprotonation.[136]

he actual ligand-based reduction of [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl] was found to lead to a shit of approximately20 cm−1 and would thus be distinguishable from the mentioned deprotonation.[130,132] Kubiak and co-
workers studied a methyl-substituted catalyst, [Re(Mebpy)(CO)3Cl], and showed that the slow chloride
loss results in a charge-transfer from the ligand to the rhenium.[133,134] his ligand to metal charge
transfer (LMCT) adds to the shits of the CO bands which are then around 40 cm−1 lower compared to
the unreduced complex.[133] hey therefore corroborated the irst steps in the proposed mechanism,
but also showed the utility of the (CO)3 moiety as a probe for the change in electronic structure.

Mechanistic investigations were also conducted on a supramolecular arrangement of [ReL(CO)3]
fragments which self-assembled due to hydrogen bridges in the ligand.[7] Cyclovoltammetric measure-
ments on this arrangement showed a higher catalytic activity for the reduction of CO2 in comparison
to the mononuclear parent complex at the potential of the irst reduction. his increase in activity
suggests that a multinuclear arrangement could be beneicial for the transformation of CO2 by the one
electron pathway. However, at the second reduction potential no change in activity was found and
thus the 2 e– -mechanism is most likely not inluenced.[7] In the case of the 2 e– -mechanism one of the
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4.1 Computational Determination of Reduction Intermediates
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Figure 4.2: Let: Lewis structure of 1, as reported in reference [137]. Right: ball and stick representation of the
experimentally determined crystal structure of the methylated backbone ligand.

products stems from an oxygen transferred to acceptor molecules or atoms, likely H+ in protic media.
Consequently it seems likely that acidic or other proton delivering groups could enhance the activity
of CO2 reduction catalysts. he validity of this hypothesis was tested by incorporating phenol groups
to an iron porphyrin catalyst.[126] Catalytic activity of the later was shown to be a billion times higher
than for the methoxy-substituted congener.

Stimulated by the aforementioned results an even more active catalyst could be envisioned that in-
corporates all these improvements: a dinuclear arrangement with a Re(CO)3 active centre and a proton
donating group. Such a catalyst has recently been designed in the group of I. Siewert.[137]

Incorporating the above features is enabled by the backbone ligand L (4-tert-butyl-2,6-bis(6-(1H-
imidazol-2-yl)-pyridin-2-yl)phenol) as depicted in Figure 4.2, which was also synthesised with 1Me-
imidazolyl substituents. he unmethylated complex was not crystallised and thus Figure 4.2 only shows
the ball and sticks representation of the catalyst with the methylated imidazolyl moieties. However,
the inluence was expected to be marginal. As for complexes with similar Re(CO)3 moieties 1 also
exhibits facial coordination by the carbon monoxide ligands and the rhenium ions are enclosed in a
mostly undistorted octahedral environment. his enables a hydrogen bond of the phenolic OH-group
to one of the chloride ions. he Lewis picture of the ligand suggests a conjugated �-system. As seen
in the representation of Figure 4.2, the planes of the sidearms are almost orthogonal to each other. An
electronic coupling of both catalytic centres is therefore not intrinsic to the structure. Part of the results
presented in the following sections has already been published elsewhere.[137]

4.1 Computational Determination of Reduction Intermediates

he complex was thoroughly investigated with UV/Vis-SEC and IR-SEC so that each of the reduc-
tion potentials of 1 were assigned infrared and UV/Vis spectra. With the CO group stretching bands
unobstructed in the 1700–2100 cm−1 range and sensitive to any change in the catalyst’s environment
the corresponding intermediate structures should be identiiable. Nonetheless, without further infor-
mation a direct assignment or a diferentiation between stereochemical conigurations is challenging.
Additional clues can however be supplied by theoretical methods with the carbon monoxide vibrations
serving as the interface to experiment.
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Figure 4.3: Let: Overlay of the experimental crystal structure (green) of 2 with the methyl groups replaced by
a hydrogen atom and the optimised minimum on the BP86-D3(BJ)/TZVP/COSMO level (red). Right:
Comparison of calculated IR spectra with a solvent model (COSMO) and in gas phase (GP) to the ex-
perimental bands (Exp). heoretical spectra were shited to coincide at the band of highest frequency.

4.1.1 Computational Details

Starting with the unreduced complex, the infrared spectra were computed for a number of viable molec-
ular geometries on the basis of density functional theory. For the optimisation and frequency calcu-
lation the GGA functional BP86[27,28] was used with the def2-TZVP basis set[109] and D3 dispersion
corrections[42] with Becke-Johnson damping.[44] he integral calculation was accelerated using the
resolution of the identity approximation[138] for which the associated def2 iting basis[110] set was ap-
plied. To further reduce the computation time the irst 60 core electrons of rhenium were substituted
by the efective core potential ECP60MWB.[139] COSMO was used with the standard parameters for
DMF ( = 38.3) to model bulk solvent efects.[54] he frequencies and intensities were determined in
the usual double harmonic approximation.

In DFT the parametric nature of most functionals precludes the prediction of a functional’s accuracy
based on the underlying theoretical sophistication. herefore it is common practice to apply scaling
factors to vibrational frequencies which were determined using DFT methods. As the transferability is
debatable and the mentioned combination of functional and basis set was already used successfully for
vibrational ingerprints,[66,140] a predeined factor was not utilised in this study. Instead the accuracy
was evaluated by direct comparison of computed values to the experimental spectrum. To accomplish
this the structure corresponding to the experimental spectrum has to be known so as to be able to
exclude any deviation introduced by the neglect of structural sampling. Only the crystal structure of
2 was available, but 1 is expected to behave similarly and the former was accordingly used with the
methyl groups replaced by hydrogen atoms. As shown in Figure 4.3 on the let, ater optimisation of
the crystal structure the geometry changes only slightly, which suggests a similar minimum for the
complex in solution. he acquired structure should thus be a reasonable approximation to the one in
the experiment. To assess the inluence of the solvation environment the vibrational frequencies of 1
were additionally calculated without a solvent model, but on the same level of theory. By aligning the
spectra at the frequency of the symmetric stretching mode of the CO ligands as in Figure 4.3, the dif-
ference of the computed to the experimental values are clearly visible. Unshited results would largely
diminish the agreement, but keeping the original values is not necessary in this case since only relative
vibrational shits are needed. his is made possible by the high certainty of the complex’s structure in
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the functional inluence on the accuracy to experiment. Vibrational spectra were
obtained on the X/TZVP/COSMO level of theory, where X is one of BP86, M06-L, TPSS or PBE0.
he experimental spectrum and BP86 use solid lines, whereas meta-GGAs are dashed and hybrids
employ a doted linestyle. Intensities are presented ater normalisation to the highest band in the range1800 ≤ ′ ≤ 2100. he spectra are aligned to coincide at the experimental band for the symmetric
stretching modes at 2017 cm−1.

solution and using it as the reference for all the other intermediates. From the comparison it is evident
that the solvent efect is not negligible and a good agreement for the separation of the symmetric to
the asymmetric bands is only achieved by including the continuum model in the computational proto-
col. A constant shit of +31 cm−1 was determined as the deviation of the calculated to the experimental
spectrum, which further serves as the correction to all vibrations that are compared to experiment.

It could be argued that BP86 is too simple in construction and newer meta-GGA or hybrid functionals
might be more appropriate for the calculation of vibrational frequencies. To evaluate this, several
functionals were subsequently used to optimise the crystal structure and calculate the infrared spectra
with the solvent model. Dispersion corrections were not included to acquire only the efect of the
functional’s construction. he results for BP86, M06-L,[31] TPSS[29] and PBE0[141] are collected in Figure
4.4. Comparing the deviation of BP86 to the experimental bands for the asymmetric stretching modes, a
slightly reduced agreement is found than if dispersion corrections are included as shown in Figure 4.3.
his corroborates the use of the D3 method, but also suggests that BP86 is already appropriate without
corrections for the calculation of infrared spectra. he TPSS functional gives very similar results with
only marginally larger deviations in the seperation of bands within the region of asymmetric stretching
modes. On the other handM06-L and PBE0 agree signiicantly less with experimental values and would
thus not be recommended. his discrepancy between the functionals may be somewhat mitigated by
employing dispersion corrections. In the course of this study only relative shits of frequencies are
calculated and this is expected to be very similar for all methods, justifying the use of other functionals
within this investigation. Another graph to support this hypothesis can be found in the appendix. In
any case, BP86 overall reveals the highest accuracy which reinforces conidence in its further use.

4.1.2 Results

he shit as well as the corresponding level of theory set the basis for a larger, comprehensive investiga-
tion of the reduction intermediates. In the experiment two irreversible reduction waves were observed
at about −2.0V and −2.6V versus the ferrocene couple respectively, with two electrons added in the irst
step. For the second reduction the number of transferred electrons was not as clear and two to three
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Figure 4.5: Intermediates considered during the reduction. Reduction pathways are marked by red arrows, de-
protonation in blue and ligand dissociation or exchange in green. Computed harmonic CO stretching
frequencies are listed below the chemical formulae in cm−1. Symmetric stretching modes are typed in
boldface. Scheme adapted from reference [137].

could be assigned. he optimised complex derived from the crystal structure sets the starting point for
the theoretical investigation of the intermediates. hus only a few meaningful chemical processes are
possible of which the most likely are shown in Figure 4.5.

The first reduction

Following the description of reactitivity during the reduction of Re(L)(CO)3-type complexes in the lit-
erature, the irst reduction was expected to be ligand based and possibly lead to a subsequent chloride
dissociation. An IR shit of approximately −18 to −30 cm−1 should consequently be observed. Since
it was not known whether a successive reaction took place at all the structures A, B and C qual-
ify as possible intermediates. Additionally the doubly deprotonated intermediate D was taken into
account. Although the later reaction was not expected to occur, similar examples with dihydrogen
production during reduction exist for imidazolyl groups as in the case of investigations by Hartl and
co-workers.[136] Likewise the experimental shit of −11 cm−1 for the symmetric and −18 cm−1 for the
asymmetric modes are much lower than what is expected in the case of ligand-based reduction.[131–133]

A superposition of the computed values of the aforementioned structures with the experimental spec-
trum is shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. By simply comparing the computed shits of 1 and A, B or
C the values agree well with the ones from the literature, although already for the plain 2 e– -reduction
shits larger than 30 cm−1 are achieved. he dissociation of chloride ions indeed leads to a further in-
crease of the band shit (A → B) similarly to the reported efects in [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl], which however
is partly reversed by recoordination with solvent molecules (B → C). Notwithstanding, the shits of
A, B and C are far of the experimental values as depicted in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. In contrast,
the shits of the doubly deprotonated structure D are in very good agreement with the experimental
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Figure 4.6: Experimental (blue curve) and calculated (black bars) vibrational spectra with the corresponding ge-
ometries (ball-and-stick pictures) of 1red1, A and B. All calculated values were shited by +31 cm−1.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental (blue curve) and calculated (black bars) vibrational spectra with the corresponding ge-
ometries (ball-and-stick pictures) of 1red1, C and D. All calculated values were shited by +31 cm−1.
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4 Molecular Reduction of CO2
spectrum. heoretically this is a very strong hint that D should be the correct intermediate. However,
due to the uncertainty in the accuracy of the method this inding has to be corroborated by experiment.
Because 1 → D is efectively a deprotonation step, Wilting and Siewert added 2 eqLDA to a solution
of 1.[137] he reduction and deprotonation lead to the same spectrum which in combination with the-
oretical results suggests that D is actually the correct structure for 1red1. his is also conceptually in
line with the small IR shit since the local electronic structure of the transition metal is barely changed
by deprotonation of the imidazoles. he only diference is a slight increase in donor strength of the
backbone ligand.

The second reduction

Up to 1red1 the experimental evidencewould have been suicient to identify the intermediate. However,
during further reduction the experimental assignment of structures becomes more diicult. For one, at
the potential of the second reduction, two diferent intermediates were postulated based on the changes
in the IR spectrum. For another the dissociation and coordination of ligands is becoming more likely
with additional negative charge inserted into the complex. A direct consequence of ligand loss, which
would also be visible in experiment, would likely be the spliting of the bands and thus an asymmetric
IR spectrum. he irst structure seen in experiment at the second reduction, Int, can again correspond
to several diferent reactions, starting from D. Either the electrons are just inserted into the complex
(E) and the successive dissociation of chloride ligands (F) leads to the second and last reaction product
1red2, or Int is reached by only a single electron reduction (K) with possible successive ligand exchanges
giving 1red2. Since the shit in the experimental vibrations between 1red1 and Int is again quite small,
an additional dihydrogen formation may be suggested. However, not many polar bonds with hydrogen
atoms remain and as such G is deprotonated at the phenolic group of the backbone ligand. Some
structures can already be ruled out without doing any time consuming calculations and actually have
already been omited from Figure 4.5. Looking at the experimental spectrum in Figure 4.8 a slight
asymmetry in the bands can be recognised. he corresponding structure would therefore also have
to feature a diference in coordination around the transition metal. he spectra of the resting state 1
and the product of the irst reduction 1red1 do not exert such an asymmetry. Secondary diferences in
coordination like the hydrogen bond of the phenol group seem to be too small to induce such a change.
hat being said the diference in the newly coordinating ligand should not be too strong, otherwise
a much larger spliting of the single bands would be expected. Consequently structures E and F can
already be ruled out. In the case of E the symmetry of the calculated spectrum does not it to experiment
whereas it would depend on the actual coniguration for F. Even though the computed frequencies
show a signiicant spliting for the later, both spectra exhibit redshits of too large magnitude to be
consistent with experiment. he single reduction product K features a pronounced spliting due to the
geometrically near orthogonal orientation of the ligand sidearms, which reduces electronic coupling
between the metal-sites.[142,143]

Without any further information one could argue that the uncertainty of the method prohibits any
further distinction and K could well be the correct intermediate even though the agreement is unsat-
isfactory. However, due to the conidence gained by identifying the preceding intermediates such a
discrepancy seems unlikely. Furthermore the diferences in the frequencies compared to experiment is
still quite large for K and the experimental shits are reminiscent of the irst reduction which hints at
another dihydrogen evolution step. A complex with a free phenolate group in a relatively unpolar and
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already negatively charged moiety is deemed unfavourable. hus the dissociation of a chloride ligand
can be expected as a result of deprotonation. Combined with the dihydrogen evolution this transfor-
mation would efectively be a HCl dissociation (D → G). An open coordination site as well as the
association of a solvent DMF molecule do not seem likely in light of the spectral features. Intermediate
G therefore could involve the coordination of the phenolate oxygen to one of the rhenium sites which
is in line with the notion that the chloride would have to be substituted for a similar ligand to arrive at
a spectrum close to the experimental one observed for Int.

Reviewing the reactions necessary to reach G from 1, one may notice that no electrons are actually
transferred to the complex. In total only three protons were abstracted and a chloride ion dissociated.
Similarly to the process of assigning 1red1, deprotonation with three equivalents of a base should lead
to the structure and spectrum of Int. his only holds as long as the chloride loss is induced by the
accumulation of negative charge due to the deprotonation. he deprotonation was checked by Wilting
and Siewert by adding LDA and corroborated the hypothesis of further H2 development.[137] Loss of
chloride was independently checked in experiment by reduction in the presence of either n-Bu4NPF6 or
a 100-fold excess of n-Bu4NCl.[137] hey acquired a spectrum that resembled 1red1 with using n-Bu4NCl
which increases the chloride concentration in solution. his supports the assumption of an efective
HCl removal, but still leaves the fate of the empty coordination site unanswered. An extensive com-
putational investigation of all conigurations and ligands could provide an explanation to the possible
structures for Int. Nevertheless, an educated guess can lead to a huge saving in resources invested
into one structure. Although a chloride deinitely dissociates in the course of the reduction, the en-
vironment of the afected rhenium atom cannot change signiicantly. Binding of a solvent molecule
is thus already ruled out since it would break the symmetry of the vibrations as seen already for A
and C. Additionally DMF is not charged and a similar ligand as chloride should also carry a negative
charge. One of the most likely candidates that could serve as a replacement for chloride is therefore
the phenolic oxygen which was also used for the structure of G. As seen in Figure 4.8 the spectra of
the deprotonation coincide and agree well with the theoretical results for G.

Experimentally the IR-SEC results suggest an additional intermediate 1red2 that directly follows the
occurence of Int at the second reduction potential.[137] As such the inal structure of 1red2 should
be somewhat similar to G with possible reactions including additional chloride loss and DMF coordi-
nation. In experiment, with the same test as for Int, a dependence on the chloride concentration was
shown.[137] he total number of transferred electrons at the second reduction potential was determined
to be slightly higher than at the irst reduction, which includes the reaction to Int.[137] With the cur-
rently suggested pathway to G this leaves one electron for the further transformation Int → 1red2.
Nevertheless, the error margin in the calculation of the transferred electrons did not rule out a 3 e−
reduction.[137] hus the two electron pathways to H and M were also calculated, but the strong shits
invalidate this assumption and support the experimental assignment of one additionally transferred
electron. In light of this, two structures qualify to represent 1red2. I is simply Int with an additional
electron. he calculated spectrum roughly resembles the shape of the experimental one for 1red2, but
the spliting of the symmetric vibrations is with ≈ 47 cm−1 larger than in the experiment. By exchanging
the chloride ligand for a solvent molecule structure J is acquired. he relative intensities and separation
of the asymmetric vibration bands coincide more with experiment and the symmetric bands reveal a
separation which its beter than for I. All in all the agreement is only fair in comparison to previous as-
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Figure 4.8: Overlays of the experimental (line) and calculated (bars) vibrational spectra for the intermediate at
the second reduction potential, Int. Let: calculated values for K. Right: calculated values for G. All
theoretical values were shited by +31 cm−1.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental (blue curve) and calculated (black bars) vibrational spectra for 1red2, I (let) and J (right)
respectively. heoretical frequencies were shited by +31 cm−1. Structures on top of the spectra show
the corresponding minimum geometries.
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4.2 Conclusion

signments and due to the lack of additional experimental evidence for 1red2 a small uncertainty remains.
However, none of the other calculated geometries its nearly as well as J and even the asymmetries in
the low frequency modes of the experimental spectrum are quite well reproduced. he remaining dis-
crepancy may thus be due to a larger number of conformations that play a role in solution due to the
freedom of rotation for the DMF ligand. A sampling of the the conformational space would thus be
necessary and may lead to a beter agreement, but is prohibitive in this case.

4.2 Conclusion

his study revealed the possibility of characterising reaction intermediates which would otherwise
be hard to deine if not completely inaccessible. Even in situations where experimental evidence is
available, as was the case for deprotonation and chloride loss of Int, some parts of the reaction can
more easily be veriied by theoretical methods. In the example of Int this was the coordination of the
phenolate group to rhenium, which is the reason for the small experimental IR shit instead of a larger
one. With the comprehensive calculation of several other possible intermediate structures these results
also serve as a reference for similar investigations and compounds. Based on the work described here,
a beter understanding of CO2 reduction intermediates by combined experimental and computational
approaches should be possible. One of the spectacular results is the overall good agreement between
experiment and theory by using a rather simple and computationally economical functional. herefore
the approach presented here should be applicable to a wider range of systems and a larger audience
than state-of-the-art methods that lead to the same conclusions.

As a summary of the understanding gained about the system under study the experimental and the-
oretical spectra are depicted in Figure 4.10. hree separate intermediates were observed experimentally
by IR-SEC,[137] with hints of chloride dissociation and hydrogen evolution. For each of the intermedi-
ates a likely structure could be assigned through the synergy of experimental and computational results.
In total the processes during reductionwere determined to consist of a deprotonationwithH2 formation
at the irst potential (1red1, [Re2(LH-2)(CO)6(Cl)2]

2– ) ater transferring two electrons into the system.
At the second reduction an intermediate (Int, [Re2(LH-3)(CO)6Cl]

2– ) is generated by one electron and
the successive dissociation of a chloride ligand, accompanied by H2 evolution and coordination of the
phenolate to the vacant site. Int is readily reduced by another electron, leading to a further dissociation
of the second chloride and subsequent solvent (DMF) coordination (11red2, [Re2(LH-3)(CO)6(DMF)]2– ).

Although the task and aim of this study were fulilled some questions about 1 still remain to be
answered. A major part is the description of the important structures created during catalysis since
the intermediates identiied previously were all based on measurements in exclusion of CO2. here is
also evidence that diferent intermediates are reached during catalysis, as a faster scan rate during the
reduction leads to the possible occurrence of an intermediate with a slightly diferent potential.[137]

his efect was atributed to the direct reduction of the complex without dissociation of the chloride
ligand, for example structure H. he same is seen during catalysis which hints at a diferent series of
intermediates for the actual reaction with CO2. Further insight in this direction would be needed to
describe the activity of the catalyst, and the current work can serve as a basis for this endeavor.
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Figure 4.10: Let: experimental spectra for the separate intermediates that occur during electrochemical reduction
(blue curves), superposed with calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies of the CO stretching
modes (black bars). he theoretical spectra were uniformly shited by +31 cm−1. Right: ball and sticks
representation of the corresponding minimum structures responsible for the theoretical spectra on
the let. Graph of IR spectra and Lewis structures adapted from reference [137].
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5 Artificial Water Oxidation

Spliting water into its components hydrogen and oxygen is one very promising method in the storage
of energy using clean fuels. However, the oxidation half-reaction to create dioxygen (OER) is thermo-
dynamically demanding as expressed by a high standard potential (5.1).

2 H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− = 1.23Vvs SHE (5.1)

Additionally the accumulation or separation of four charge equivalents in one conined space raises
structural challenges in the design of catalysts for this reaction. In nature this is accomplished by Pho-
tosystem II (PSII, Figure 5.1) which channels energy gained from electronic excitations into the oxygen
evolving complex (OEC) that oxidises water molecules with a high eiciency.[9] he OEC is made of a

Figure 5.1: Photosystem II (let) and the oxygen evolving complex (OEC, right). Picture created by Vinyard and
Brudvig.[9]

manganese oxide cluster with a supporting calcium ion, as shown in Figure 5.1. Manganese can reach
a range of diferent oxidation states,[144] enabling the cluster to accumulate positive charge. Due to the
protein environment the oxidation steps in PSII may additionally be eased by concerted removal of a
proton.[145] his redox-leveling[146,147] necessitates a multi-step process to create dioxygen.

Mimicking and eventually surpassing the eiciency of PSII would go a long way towards creating a
viable alternative to current energy storage. To develop successful artiicial water oxidation catalysts
one has to gain a profound understanding of the reactivity and inluences on the mechanism. Beyond
the bioinspired OEC mimics,[10,147,148] oxygen evolution has also been investigated in molecular or-
ganic frameworks,[149,150] heterogeneous[151–153] and homogeneous catalysts based on various transi-
tion metals,[12,154–159] as well as molecular clusters.[160–162] One of the most intensely studied and well
characterised catalysts are ruthenium based, however. he proposed mechanisms for the reaction of
these catalysts can be divided into two pathways: the interaction of two metal-oxyl radicals (I2M) and
the water-nucleophilic atack (WNA). I2M can occur between separate molecules, or intramolecularly
(i-I2M) as depicted in Figure 5.2 for a general dinuclear ruthenium complex.[14,163] In the former path-
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5 Artiicial Water Oxidation

way two oxygen radicals directly form a bond, resulting in a peroxide intermediate (AC → I1). One of
those Ru–O bonds is successively broken, accompanied by the binding of a water molecule (I1 → I2).
he same intermediate can be reached by the water-nucleophilic atack pathway (W1) which only dif-
fers from I2 formally by the position of a proton. Consequently the actual oxygen evolution step in the
reaction is very similar in I2M and WNA. In this step the last Ru–O bond has to be cleaved while the
peroxide is simultaneously oxidised by the complex.

Ru Ru

O O

AC

Ru Ru

O O

IT1
Ru Ru

O O

OH

H

WT1

+H2O

Ru Ru

O O

I1

Ru Ru

OH O

O
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+H2O W1

Ru Ru

O
O

IT2

O

H H

Ru Ru

OO OH2

I2

Ru Ru

OH2 OH2

+H2O

-O2

+H2O

-O2

Figure 5.2: I2M (let) and WNA (right) mechanism as oten applied to computational studies of dinuclear ruthe-
nium water oxidation catalysts.[14]

Notwithstanding the extensive atention that ruthenium based water oxidation catalysts have re-
ceived, the reason why a catalyst reacts through a certain mechanism is still not fully understood. Sev-
eral atempts have been made to rationalise the reactivity based on several qualitative measures like the
oxidation state of the metal site or the radical character of the metal-bound oxygen.[164] For mononu-
clear complexes most catalysts have been found to exhibit WNA reactivity, which was atributed to the
high entropic penalty that a bimolecular I2M mechanism entails. Nevertheless the WNA mechanism
is assumed to be generally slower than I2M for similar complexes because the Ru=O group has to be
more electrophilic in the former and therefore requires higher oxidation potentials.[164] hus the reac-
tivity can be steered to I2M by incorporating negatively charged ligands as has been shown with the
development of the Ru-bda catalyst by Sun and co-workers.[165,166] Additionally the negative charge is
expected to increase the radical character of the oxyl groups which is also beneicial for I2M catalysts.
As such the computed spin-density on the ruthenium bound oxyl groups was already used as an index
to predict the mechanism of catalysis.[167]

In the case of dinuclear catalysts the multiple transition metals can enhance the reactivity by redox
leveling. Compared to their mononuclear counterpart the intermolecular radical coupling pathway is
oten disfavoured by shielding of the active site due to steric constraints. As shown with the design
of the Ru-Hbpp (3) catalyst the intramolecular I2M can be enforced by careful design of the ligands to
create a pre-arranged active site beneicial for i-I2M.[14,169,170] Notwithstanding, a change in the axial
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ter molecules for consistency with the other Lewis diagrams.

ligands to direct the Ru=O groups away from each other did not result in WNA reactivity, but inter-
molecular I2M.[171] Water nucleophilic atack could be achieved by a change in the backbone ligand,
leading to the Ru-Mebbp-SO3 (4) catalyst.[13] his complex exhibited catalytic activity with diferent
substituents on the axial pyridines[172,173] with some structurally similar to Ru-Hbpp, for example Ru-
Mebbp (5). he same reasoning as for mononuclear complexes led to the incorporation of negatively
charged ligands in the Ru-cbim (6) catalyst.[168] Calculations on 6 suggested an i-I2M mechanism un-
der the premise of an additional oxidation.[15] Although several eicient dinuclear water oxidation
catalysts were mechanistically investigated in recent years, the steering efects are still elusive.

Computational investigations can help to reach a beter understanding of the inluences on the re-
activity of catalysts. In addition to the blue dimer[174,175] a couple of newer and more active mono-
[167,176–180] and dinuclear[14,15,163] catalysts were investigated theoretically to explain their reactivity.
Notwithstanding, to unravel ligand inluences on the mechanism similar catalysts that take diferent
mechanistic pathways need to be compared on the same footing. he mechanisms of Ru-Hbpp and Ru-
Mebbp have been experimentally determined and exhibit quite similar active sites. However, Ru-Mebbp
has not been investigated computationally and thus a detailed theoretical basis has to be established.
Additionally Ru-cbim, although structurally quite diferent, can serve as a probe for the validity of the
predictions on Ru-Mebbp as it is also an eicient water oxidation catalyst with detailed computational
results.[15] As such this study tries to redeem the lack of theoretical results for 4 and compare to the
other catalysts on the same footing.
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5 Artiicial Water Oxidation

5.1 Computational Details

he calculation of reactions occuring in catalytic cycles requires an accurate description of several en-
ergetic contributions. Due to the size of the systems and constantly changing electronic structure in
catalytic processes, DFT is oten used to probe the energetics. However, reaction barriers can vary
greatly with diferent functionals employed.[181–183] To arrive at a result with high conidence, func-
tionals are oten benchmarked to a reference value, either obtained from more accurate wavefunction
methods or experiment. Consequently several diferent functionals have been used in this study for
optimisation and electronic energy calculations. Minimum structures were determined using the func-
tionals M06-L[31], BP86[27,28] or B3LYP*[36] combined with the def2-SVP[109] basis set and its associ-
ated efective core potential ECP28MWB.[139] B3LYP* is a modiied version of the famous B3LYP hybrid
functional[34,35,184] with the exact exchange factor reduced to 15 %. he electronic energies were re-
ined using the larger def2-TZVP[109] basis and a variety of GGA (BP86,[27,28] PBE[108]), meta-GGA
(M06-L,[31] TPSS[29]), hybrid (B3LYP, B3LYP*) and meta-hybrid (M06,[185] TPSSh[186]) functionals. In-
tegration grids were set to Grid4 for optimisations and larger ones for frequency and single point cal-
culations, as implemented in the ORCA suite of programs.[187] Radial grids were increased to 7.0 on
the ruthenium atoms to account for the stronger varying density around the metal sites. To speed up
the calculations of the Coulomb integrals the resolution of the identity (RI) approximation[138] was
used with the associated iting basis,[110] whereas the exchange part was approximated by the chain-
of-spheres approach.[188] Dispersion efects were corrected for using the D3 method[42] with Becke-
Johnson damping[44] developed by Grimme and co-workers. he inluence of the bulk solvent was
taken into account with the continuum solvent model COSMO[54] and the corresponding standard val-
ues in ORCA, that is a dielectric constant of 80.4 was assigned for water as the solvent.

hermodynamic corrections were determined within the rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator (RRHO) ap-
proximation and added to the inner energy as retrieved with the above methods.[33] In RRHO the
molecular geometry is assumed to be ixed during rotation and the vibrations are treated in a harmonic
framework which enables the analytic calculation of the corrections as shown in equations (5.2)–(5.7).

trans = 52 (5.2)

rot = 32 (5.3)

vib = 3�−6∑=1 ( ℎ2 B
+ ℎ

B(�ℎ / − 1)) (5.4)

trans = (52 + ln ( (2�� B )3/2�Aℎ3 )) (5.5)

rot = (32 + ln(√�� (8�2 Bℎ2 )3/2 √ 1 2 3)) (5.6)

vib = 3�−6∑=1 ( ℎ
B (�ℎ / B − 1) − ln(1 − �−ℎ / B )) (5.7)

Here is the universal gas constant, the temperature, B the Boltzmann constant, �A is Avogadro’s
constant, the volume of a virtual container,� the mass of the molecule, � the symmetry constant, 1,
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5.1 Computational Details

2, 3 the moments of inertia in the principle axis system, � the number of atoms, ℎ the Planck constant
and the harmonic frequency of the -th normal mode. he vibrational contributions are determined
from second derivatives of the electronic energy on the PES, as the diagonalisation of themass-weighted
Hessian leads to frequencies and normal-modes as eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively. Low fre-
quency modes can have a great impact on vib and thus lead to signiicant errors in relative barriers. An
ubiquitous example is the internal rotation of methyl groups which generally results in a low frequency
mode. Due to the rotational nature of the mode, other models have been suggested to increase the accu-
racy of the description of motion and the resulting partition functions.[189,190] Other, simpler solutions
to circumvent the inluence of these vibrations are substituting lower values with a certain threshold
or neglecting low frequencies altogether. In the ORCA suite of programs vibrational frequencies of35 cm−1 or lower are neglected in the calculation of the thermodynamic corrections. his approach is
therefore also used in the determination of the free enthalpies reported in this work.

he above procedure only results in a free enthalpy ∘,(g) for one structure in gas phase, whereas
reaction energies in solution are needed. A comprehensive treatment would take all important confor-
mations in solution into account in a Boltzmann weighted fashion.[60]

∘(solv) = − ln (∑� ∘,(solv)/ ) (5.8)

Since only low energy conformers play a role in the weight, well deined reaction pathways in a rigid
environment can oten be described by a single conformation and thus the minimum energy path. he
free enthalpy in solution ∘(solv) can be decomposed into the state in gas phase ∘,(g) and a correctionΔsolv

∘ for transferring 1 atm of substance to a 1M state in solution.

∘,(solv) = ∘,(g) + Δsolv
∘ (5.9)

his separation of contributions enables the use of a thermodynamic cycle to calculate reaction ener-
gies as depicted in Figure 5.5. he free enthalpy of reaction in solution Δr

∘298,aq is thus linked to the

A(g) + H2O(g) B+
(g) + H+

(g) + e–
(g)

Δr
∘
298,(g)

A(aq) + H2O(aq) B+
(aq) + H+

(aq) + e–
(aq)

Δr
∘
298,(aq)

Δexp
∘ +Δsolv
∘ Δexp

∘ +Δsolv
∘ +Δconc
∘
bulk

Δexp
∘ +Δsolv
∘ Δexp

∘ +Δsolv
∘ Δexp

∘ +Δsolv
∘

Figure 5.5: hermodynamic cycle for an arbitrary proton coupled electron transfer reaction. he thermodynamic
contributions of the electron are oten neglected since they cancel by using appropriate references.

one in gas-phase. Due to the diference in standard state between gas-phase and solution the change
of expanding an ideal gas from 1 atm to a concentration of 1M, Δexp

∘ ≈ 8kJmol−1, has to be added
in addition to the solvation correction. In the case of bulk water the standard concentration is 55.6M
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5 Artiicial Water Oxidation

which requires a further correction Δconc
∘
bulk ≈ 18 kJmol−1. hese thermodynamic cycles are oten

used to calculate pKas and oxidation or reduction potentials.[60,191] However, accurate results can only
be achieved by a careful referencing, as mixing diferent standards can lead to several kJ/mol devia-
tion.[60] his is due to diferent conventions in use for the proton and electron which inluence the
calculated result and reference potentials. Additionally, calculated free enthalpies are referenced rel-
ative to the free particles, whereas tabulated values refer to the elements in their standard state. In
unbalanced reactions this change in reference state leads to an error in the calculated values compared
to experiment. hese variabilities in conventions can be made irrelevant if sensible reference reactions
are included in the computational protocol. An efective reduction in the average error was thus shown
for redox potential calculations using this internal referencing.[61]

5.2 Computational Investigations on a novel dinuclear Ruthenium
Catalyst

5.2.1 Experimental Basis[13]

[Ru2( −Mebbp)(py−SO3)4(H2O)2] (4) exhibits a Lewis-structure similar to 3, with an extended ligand
backbone and consequently more lexible py−SO3 as axial ligands. It was already found experimentally
by crystallisation of a mimic of 4, but without the sulfonates (5), that the structural change leads to
a signiicantly diferent geometry in the active site.[13] Representations of the crystal structures are
provided in Figure 5.6 which show the almost planar arrangement of 5 and the large Ru–N–N–Ru
torsion in 3. he later leads to an enlargement of the Ru-Ru distance by about 0.2Å compared to 5.

Figure 5.6: Crystal structures with bound acetate for 3 (let) and 5 (right), taken from the respective publica-
tions.[13,14] he tilting of the acetato ligand relects the Ru–N–N–Ru torsion which varies between the
two complexes.

his diference in the active site geometry is considered to be responsible for the variation in lability
of the coordinating acetate and the choice of reaction pathway during catalysis.[13] Modiication of the
axial pyridines was found to have a signiicant efect on the activity[173] and the potentials[172] of the
catalyst depending on whether the functional groups exert electron withdrawing or donating efects.
Similarly to studies[192] on 3 the possible occurrence of an additional oxidation, [4,4] → [4,5], was
proposed.[13,172]
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5.2 Computational Investigations on a novel dinuclear Ruthenium Catalyst

5.2.2 A Reasonable Model System for [Ru2( −Mebbp)(py−SO3)4(H2O)2]

he rather similar performance[173] of [Ru2( −Mebbp)(py−SO3)4] (4) and [Ru2( −Mebbp)(py)4] (5) sug-
gests that a mechanistic investigation of both catalysts should give the same results. Due to the high
number of electrons and the charge introduced by the sulfonate groups a smaller model complex would
be desired for the computational investigation. Since 5 is expected to lead to the same conclusions as
4 it can be directly compared to the [Ru2(Hbpp)(tpy)2] catalyst owing to the similar local structures
around the transition metals.

Due to the high activity of 4 and other water oxidation catalysts, few is known about the complex
in its active state despite the prevalent mechanism. Even the charge at which catalysis commences is
diicult to assess, because the minimum formal oxidation state of the two metal centres needed for
oxygen evolution would be [4,4], but a further oxidation might be hidden within the catalytic wave.[13]

Additionally [RuIV] retains 4 e– in its d-manifold, leaving at least two spin-states (singlet and triplet)
for one ion in low-spin coniguration of an octahedral ligand-ield spliting. Since 4 is dinuclear this
number is increased to at least three states: singlet, triplet and quintet. Additionally antiferromag-
netic coupling has to be taken into account, which is not well described by a single determinant. hus
broken-symmetry approaches should be used to circumvent this problem,[39,40,193] which adds another
two spin degrees of freedom to consider. On top of that the preferred spin-states depend on the func-
tional[194–196] and an extensive calibration by CASSCF, as in the case of 3,[14] was not feasible.

One option to short-cut the calibration step with wavefunction approaches is basing this study on
the methods as calibrated and tested by Cramer and co-workers on 3.[14] In the case of 3 the mechanism
was scanned at theM06-L/6-31G(d) level[31,197] with the Stutgart-Dresden pseudopotential and valence
basis set SDD (ECP28MWB) for ruthenium[139] and reined by single point calculations using M06-L/6-
311+G(2df,p)/SDD. Solvent efects were treated in the framework of the SMDmodel,[52] although it was
also noted that the inclusion of explicit water molecules was necessary.[14]

5.2.3 Assessing the Validity of the Model Catalyst

With the clear experimental assignments of the mechanistic pathways for the Ru-Hbpp (3) and Ru-
Mebbp-SO3 (4) catalysts and the similarity of 3 and 5 the usefulness of themodel system can be asserted.
Calculations on 5 were thus carried out using M06-L and def2-SVP with the associated efective core
potential. he size of def2-SVP is similar to 6-31G(d), but of a balanced and economical construction so
that a beter ratio of accuracy to basis function and a reliable convergence to the basis set limit can be
expected.[198,199]

Probing the stationary points along the irst reaction steps of 5, the active catalyst state was found to
reside in a quintet state. he electronic coupling could be described as weak since the broken-symmetry
state was within a few kJ/mol of the ferromagnetically coupled solution. In efect any of the two spin-
states could have been chosen for the investigation, because the energies of reactionwere found to difer
marginally. Using the antiferromagnetically coupled state would have the added beneit of avoiding
the problem with switching between diferent spin-state surfaces. Nevertheless, the ferromagnetically
coupled multiplicities are easier to converge and were consequently used instead, where the diference
between the two conigurations varied only marginally. In the further reaction of WNA and I2M a
covalent oxygen-oxygen bond is formed which suggests a redistribution of electrons in the system
which are formally assigned to the metal centres. As such the multiplicity for WT1, W1, IT1 and I1
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5 Artiicial Water Oxidation

Figure 5.7: 4 with seven water molecules to model the non-bulk efects during catalysis. Let: starting structure
of the optimisation with M06-L/SVP. Right: converged structure.

are expected to be lower than for the active catalyst. Indeed a similar situation is found for the other
states with a triplet-derived multiplicity.

Notwithstanding, on the level of theory employed any atempt to converge the WNA transition
state, WT1, was unsuccessful. Several efects could play a role in this observation, from unsuitable
parameters of the optimisation to a non-stationary character of the target geometry within this elec-
tronic structure method. WT1 requires a water molecule in the reaction coordinate which is likely
involved in several hydrogen bonds before the reaction. he accurate modeling of the irst solvation
shell may therefore be an important factor for this transition state. As such 4 with seven explicit sol-
vent molecules was successively investigated to probe the efect of the pyridine-bound sulfonate groups
and the emerging cage-like water clusters. Calculations on this larger model system for [4,4] exhibited
further problems, with the optimisation of AC changing the structure from a chemically sensible to a
signiicantly deformed geometry as depicted in Figure 5.7.

An answer to this surprising behaviourmay be found in the literature. M06-Lwas designed to be used
for thermochemistry and noncovalent interactions in main group and transition metal compounds.[31]

However, like many modern functionals it contains a large number of empirically ited parameters–in
the case of M06-L it is 34. Although one cannot determine the accuracy or reliability of a functional
based on the number of its parameters, the approach of iting to certain properties of data sets is an
ongoing debate.[200–202] Since the basis of DFT for determining the energy of a system is its density,
a beter approximation to the true functional is expected to also reproduce the later correctly. It has
been recently argued that this may not hold in some newer functionals due to massive parameter-
isation.[203,204] Whether these deductions actually transfer to chemical problems like geometries and
reaction barriers of multi-atom systems is still being debated at the time of writing.[205–207] On the same
note the M06 range of functionals also exhibits an additional problem due to their speciic parametric
form as Wheeler and Houk showed.[208] For dispersion controlled dimers it was furthermore found
that some meta-GGAs in combination with generally used grids can lead to optimisation problems and
even additional minima on the PES.[200,208,209]

In these cases it is oten beter to stay with older, but thoroughly tested functionals. One of those
is BP86 which has been found in similar applications to give geometries in good agreement with ex-
periment.[210] Not surprisingly, changing to this functional led to more reasonable relaxations and
converged structures that resemble the crystal data. To arrive at a converged description of the system
and to set up a reference against which other model calculations can be compared, the larger model
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AC

IT1

WT1 W1

I1

Figure 5.8: Statationary state geometries for the irst steps of WNA and I2M as determined for 4 with 7H2O on
the formal oxidation state [4,4].

was again evaluated with BP86/def2-SVP used in the optimisation. Despite the change in functional
the spin-state ordering did not change signiicantly. he geometries for the irst transition states as
determined are depicted in Figure 5.8.

5.2.4 Comparison of Mechanisms

Because of the erratic behaviour in the larger model system the results of the reference functional
M06-L seemed inappropriate for 4, whereas BP86 was shown to give reasonable structures even for the
sulfonated catalyst. However, the size of the system prohibits an extensive analysis and the inclusion
of several explicit water molecules could require the sampling over a multitude of geometries, thus
raising the computational demand even further. With an increased conidence in the functional used
to determine the geometries, a more thorough look into the smaller model system 5 is reasonable.
Due to the efect of directed interactions of water molecules with the complex and the necessity of
including it for theWNApathway, a single H2Owas added to all stationary points. Using just onewater
molecule in the transition states may also simplify the optimisation, although some could need more
explicit solvent molecules to stabilise the structure energetically.[14] An additional beneit of retaining
the same amount of molecules in every step of the reaction is a less biased view of the barrier heights.
Oten solvent molecules to stabilise a stationary state are only added when needed and the reaction is
then treated as separated educts with the corresponding thermodynamic corrections.[14,192] Since the
later are mostly determined in the gas-phase a large penalty due to the loss of translational degrees of
freedom is obtained in multimolecular reactions, which may reach a sizable margin. Calculations on
this system were therefore expected to result in beter accuracy.

he functional BP86 is known to not performwell for reaction barriers and hybrid functionals should
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Figure 5.9: Full reaction path up to the hydroperoxide intermediate in oxidation state [4,4]. Geometries and
thermodynamic corrections were determined using BP86/def2-SVP with single-point corrections for
the electronic energy (B3LYP), dispersion (D3 with Becke-Johnson damping) and bulk solvent efects
(COSMO for water).

be used to reine the electronic energies if possible.[183,211] B3LYP has been applied extensively to calcu-
late reactions of organic molecules and was also successfully applied with transition metal compounds
involved, but dispersion contributions should be corrected for.[212] As such the energetic proile has
been calculated at the B3LYP-D3/TZVP/COSMO//BP86/SVP level of theory for the oxidation state [4,4].
he corresponding energy proile and the ball and stick representation of the stationary structures is
shown in Figure 5.9. It is clearly visible that the IT2 has a signiicantly larger barrier than IT1 and is
therefore likely the mechanism determining state for the i-I2M pathway. his may have been expected
since the reaction intermediatesW1 and I2 exhibit a very similar structure and thus energy. Both steps
create and break a bond and are likely dependent on the solvent environment to stabilise the transition
state. he process AC → I2 could therefore be regarded as a two-step equivalent of AC → W1. Nev-
ertheless the bonds broken and created are quite diferent, as in IT2 a dative bond would be expected
to emerge due to the coordination of a water molecule to the ruthenium site, but a covalent bond is
created inWT1. A strong inluence of the corrections to the inner energy would therefore be expected.

Since thermodynamic corrections are determined at the optimisation level of theory, the efect of
the functional may be evaluated by comparing the single point results at a higher level of theory. Four
diferent functionals were thus used on the converged structures with the TZVP basis set: BP86, M06-L,
B3LYP and B3LYP*. he irst combination gives a hint on the basis set convergence, since the geometries
were optimised using BP86/SVP. M06-L failed previously, but employing it for single point calculations
may still give reasonable results for less CPU time than hybrid functionals. he later has been added
with B3LYP, essentially showing the dependence on the exact exchange in comparison to B3LYP* which
contains 5 % less Hartree-Fock exchange. hese values are assembled in Figure 5.10. Although many
more functionals could be tested the selection in the igure should be representative of the main rungs
used. Double hybrids with corrections based on perturbation theory could have been added for seting
up a reference, but the increase in cost is mostly unjustiied for this application.[213,214] And even
with this small set of methods one can see that both transition states are varying in relative energy,
although the more elaborate methods give a similarly unconclusive picture. Interestingly the barrier
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of barrier heights due to a change in the functional in oxidation state [4,4]. he same
level of theory as in Figure 5.9 was used otherwise, without the dispersion corrections to keep the
focus on the nature of the functionals.

height as retrieved by BP86 agrees well with the experimental selectivity. Even though it might be
correct, this result is more likely to be accidental. All the other functionals result in a relatively similar
barrier height for both pathways and are generally more accurate for reaction energies.[183,215,216] he
apparent accuracy of BP86 in this case should therefore not be trusted without any further comparison
to experimental values. Efectively the [4,4] oxidation state does not give a conclusive picture about
the reactivity of 4. It is thus quite likely that the reason for the catalyst’s selectivity lies somewhere
else.

Despite the failure to describe the catalyst’s reactivity in the [4,4] state an additional oxidation right
before the catalysis commences can be envisioned and was deemed likely by experiment.[13,172] In the
case of 5 the preferred stationary structure in the [4,5] oxidation state is expected to be equivalent
to a simple one electron removal, without any further atom transfer. hus the only additional degree
of freedom is the choice of multiplicity. In contrast to the multitude of spin states for the preceding
oxidation state the loss of an electron reduces the number of sensible multiplicities to a doublet, quartet
and possibly a broken-symmetry doublet. As in the case of [RuIVRuIV] the later takes into account the
possibility of constructive interaction between the spins of the two metal sites. Nevertheless, the most
stable PES was found to be the quartet throughout with similarly narrow broken-symmetry states as
in the lower oxidation state.

If the additional oxidation of 5 was the reason for its WNA selectivity, at least two computed results
would support this notion. One is the energy needed for oxidation of the catalyst which has to be
lower than the actual potential of the oxidant, in this case CeIV. Further support could be gained if
the majority of tested functionals lower the WT1 in relation to the IT2 barrier, since similar results
were also obtained for the reduced state. he mechanism determining barriers were thus calculated
for diferent popular functionals at the [4,5] state as shown in Figure 5.11. From these results several
efects can be extracted: he variation of barrier heights with the functional is larger for IT2 thanWT1
at [4,5]. his may be due to the diferent bonding situations and charge separation in those transition
states. Another efect represented in Figure 5.11 is the rung of the functionals. More precisely, BP86
and PBE as two famous examples of GGA functionals give very similar barriers as do the (meta-)hybrid
functionals B3LYP and TPSSh. In contrast the results of the M06-type functionals are neither consistent
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Figure 5.11: Barrier heights of IT2 and WT1 in the [4,5] oxidation state for diferent approximations
X/TZVP/COSMO//BP86/SVP where X is the functional listed in the plot.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of IT2 andWT1 barrier heights for both oxidation states [4,4] and [4,5]. Energies are re-
ported using B3LYP/TZVP/COSMO//BP86/SVP with difering amounts of exact exchange (%HFexch).

to each other, nor to their respective rung. Additionally the results returned by the hybrid functionals
depend on the amount of exact exchange which is most notably seen by comparing B3LYP and B3LYP*.
he last efect is only of signiicance if it also changes the relative diference of the barriers. To validate
this notion the exact exchange parameter of the B3LYP functional was thus modiied in a small range
and used to calculate both energy diferences again. As shown in Figure 5.12 the exchange parameter
signiicantly modulates the barriers and can even invert the preference for the mechanism. Reducing%HFexch would change the preference for one pathway over the other in the case of oxidation state [4,5].
For [4,4] the ordering does not swap in the range investigated, but the diference between the barriers
still changes strongly. Intriguingly the change is in the opposite direction between both oxidation states
and consequently a lower amount of exact exchange supports the current reasoning in both states. his
by itself does not justify an adjustment of the parameters would it not be for several other investigations
with similar preference for lower percentage of exact exchange.[217,218] Combined with the extensive
analysis of the reduced state and the comparison to experiment the necessity of an oxidation to [4,5]
to explain the reported selectivity is very likely.

Notwithstanding this signiicant insight into the active state of the catalyst several questions which
are important to the development of more eicient complexes remain: what is the diference between
4 and 3 that leads to such a signiicant change in mechanism? How can it be rationalised to predict the
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WNA i-I2M
Catalyst Int1 TS1 Start TS1 Int1 ITS2 Int2 TS3

Ru-Hbpp[14] W1 WT1 Min1 TS1 Min2 TS2 Min3 TS3
Ru-Mebbp W1 WT1 AC IT1 I1 IT2 I2 IT3
Ru-cbim[15] int2dp ts2dp 4dp ts1dp int1dp/int3 ts3 int4/int4dp ts4

Table 5.1: Translation table for several names of stationary points used by diferent groups.

mechanism? Is it possible to tune the activity by modulating the preference for one mechanism? How
does 4 fare against other dinuclear ruthenium catalysts which show I2M reactivity? A complete answer
to all of these question cannot be given in a single study due to the dimensionality of each problem.
As a irst step toward an explanation of the reactivity, 5 was compared to the reference 3 and another
recently computationally investigated catalyst (6).

5.3 Comparison of Water Oxidation Catalysts

Proper comparison of barrier heights and properties in DFT can only be reliably made for a similar com-
bination of approximations–be it functionals, basis sets or further corrections like for solvent or dis-
persion. he mechanism of Ru-cbim had been evaluated[15] at the B3LYP*-D2/6-311+G(2df,2p)/SMD//
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, which is quite similar to the method used in this study. However,
this is only true as long as the geometry is only slightly inluenced by the functional. In the case of
Ru-Hbpp the diference in methodology is more striking as the calculations were based on the meta-
GGA functional M06-L. More precisely the results reported employed a computational scheme using
M06-L/6-311+G(2df,p)/SMD//M06-L/6-31G(d).[14] To unite these diferent approaches the stationary
points were recalculated using the same combination of methods throughout. Due to the experience
with and literature-known deiciencies of the M06 type functionals only BP86 and B3LYP or B3LYP*
were a sensible choice for the reoptimisation. he later two are expected to provide similar geometries
and resemble the method used on Ru-cbim.[15] In the same line the basis set, solvent model and disper-
sion correction approach from the previously determined scheme were used, as diferences should be
marginal.

For a beter comparison of the methods’ inluence the reported free energies of Ru-Hbpp,[192] Ru-
Mebbp and Ru-cbim[15] were then overlayed with the results of the new computational approach as
shown in Figure 5.13. In the igure the original labels of each stationary point have been changed
to the same nomenclature as used for Ru-Mebbp to achieve a more consistent comparison. As the
additional oxidation of Ru-cbim results in diferent formal oxidation states than for the other catalysts,
these diferences are noted by an additional ox if needed for the discussion. he labels of each group
for structures of similar character are assembled in Table 5.1. Figure 5.13c shows the deprotonated (dp)
pathway of Ru-cbim, which was reported to be less stable in the active state than the singly protonated
one.[15] However, the deprotonation was possible with an energetic penalty of just 1.5 kcal/mol and
even became the preferred pathway in the later course of the mechanism.[15] he calculations were
thus restricted to this pathway. All of the catalysts have been assumed to require the [4,5] oxidation
state in the active state for their reactivity, as Ru-Hbpp and Ru-cbim have been suggested to be active
in that state.
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(b) Reaction pathway for Ru-Hbpp.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of reaction pathways for the [4,5] oxidation state calculated using B3LYP*/SVP geome-
tries with thermodynamic contributions and B3LYP*-D3(BJ)/TZVP/COSMO corrections. a) Recal-
culated barriers for Ru-Hbpp compared to the results obtained in the group of Cramer and co-
workers.[192] b) Results on the new level for Ru-Mebbp compared against values obtained by op-
timisation with BP86/SVP. c) he reaction proiles for the deprotonated states of Ru-cbim.[15]

he inluence of using a hybrid functional like B3LYP* instead of the GGA functional BP86 for the
geometry relaxation is demonstrated by the results in Figure 5.13a, as the single point calculation was
kept the same. BP86 was previously chosen for the geometry optimisation because it is known to return
useful structures and thus the change in barrier height was expected to be small between structures
determined by B3LYP* or BP86. he largest deviation is found in IT2 of Figure 5.13a in which a water
molecule reacts with the catalyst’s active site. Nevertheless the barrier to WT1 is increased as well,
which reduces the variation between the two transition states due to the optimisation method. he
variation induced by the change in functional is thus insigniicant for the current analysis.

A similar calculation for Ru-Hbpp, as shown in Figure 5.13a, and compared to the values reported
in the literature[14] gives a much larger discrepancy. Except for the irst i-I2M minimum I1 the difer-
ences in the relative energy vary between approximately 20–50 kJmol−1. he disagreement between
the two proiles is obvious, conirming a large impact from the used functional. In section 5.2.3 it was
shown that the M06 range of functionals can exhibit erratic behaviour in optimisations. Additionally
the barrier heights obtained with M06 and M06-L varied most strongly in comparison with other func-
tionals, as shown in Figure 5.11. he literature values in Figure 5.13b were determined using M06-L
for the optimisation and single point energies and consequently very diferent results to B3LYP* can
be expected. Since Ru-Hbpp is structurally similar to Ru-Mebbp B3LYP* should work equally well to
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ν > 0 cm−1

ν > 35 cm−1

ν ≥ 50 cm−1

Figure 5.14: he inluence of diferent approximations to low frequency vibrations on the barrier heights. Red:
all frequencies are used, Blue: only frequencies above 35.0 cm−1, Green: substituting low frequencies
with 50 cm−1, Black: reference values from the literature using methods as implemented in Gaus-
sian.[15]

investigate the former.

Less deviation is expected for energy pathways of Ru-cbim in Figure 5.13c because the same func-
tionals were used for the single point calculations. However, except for theWT1 barrier the agreement
of the two calculation schemes is only fair. From I1ox on the two i-I2M pathways exhibit a constant
diference which hints at a subtle variation in the computational procedure. he choice of dispersion
correction and continuum solvent model employed should not result in an error of that size as similar
types were used in both cases. On the contrary thermodynamic contributions of multimolecular reac-
tions in solution can be sensitive to the approximations used. For one, small frequencies of molecular
vibration can have a large inluence on the thermodynamic functions deined by the RRHO approach,
which results in an error if the number of those frequencies changes during the reaction. To reduce this
error small values are oten neglected or substituted which may break the comparability to other calcu-
lations depending on the computational scheme. For another, continuummodels include corrections to
take the loss of translation into account which occurs due to the change from gas to solvent phase. his
correction may overcompensate the efect in the case of multimolecular reactions and including the re-
acting species in every stationary point of the mechanism may therefore give more accurate results.
he inluence of these approximations on the barrier heights therefore needs to be assessed for a more
consistent picture. To emphasise the inluence of the low frequency treatment, several approaches were
tested on Ru-cbim: all frequencies are included ( > 0 cm−1), only those above 35.0 cm−1 ( > 35 cm−1)
as used in the ORCA suite[187] and frequencies below 50 cm−1 replaced with the later ( ≥ 50 cm−1).
As directly visible from Figure 5.14 the deviation can be large with up to 20 kJ/mol, depending on the
state. he largest barriers thus result if all frequencies are included as calculated ( > 0 cm−1), except for
the transition mode. Neglecting the small frequencies ( > 35 cm−1), which may also be more subject
to noise in numerical frequency calculations, therefore leads to lower relative energies. In fact most
states and barriers calculated using this approximation are more similar to the reference proile than
the other approximations. ≥ 50 cm−1 leads to values in between without a clear similarity to either of
the other approaches. Neither of the three treatments leads to changes that would invalidate the ind-
ing of i-I2M reactivity, although the diference betweenWT1 and IT2ox gets smaller than predicted by
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Figure 5.15: he mechanism determining barriers WT1/AC and IT2/AC as calculated using B3LYP*-
D3/TZVP/COSMO//B3LYP*/SVP and three diferent approaches. Inclusive: the same number of
atoms is retained in every state, Incremental: the required number of water molecules is added at
the transition state when needed, ΔΔ solv: incremental version with an approximate correction for
the bimolecular reaction in solution.

the reference calculations. hus the qualitative agreement is retained irrespective of the approximate
treatment of low frequency vibrations. Additionally, since the energy proile for > 35 cm−1 gives sim-
ilar barriers for each step except IT1 and I1 the currently used computational scheme is corroborated
by this investigation.

As for the diferent treatment of solvent efects in Figure 5.13, Ru-Hbpp and Ru-cbim have been
calculated with a scheme that only includes explicit water molecules in a structure if required for the
transition state or intermediate.[14,15,192] Speciically, Figure 5.13b includes two H2O molecules from
IT2 on and three in IT3. Figure 5.13c on the other hand was determined using only one H2O starting
from IT2ox and two at IT3oxdp. In contrast the values for Ru-Mebbp were calculated with the same
number of water molecules and thus atoms in every stationary point, which was expected to reduce
the uncertainty in the barriers due to the diference of water–complex, water–solvent interactions and
thermodynamic corrections. Although the correctness of this assumption could not be veriied during
the development of the computational scheme, the diference in including or neglectingwatermolecules
in certain states inluences the obtained results. Indeed it was suggested that continuum models be
released of the requirement to correct for the change in entropy encompassed by moving a molecule
from gas-phase to solution.[219] his is mostly a problem of multimolecular reactions, for which an
approximate correction ΔΔ solv was derived.[219]

To assess themagnitude of this inluence, the energy proile for Ru-Mebbpwas additionally evaluated
without H2O at the active state. he Gibbs free enthalpy can then be calculated by the scheme used
for Ru-Hbpp and Ru-cbim, or additionally corrected using ΔΔ solv. Figure 5.15 shows the results for
these approximations, where the values incremental were acquired by adding H2O only to the transition
state. In contrast inclusive also contained a water molecule in intermediate AC. As expected the choice
of approach for bimolecular reactions in solution can have a pronounced efect on the barrier height of
about 20 kJmol−1, whereas the addition of ΔΔ solv to the incremental scheme reduces the activation
energies and thus is in the same direction as the inclusive scheme. Since only AC was changed for
this test the relative energy between the transition states is not modulated by the diferent approaches.
In a more extended microsolvation environment the efect on the transition states should be diferent,
in which case a consistent description with the same atoms in every calculation is of advantage. his
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Figure 5.16: Overlays of active catalyst state geometries in the [4,5] oxidation state for Ru-cbim (green) with
Ru-Hbpp (red) and with Ru-Mebbp (blue).

result suggests that the inclusive scheme is a more consistent model for the reactivity of catalysts like
Ru-Mebbp.

5.3.1 Ru-cbim: Similar to Ru-Hbpp or to Ru-Mebbp?

In the previous section it was shown that the current approach to calculating the free enthalpies is
consistent with the proposed mechanisms for all three catalysts and despite remaining diferences in
barrier height, the results are still comparable to calculations of other groups. he Ru-Hbpp and Ru-
Mebbp complexes are already very similar so that the change in reactivity is likely subtle and a precise
investigation is needed. However, in the case of Ru-cbim the carboxylate substituents lead to a lower
efective charge in the active state and throughout the catalytic cycle. his lowered charge contributes
to the reason for the suggested additional oxidation by [Ru(bpy)3] +

3 in the i-I2M pathway.[15] In the
active state AC the Ru=O groups exhibit a large Ru–O–O–Ru torsion similar to Ru-Hbpp as seen in
Figure 5.16. he later may be expected since it was suggested that this pre-arrangement is the cause of
i-I2M reactivity.[14] Notwithstanding, the coordination sphere around the rhenium atoms looks rather
similar to Ru-Mebbp otherwise.

Turning again to the energy proiles in Figure 5.13 one can easily see that the WNA barriers of both
complexes have very similar values if calculated at the same level. his means the i-I2M reactivity of
Ru-Hbpp and Ru-cbim efectively results from a relative stabilisation of the complete I2M compared
to the WNA pathway. For Ru-cbim this is supported by the additional oxidation ater the O–O bond
formation, so the question arises whether this still holds without removing the electron at I1. Indeed,
comparing the barriers for the steps I1 → IT2 of Ru-Mebbp and Ru-cbim, fairly similar values are
obtained despite the diference in oxidation state and composition.

Since the computational scheme used on Ru-Mebbp was found to qualitatively give the same results
as the literature procedure for Ru-cbim, the second i-I2M transition state was recalculated without
the additional oxidation to compare the efect. For insight on the inluence of the oxidation on the
mechanism only the relative energies of the transition state IT2 to the preceding intermediate of the
respective oxidation state (I1/I1ox) or the active catalyst (AC) is important. he later can directly be
compared to the WNA transition state WT1 and determines the preferred mechanism. he efect of
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Figure 5.17: Selected calculated barriers for the deprotonated pathways of Ru-cbim. Black bars correspond to
the procedure with further oxidation I1 → I1ox, the red bars are retrieved if this is neglected. Top:
comparison of energy diferences between IT2/IT2ox and the preceding intermediate (I1 or I1ox).
Botom: energy diference between IT2/IT2ox and active catalyst state (AC).

the oxidation on the forward barrier of the step allows to deduce whether the higher oxidation state
actually enhances the catalysis or if it is only the reason for the mechanistic pathway.

As seen in Figure 5.17 the relative energy of IT2 to AC strongly increases if the catalyst is taken to
stay on the [4,5] oxidation state and actually surpasses WT1. hus an i-I2M reactivity would not be
assigned on that level and the relative energies between IT2 and WT1 actually resemble the results on
Ru-Mebbp in the [4,4] state. Nevertheless, the barrier for the step to IT2 is increased by the oxidation
and could well become the rate determining step of the catalytic cycle. Summing these results up
the Ru-cbim catalyst seems to exhibit i-I2M reactivity only due to the possibility of another oxidation
at the I1 intermediate which traps the complex in this pathway. Otherwise a mixed or even WNA
reactivity would be expected which then would be more similar to Ru-Mebbp than Ru-Hbpp. his
notion is supported by the more similar active site coordination geometry for Ru-cbim and Ru-Mebbp.
he results suggest that the reactivity could be tuned by careful adjustment of the oxidation potential,
which would make an interesting handle for the reactivity tuning of water oxidation catalysts, but is
out of the scope of this study.

5.3.2 Indices to Predict Water Oxidation Mechanisms

In section 5.2.4 it was shown that a correct computational representation of the mechanistic insight
gained through experiment was mostly dependent on the oxidation state. Nevertheless, this was only
possible combined with the notion that the highest state in the mechanistic branch is actually deining
the barrier for the pathway. he question then arises whether a speciic state or state diference can be
made out which explains the change in mechanism from Ru-Hbpp to Ru-Mebbp.

Comparing the calculated proiles in Figure 5.13b and Figure 5.13a, the relative energies for the irst
I2M and WNA states are very similar. A pronounced diference thus only starts with the second tran-
sition state IT2, but the reason for this could not yet be concluded. In all transition states except WT1
and IT1 water molecules react directly within the active site, that is they form bonds with the transi-
tion metals and consequently the catalyst has to rearrange, which is more strongly inluenced by the
solvent environment than reactions between oxygen atoms within a conined space. Notwithstanding,
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WT1 also includes the reaction of a water molecule to form new bonds. his change in bonding and
the diference to the interactions within the solvent environment could mean that the relative energies
vary even more than for IT2. It is therefore not obvious why IT2 should be the mechanism determining
transition state, since it does not seem to be mainly the interaction with the water molecule.

In the literature the integrated spin density on the Ru=O oxygen has been suggested to be an indicator
of I2M reactivity.[167] If that was true also for dinuclear ruthenium catalysts the mechanism could be
derived from a simple single-point calculation of the active state intermediate. he search for new
catalysts with difering preferred pathways would then be largely simpliied. Notwithstanding, the
later relation only holds if IT1 would be the mechanism determining state as the radical character
is said to inluence the creation of an oxygen–oxygen bond. In the following I2M states the peroxide
is only displaced and Ru–O bonds are broken so that the radical character should not have much of
an efect. Since IT1 is not the important stationary point for the mechanism of Ru-Hbpp and Ru-
Mebbp a correlation seems unlikely. Still, the use of this reactivity index in the literature warrants an
investigation.

he lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) was used as an additional criterion to determine
the likely mechanism, as an energy similar to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of water
would suggest a lower barrier for the WNA pathway.[167] hus an indication for I2M reactivity would
be expected from Ru=O oxygens with high spin density and a LUMO of high energy. he same work
compares two mononuclear water oxidation catalysts that react by diferent mechanisms which is in-
duced by a slight modiication of the ligand. his modiication changed the calculated integrated spin
densities on the oxygen from 0.67 to 0.63 and the LUMO from −4.37 to −4.52 eV. It was proposed that this
change led to the switch in mechanism from I2M to WNA. In the case of Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp the
Löwdin integrated spin densities in the active stateACwere found to be 0.54 and 0.57 respectively. his
is in line with similar active sites of mononuclear complexes that were investigated, as it was suggested
that a seven-coordinated metal would increase the integrated spin density strongly.[167] However, Ru-
Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp exhibit the same change in mechanistic pathway with a similar coordination in
the active state but only marginally diferent spin densities. Even the LUMOs difer only by about0.05 eV with Ru-Mebbp having the higher energy. he conclusion for these two complexes using the
spin density and LUMO as an index would thus be contrary to the actual reactivity. It is therefore evi-
dent that the approach suggested is not applicable to dinuclear ruthenium catalysts in general. Also it
does not seem appropriate to derive any conclusion about reactivity by examining only one stationary
state.

Nevertheless a kind of barrier–property or barrier–structure correlation is needed to further devise
procedures to improve homogeneous catalysts. A successful pursuit of these structural indices requires
a major inluence of the pathways by that index. Since the most strongly inluenced transition state is
IT2 a structural modulation of the mechanism can likely be found by a detailed investigation of that
state. Several primitive coordinates that could change signiicantly during the reaction step were thus
compared between I1, IT2 and I2 for Ru-Hbpp, Ru-Mebbp and Ru-cbim. he employed coordinate
nomenclature is schematically depicted in Figure 5.18 and the results assembled in Table 5.2. he dif-
ference in geometries at the transition state is clearly visible in the ball-and-sticks representations in
Figure 5.19. From the table it is obvious that many of the coordinates are still similar in I1 for Ru-Hbpp
and Ru-Mebbp which corroborates the assumption that both catalysts are structurally very similar. On
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Figure 5.18: First coordination sphere of a general dinuclear ruthenium catalyst (R−−NO) with the naming conven-
tion used for declaring the internal coordinates in Table 5.2.

Ru-Hbpp Ru-Mebbp Ru-cbim

Figure 5.19: Ball and stick representation of IT2 determined using B3LYP*/SVP for all three catalysts.

the other hand a signiicant deviation is notable in IT2, at which Ru-Mebbp exhibits a stronger defor-
mation than Ru-Hbpp as seen from the change in Ru–Ru distance and torsion of the two ruthenium
sites. he values for (Rua−Rub) further hint at an early transition state for Ru-Hbpp and a late one for
Ru-Mebbp. According to the Hammond postulate the transition state and following intermediate are
expected to be higher for a late transition state compared to an earlier one. his is indeed the case for
those two catalysts as the IT2 and I2 of Ru-Hbpp are lower in relative energy than those of Ru-Mebbp.

Staying in the framework of the Hammond postulate an early transition state would be represented
in a steeper deformation curve of the main coordinate that is changed. Since a water molecule has
to be incorporated in the active site in IT2 the largest change in the geometry is expected to occur
for the Ru–Ru distance and Ru–N–N–Ru dihedral as already deduced from Table 5.2. Both coordi-
nates were therefore subjected to a relaxed surface scan in I1 to unravel the energy dependence of
these coordinates. Because I1 is a minimum, few unwanted deformations in the range of investigation
were expected. he resulting potentials are depicted in Figure 5.20 and clearly support the previous
assumption that Ru-Hbpp exhibits steeper potentials than Ru-Mebbp. Nevertheless these curves were
determined at minimum structures and thus do not include the inluence of the reactingwater molecule.

Table 5.2: Signiicant coordinates that highlight structural diferences between 3 and 5. All distances are given
in Å, all angles in degrees. For the deinition of the coordinates see Figure 5.18.

Ru-Mebbp (5) Ru-Hbpp (3) Ru-cbim (6)

Coordinate I1 IT2 I2 I1 IT2 I2 I1ox IT2ox I2ox
(Rua−Oa) 2.11 1.95 1.95 1.98 1.98 1.95 1.91 1.96 1.93
(Rub−Ob) 2.00 2.61 4.27 1.98 2.06 4.84 1.91 2.55 3.72
(Oa−Ob) 1.31 1.28 1.27 1.34 1.33 1.30 1.41 1.32 1.32
(Rua−Rub) 4.08 4.53 4.66 4.10 4.20 4.71 4.02 4.50 4.68� (R1a−Rua−Rub−R1b) -6.1 35.9 14.5 0.7 -14.6 -7.8 53.0 33.9 17.6
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5.3 Comparison of Water Oxidation Catalysts
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stationary point I1. Let: contraction and stretching of the Ru–Ru-distance. Right: twist of the
Ru–N–N–Ru dihedral out of equilibrium. he energies were determined with B3LYP*/def2-SVP.

For a clearer insight into the structure dependence of the reaction step a more extensive investigation
is needed.

A possible approach is to characterise the important contributions to the energy along the reaction
coordinate from I1 to I2. As a simple irst approximation the total energy Δ ( ) can be decomposed
into the energy of interaction, Δ int( ), and the deformation energy Δ strain( ). he interaction en-
ergy can be further separated into several contributions if energy decomposition schemes are applied.
Comparing the separate contributions to the energy diference along the reaction pathway was already
suggested in the activation strain model (ASM)[220] which allows to characterise the lateness of the
transitions states and to unravel the energetic reason for a trend in reactivity. As such ASM extends
the previous analysis of the minimum potentials and may lead to a beter understanding of the ligand’s
inluence. Judging from the structures of the transition states (Figure 5.19) and the diference in the
coordinates’ changes (Table 5.2), a more pronounced inluence of the deformation energy than the in-
teraction contribution is expected. If this assumption was right it would be directly visible in the results
from the ASM.

he minimum energy path was therefore determined by steepest descent and selected points were
improved by single point calculations on the B3LYP*-D3/TZVP/COSMO level as for the mechanistic
investigations. Figure 5.21 supports the assignment of the geometrical position of the transition state for
Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp. he curve for Ru-Mebbp additionally exhibits a more pronounced variation
in the progression from the transition state towards the minima. At the beginning of the reaction
path this is caused by the rotation of a pyridine ligand which couples to the path of the approaching
water molecule. his required movement does not take place in the case of Ru-Hbpp as the axially
coordinating ligands are ixed to the equatorial plane due to the terpyridine ligands. Consequently the
total absolute path length of Ru-Hbpp is much shorter than the one of Ru-Mebbp in mass-weighted
coordinates.

From the other charts in Figure 5.21 some hints as to the inluence of the diferent ligand framework
may be extracted. Interestingly the change in interaction energy diverges between Ru-Hbpp and Ru-
Mebbp around half of the reaction coordinate value whereas the deformation energy diference does
not increase monotonically. his leads to a larger inluence of the interaction contribution over the
whole pathway and one may argue that a small increase in the deformation in Ru-Hbpp creates the
possibility of a beter interaction with the water molecule. he same efect may be less pronounced for
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Figure 5.21: he ASM pathway along the reaction coordinate on the minimum energy pathway for Ru-Hbpp
and Ru-Mebbp on the oxidation state [4,5]. he listed energies were calculated using B3LYP*-
D3/TZVP/COSMO//B3LYP*/SVP. he position of the transition states as determined on the optimi-
sation level are marked by dashed vertical lines.

Ru-Mebbp due to the independence of the axial ligands on the equatorial distortion. Comparing the
values at the transition state coordinate the similarity in interaction energy is directly visible, whereas
the deformation contribution difers greatly. hus the interaction energy between water and the cat-
alyst may actually not be the determining factor for the barrier height and thereupon selectivity, but
the internal constraints induced by the ligands.

It was shown with the scan of the Ru–N–N–Ru torsion and Ru–Ru stretch in Figure 5.20 that the
change in dihedral angle only has a negligible inluence on the deformation energy as compared to the
distance between the metal sites. A coordinate with a large contribution to the total barrier of the step
is therefore expected to correlate with the Ru–Ru distance. his is also true for the torsion of course
and since its change is much larger for Ru-Hbpp than for Ru-Mebbp the actual geometrical cause for
the diference in barrier is not obvious from the investigated coordinates. Comparing the transition
state structures in Figure 5.19 one might ask whether the axial ligands’ structure is the actual reason
for the mechanism. As the pyridyl ligand in IT2 of Ru-Mebbp has to rotate approximately 90° to arrive
at the geometry of the transition state, the water molecule displacing the peroxide from the metal site
approaches mostly from the front of the active site. he same can be said about Ru-cbim, even though
the picoline ligands are not rotated asmuch. Nevertheless the structural parameters of Ru-cbim are very
similar to Ru-Mebbp at the transition state as listed in Table 5.2. his suggests similar behaviour and
although i-I2M reactivity was suggested for the mechanism it was shown above that this assignment
relies on an additional oxidation step. Contrary to both catalysts Ru-Hbpp exhibits ixed orientations
of the axial ligands and thus displays an angle between the tripyridines of approximately 66° in I1 as
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5.4 Conclusion

Figure 5.22: Overlay of Ru-Mebbp (blue) and Ru-Hbpp (red) in the intermediate state I1, as determined using
B3LYP*/SVP.

shown with the superposition in Figure 5.22. he water atack therefore should occur slightly diagonal
to the active site which supports the torsional deformation of the complex to make space for the water
molecule. Although this assumption cannot be supported quantitatively with the current calculations
the acquired minimum energy paths support the reasoning qualitatively. An argument against this
hypothesis may be that the pyridines of Ru-Mebbp are free to rotate and the water approach should
therefore not be hindered by it. However, the argument does not hold in that case as the space opened
by a 90° rotated pyridine does not seem to be suicient to allow a diagonal atack and thus the catalyst
has to deform in the equatorial plane to increase the Ru–Ru distance and to create space for the H2O.
On top of that the rotational freedom is somewhat constrained in solution and even more so when the
sulfonated groups of Ru-Mebbp-SO3 are in interaction with water.

5.4 Conclusion

A novel dinuclear water oxidation catalyst was investigated computationally and its mechanistic path-
way thoroughly characterised. he theoretical basis to treat the water nucleophilic atack and the
interaction of two metal sites on equal footing and with a consistent method was developed. his en-
abled a concise analysis of the Ru-Mebbp (5) catalyst which was used as a model system for the active
species in a water environment. It was shown that a WNA type reactivity of the catalyst can only
occur in the [4,5] oxidation state as the reduced species exerts high barriers and a negligible selectivity
in that state which was corroborated by application of a variety of diferent DFT functionals. Never-
theless the use of M06 range of functionals is discouraged as erratic behaviour already described in the
literature,[200,208] was found for the larger sulfonate-containing catalyst. he proposed reduction of
exact exchange in the B3LYP functional suggested in the literature was also in line with the predictions
of reactivity for Ru-Mebbp, which further supported the robustness of the approach employed in this
study. A comparison of computational schemes to literature values of diferent catalysts signiied the
importance of a consistent treatment of low vibrational frequencies in the thermodynamic corrections
and the inclusion of solvent molecules in each stationary point.
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5 Artiicial Water Oxidation

To unravel the efects that determine the reactivity of water oxidation catalysts and thus also the
mechanistic pathway, Ru-Mebbp was compared to the similar dinuclear catalysts Ru-Hbpp and Ru-
cbim. he later displays a comparable octahedral coordination environment with a much higher abso-
lute charge, whereas Ru-Hbpp only exhibits a change in geometry so that bothmake excellent reference
complexes.

Detailed examination of Ru-cbim showed a pronounced dependence of the mechanism on the oxi-
dation state. Without a further electron abstraction at I1, WNA reactivity was found to be prominent,
whereas the suggested i-I2M pathway seems to derive from the low oxidation potential at this interme-
diate, which prevents the back-reaction and eliminates the possibility of a water nucleophilic atack.
he oxidation state dependence of the barrier heights actually resembled that of Ru-Mebbp in the ox-
idation states [4,4] and [4,5] and similarly the structural parameters in the most inluenced transition
state IT2ox corroborated the analogy between Ru-cbim and Ru-Mebbp.

Ru-Hbpp on the other hand is electronically close, but modiies the mechanistic pathway by a dif-
ference in ligand geometry which is expressed in an earlier transition state at IT2 than for Ru-Mebbp.
he diference in reactivity was atributed in the literature to the pre-arrangement of the Ru=O groups
due to the ligand backbone, which was partly supported by the determination of the minimum energy
path along the I1 → IT2 → I2 coordinate. A focus on the relative oxyl orientation suggests that the
bond creating reaction step is mechanism determining which was not found to be true for any of the
three catalysts investigated. Additionally the geometry of Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp at I1 exhibited sim-
ilar values for signiicant primitive coordinates of the motion during reaction and thus the mechanism
determining state IT2 should not be inluenced much. However, the deformation in AC of Ru-Hbpp
hints at the repulsion of the terpyridyl ligands, which also change the accessibility of the active site for
a water molecule in comparison to single pyridines. his efect was made responsible for the higher
IT2 barrier and relative position of the transition state. For further insight on the ligands’ inluence a
stronger focus should thus be set on the axially coordinating ligands.
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6 Summary

In this thesis several topics of importance for the larger ield of artiicial photosynthesis have been
addressed. As the systems investigated usually consist of 50–100 atoms or more with at least one tran-
sitionmetal ion, density functional theorywas themethod of choice and the investigations all employed
one or the other functional. Systems of this size, especially with possible explicit solvent molecules,
require the sampling of a large number of oxidation states, intermediates and conformations. With
such a large number of structures to calculate, a sound strategy is required to keep the computations
accurate and the cost low.

In a irst step a range of diferent approximations for geometry relaxation procedures were thus im-
plemented into a newly created sotware, StOpt, and applied to several molecular test sets. he main
optimisation scheme employed the rational function algorithm for the step prediction, which is known
to excel if irst derivatives from the electronic structure calculation are available. Since a correct step re-
striction would require an iterative solution of the RF equations, the RS-RF algorithm was implemented
as an alternative.[3,112] A standard set of redundant internals was used as the primary coordinate system
for the optimisation procedure, as they proved to be robust and lead to fast convergence in compari-
son to cartesian coordinates.[85] Optionally an extended set that includes auxiliary bonds between next
neighbours could be chosen. Approximate second derivatives covered a diagonal parameterisation and
several model Hessians deined in the literature, which were updated with previous steps in the course
of the minimisation.

Several of these options have then been tested on 41 structures of small drug-like organic molecules
which were preoptimised with a simple force ield, resulting in crude starting geometries of structures
with many ring and linear-chain motifs. he investigation focussed on the inluence of the step re-
striction, Hessian approximation and coordinate system. It was shown that the convergence depends
strongly on the sophistication of the parameterised second derivatives, despite the use of internal co-
ordinates. Nevertheless, although the RF and RF-RS methods performed comparably with a model
Hessian, a correct step restriction helped to converge the desired stationary point in the case of sim-
ple diagonal approximations. Employing an update of the trust radius reduced the overall number of
iterations. By increasing the number of optimisation steps used in the update of the Hessian matrix
it was found that a successive updating scheme is superior to using only ive steps if combined with
this coordinate set. Since the primitive coordinates have a signiicant impact on the convergence of the
minimisation, the standard deinition was compared against the extra-redundant internal coordinates.
his revealed an advantage of the smaller coordinate set which resulted in faster convergence, but may
be too restricted for diicult systems. he lexibility of the PIC set was studied with several program
runs that recalculated the internal coordinates ater a number of steps and tracked the change of the
rigidity index during convergence. For geometries far from the minimum, a pronounced diference
between the rigidity behaviour of the standard and extra-redundant coordinates was found and thus a
recalculation of the primitives is recommended.
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6 Summary

Two eicient and robust methods derived from this benchmarking were then compared to literature-
known results which employed a set of 30 small molecules introduced by Baker. he obtained results
were encouraging, with a similar performance as the procedure on which the coordinates were based,
although other optimisation schemes reported less iterations for this benchmark set. Nevertheless,
the literature values demonstrated large discrepancies in the average number of iterations between
several codes. In additional minimisation runs on larger molecules it was shown that the advantage
of redundant internal coordinates is stronger in systems which are either hard to converge or exhibit
many uncommon structural motifs, as in the case of jawsamycin and cubane. For a inal test a recently
developed CO2 reduction catalyst was optimised with StOpt and Molpro’s internal procedure. his
hinted at some deiciencies in the internal coordinate set for transition metal complexes, but still halved
the iterations needed for convergence.

Despite the overall competitive performance and robustness of StOpt, some parts in the optimisation
can still be improved. he Hessian model has a signiicant inluence on the number of steps until con-
vergence is achieved, but a lot of diferent parameterisations exist. In the redundant internals primitive
coordinates like bonds, angles and dihedrals can be directly addressed in the second derivatives, such
that a weighting according to the primary coordinates of interest can be beneicial. On top of that the
Hessian update was shown to achieve slightly beter convergence if a combination of several algorithms
is employed, which was not tested within this study.[4] However, a large part of the performance stems
from the primitive coordinate set, and thus a more speciic deinition of primitives or a combination
with natural internals could further reduce the number of optimisation steps.[116,119,221,222] Most of the
problems in optimisation procedures arise with diicult or uncommon geometries so that a low-chart
approach, which chooses the appropriate method and coordinates in each situation, should be the irst
step for improvement.[4] For larger molecular structures the diagonalisation or inversion of matrices
used in the optimisation procedure may become the actual botleneck and require additional algorithms
to reduce the overall cost.[223] Similarly important, the robustness of the procedure has to be tested on
a larger variety of bond types and strengths. As such a more diverse benchmark set should be devised.

In chapter 4 an approach to acquire computational ingerprints for intermediates in the ield of CO2
reduction catalysis was reported. As an exemplary system a recently published rhenium-based dinu-
clear complex with a protic ligand and catalytic CO2 reactivity was chosen, which had been compre-
hensively characterised by cyclovoltammetry and infrared-spectroelectrochemistry.[137] he reported
crystal structure served as a reference to test the functional and solvent inluence on the predicted
vibrational frequencies of the tricarbonyl group-stretching modes in comparison with experiment. A
diference in the density functional construction exhibited a negligible inluence, but the inclusion of
solvent contributions in the form of a continuum model was found to be neccessary. A total shit
of the vibrational frequencies between the experimental and theoretical results persisted, but a good
agreement could be obtained for the relative diference of the symmetric and antisymmetric stretching
modes. he consequently determined diference in frequencies of the symmetric stretching modes was
then used as a constant correction to the computed values, which led to similarly accurate spectra for
the irst two reduction intermediates.

Amore ambitious investigationwas needed for the structure of the inal reduction. Lack of additional
experimental evidence and a multitude of possible side-reactions required the calculation of a large
amount of molecular structures and charge states. Reduced accuracy in comparison with the irst
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two assignments had to be expected, since the corresponding irst transformations did not change the
number of electrons in the system. In spite of this, the collection of investigated structures only returned
a few spectra with reasonable agreement, of which just one had an asymmetry in the intensities similar
to the experimental results. As such the developed computational protocol also proved reliable without
additional evidence other than the infrared spectrum taken from experiment. he large number of
relative shits for the vibrational bands of the CO stretching modes can thus serve as a reference for
future developments of CO2 reduction catalysts.

he oxygen evolution reaction is known to be the botleneck of the processes occurring in artiicial
photosynthesis and thus is actively studied experimentally and computationally. A novel dinuclear
ruthenium complex, Ru-Mebbp, that has recently been developed and thoroughly characterised, was
thus examined in chapter 5, as it exhibits complementary reactivity to the Ru-Hbpp catalyst with only
subtle changes in the ligand framework[13,14] and therefore lends itself to an inspection of possible re-
action barrier tuning. he interaction of two metal-oxo sites and water nucleophilic atack pathways
were consequently calculated for two possible oxidation and several spin states, giving a concise pic-
ture of the barrier heights for both mechanisms. Due to this investigation it was revealed that the
computational approach used on the Ru-Hbpp complex fails to describe the experimental reactivity of
Ru-Mebbp, as the activation free enthalpies with M06-L always suggest a preference for the other path-
way or no signiicant diference at all. In addition the assigned mechanism could only be reproduced
in the [4,5] state of the complex, suggesting that a further oxidation is necessary for the observed re-
activity. his is in line with experimental suggestions for Ru-Mebbp and other complexes, that state
an additional oxidation should occur.[13,192] Notwithstanding, the relative barrier height of the active
intermediate of the complex to the mechanism determining state of both pathways were found to be
dependent on the amount of exact exchange in the density functional. Since it was proposed that an
amount of 15 % Hartree-Fock exchange improves the spin-state energies in irst-row transition metal
complexes,[36] the B3LYP* functional was then employed as the method of choice throughout the fur-
ther investigation.

With a high conidence in the computational protocol gained by the mechanistic studies, a search for
the diferences in structure that deine the reactivity of Ru-Mebbp and other catalysts was conducted.
For this Ru-Mebbp, Ru-Hbpp and the similar Ru-cbim[15,168] were evaluated on the same level of the-
ory, making a direct comparison possible. Even though a discrepancy between the determined reaction
barriers and the literature values remained, the qualitative conclusion stayed the same and a connec-
tion between the catalysts is justiied. It was consequently shown that Ru-cbim, despite the proposed
diference in its mechanism, is similar to Ru-Mebbp, which is atributed to the comparable coordination
environment. As such the diference in reactivity stems from the additional electron removal ater the
O–O bond formation and similar selectivity as the one found for Ru-Mebbp in the [4,4] oxidation state
are acquired without it. hus the lower oxidation potentials for Ru-cbim resulting from amore negative
charge of the ligand backbone and a higher number of possible proton-coupled electron transfer steps
are expected to be responsible for its mechanism. he disparity between Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp is
more subtle, as the charge and oxidation states seem to be very similar, which is expressed in the bar-
rier height of the water nucleophilic atack pathway. he corresponding barrier for the intramolecular
oxygen–oxygen coupling mechanism on the other hand exhibited a large variation in height, and thus
the minimum energy path along its reaction coordinate was scanned for Ru-Hbpp and Ru-Mebbp. Due
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6 Summary

to this analysis it could be suggested that the lowered barriers exhibited by Ru-Hbpp result from the
structure of the axial ligands, as they form a rather open active site. Contrarily the ligands of Ru-Mebbp
hinder the breaking of a peroxide bond. Consequently the second transition state in the intramolecular
pathway of Ru-Hbpp was found to be early, whereas the axial pyridines in Ru-Mebbp lead to a late
transition state geometry.

he later investigation has only scratched at the surface of a structural indicator for the mecha-
nistic pathway. As such a more detailed study of the minimum energy pathway may give additional
insight. However, this also depends on the chosen electronic structure method, or the modeling of the
solvent. Since Ru-Mebbp was used as a model system for the actual catalyst Ru-Mebbp-SO3, the irst
solvation shell might play an increased role if the larger structure is employed. A sampling of several
geometries is then required for accurate reaction energies, which may only be computationally feasible
by QM/MM or lower-cost methods.[224] he extension of the comparison to a third catalyst of similar
coordination environment[171] could also lead to the inal hint about the structural diference. Ideally
the calculations should give a complete picture on the variation in barrier height by the modiication
of ligands, enabling the theoretician to suggest routes for development to experimentators. For this an
extensive probing of substituents could be undertaken and correlated to the mechanism determining
states.[192] Even employing largely diferent axial ligands could be a viable route for further calcula-
tions that might corroborate the proposed ligand dependence. Nevertheless, a complete impression is
only obtained if all aspects of the catalysis are taken into account, which includes the oxidation poten-
tials and the rate-determining step of the whole reaction cycle. he later is generally found to be the
inal dioxygen displacement by a second water molecule in dinuclear catalysts,[15,192] which was not
determined within this study, as this transition state does not inluence the preferred mechanism of the
complex. On the other hand an additional oxidation at an intermediate could change the successive
barriers, or lead to mechanistic trapping as in the case of Ru-cbim, and thus may be a promising target
for further investigations of mechanism tuning.
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Appendix

Additional Benchmarks of StOpt’s Methods

Below are the plots referred to in section 3.2.1. Shown are the required iterations to convergence of
each structure in the benchmark set OrgSet1. he two rational function methods are compared, either
with a simple step scaling (RF), or an iterative solution to the step length (RS-RF). he trust radius was
set to 0.3 in the standard redundant internal coordinate set. Hessian guesses were only calculated at the
start of the optimisation and then successively updated with BFGS. he irst igure shows the results
for an initial diagonal parameterisation to the second derivatives and the second igure used Lindh’s
model Hessian.
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Functional Tests on Reduction Intermediates of 1

he functional test on the spliting between the symmetric and antisymmetric CO stretching bands in
Figure 4.4 showed a large variation with the method employed. he relative shits between the interme-
diates may be less inluenced, which is shown for the irst three states and the functionals BP86, M06-L
and PBE0 in the following igure. he calculations were carried out with def2-TZVP and COSMO. Com-
puted spectra were determined by broadening the harmonic frequencies with gaussians and 10 cm−1
for the full width at half maximum.
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Cartesian Structures of Intermediates and Transition States

In the following, structures in XYZ format corresponding to the stationary points of the I2M and WNA
mechanisms are listed for 5. As the geometries should be relatively similar between oxidation and spin
states, values for the quartet surface and a total charge of +4 are reported. Geometry optimisations
employed B3LYP*/def2-SVP with the efective core potential ECP28MWB.

AC

Ru 1.686805 0.073576 0.571797
O 1.303579 -0.174348 -1.104280
Ru -2.326832 0.488124 -0.777725
O -1.112333 -0.045853 -1.863055
H -0.618824 -0.062163 -5.078857
O -1.373283 0.541452 -4.977382
H -1.549684 0.846937 -5.884213
N 1.405054 -2.036334 0.927187
N 2.212344 0.384130 2.599906
N 2.152164 2.136505 0.133935
N -0.144100 0.573717 1.517152
N 3.763882 -0.295684 0.603106
C 1.585742 -2.888178 -0.110909
C 1.170526 -2.559379 2.153189
C 3.505444 0.207921 2.951731
C 1.242195 0.726491 3.487976
C 2.108644 3.125650 1.056074
C 2.619336 2.432026 -1.102937
C -0.080665 0.860808 2.858287
N -1.393530 0.711672 1.108832
C 4.482858 -0.645052 -0.482279
C 4.383288 -0.170111 1.820213

C 1.561153 -4.272763 0.047180
H 1.750048 -2.434674 -1.092016
H 1.018803 -1.858777 2.976484
C 1.130733 -3.933325 2.386231
C 3.894304 0.379778 4.286872
C 1.578095 0.891874 4.839820
C 2.543986 4.422115 0.785505
C 3.073093 3.704487 -1.445284
C -1.366590 1.226537 3.321065
C -2.174644 1.101814 2.168518
H 3.938246 -0.734915 -1.426817
C 5.857460 -0.884617 -0.414767
C 5.757500 -0.397967 1.942135
C 1.339162 -4.812598 1.318518
H 1.725476 -4.915186 -0.823333
H 4.932742 0.246478 4.599696
C 2.914472 0.720120 5.227846
H 0.821080 1.141603 5.584658
C 3.046350 4.721544 -0.485121
C -1.769542 1.662411 4.698256
N -4.049282 0.598935 -1.999384
N -3.887100 1.087592 0.558974
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N -1.923560 2.525396 -1.319478
N -2.837575 -1.579559 -0.402673
C -3.599533 1.287074 1.873022
H 6.401248 -1.165949 -1.321782
C 6.506497 -0.758315 0.815733
H 6.247219 -0.295574 2.913935
H 1.330653 -5.896820 1.474811
H 3.194114 0.849677 6.278840
H -2.053006 0.804926 5.336322
H -2.624190 2.354457 4.673443
H -0.955799 2.200409 5.207347
C -5.230502 0.923006 -1.382700
C -4.022858 0.359100 -3.327814
C -5.141460 1.193175 0.066196
C -2.137322 3.564804 -0.478972
C -1.527915 2.783821 -2.590645
C -3.298214 -2.038988 0.783189
C -2.766624 -2.441292 -1.445293
C -4.631363 1.610759 2.765656
H 7.583309 -0.938292 0.903089
C -6.417819 0.992548 -2.116215
H -3.051923 0.153486 -3.799868
C -5.187908 0.412277 -4.100130
C -6.204808 1.530155 0.913404
C -1.981915 4.890746 -0.877102
C -1.351709 4.088797 -3.052054
C -3.716761 -3.356734 0.961454

H -3.338585 -1.331190 1.613520
C -3.166989 -3.772006 -1.341348
H -2.373196 -2.047174 -2.385948
H -4.433191 1.754328 3.828870
C -5.936569 1.736748 2.271654
C -6.402767 0.729100 -3.490782
H -7.354934 1.254670 -1.618731
H -5.124373 0.208056 -5.173409
H -7.225184 1.625525 0.534566
C -1.588127 5.165006 -2.191535
C -3.659900 -4.242961 -0.119535
H -3.096574 -4.424427 -2.217152
H -6.753675 1.992806 2.954420
H -7.329154 0.779148 -4.072968
H -3.994982 -5.280296 -0.012379
H 0.948190 -4.302310 3.400078
H -4.091218 -3.675547 1.938927
H 2.620562 1.618414 -1.833293
H 3.452036 3.885304 -2.455794
H 3.411773 5.726807 -0.721278
H 2.496689 5.181185 1.572319
H 1.720763 2.872717 2.044413
H -1.472986 6.197874 -2.538029
H -1.040566 4.247796 -4.088919
H -1.357909 1.933370 -3.262744
H -2.450855 3.329413 0.539841
H -2.180751 5.694746 -0.162169

IT1

Ru 1.498160 0.157088 0.571334
N 1.198091 -1.933922 0.826674
N 2.152803 0.420382 2.522817
N 2.015251 2.225835 0.200839
N -0.196822 0.605248 1.589731
N 3.595196 -0.258387 0.425439
O 0.706623 0.198233 -1.095341
C 1.367144 -2.732710 -0.254830
C 0.961867 -2.513347 2.026972
C 3.469822 0.246006 2.789009
C 1.238436 0.788978 3.472607
C 1.934039 3.213574 1.121089
C 2.532762 2.523868 -1.014392
C -0.122458 0.916226 2.924754
N -1.429527 0.744046 1.170554
C 4.255174 -0.609819 -0.693837
C 4.279290 -0.142760 1.608275
C 1.329087 -4.122782 -0.167336
H 1.533070 -2.233042 -1.212743
H 0.822607 -1.849593 2.883144
C 0.911247 -3.896704 2.190285
C 3.942213 0.439010 4.092719

C 1.675397 0.997034 4.788605
C 2.380855 4.510545 0.870762
C 3.002340 3.795295 -1.337685
C -1.416653 1.291692 3.372861
Ru -2.285224 0.342238 -0.634720
C -2.217295 1.171464 2.206405
H 3.665035 -0.690993 -1.612468
C 5.629520 -0.863366 -0.702289
C 5.655581 -0.386047 1.659494
C 1.106861 -4.722294 1.077556
H 1.484436 -4.723884 -1.068387
H 4.998067 0.304091 4.339634
C 3.031461 0.816690 5.089153
H 0.976340 1.295321 5.572059
C 2.935654 4.811174 -0.377504
C -1.865143 1.721210 4.737397
N -3.937729 0.330294 -2.006559
N -3.862560 1.056129 0.520747
O -0.771519 -0.467644 -1.310928
N -1.789681 2.253419 -1.400421
N -2.910641 -1.659201 -0.094517
C -3.620057 1.374609 1.829227
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H 6.123827 -1.145722 -1.636844
C 6.341485 -0.749701 0.494194
H 6.197734 -0.294366 2.604091
H 1.090129 -5.812948 1.179528
H 3.384744 0.974476 6.113766
H -2.757391 1.159260 5.062228
H -2.124187 2.795465 4.757711
H -1.094241 1.559371 5.502810
C -5.129343 0.748331 -1.468235
C -3.881879 -0.045659 -3.298710
C -5.088297 1.157919 -0.045538
C -1.309033 2.319092 -2.667574
C -2.030888 3.405819 -0.730907
C -3.409683 -2.013937 1.110905
C -2.850983 -2.599223 -1.067148
C -4.672091 1.841941 2.628592
H 7.419308 -0.941927 0.525553
C -6.290595 0.778733 -2.244783
H -2.902589 -0.334067 -3.707176
C -5.018087 -0.038992 -4.116829
C -6.167063 1.619637 0.719624
C -1.076180 3.540690 -3.299474
C -1.825848 4.657572 -1.305808
C -3.877998 -3.299944 1.378035
H -3.441181 -1.245590 1.886471
C -3.301680 -3.903817 -0.876395
H -2.426977 -2.290714 -2.026720

H -4.503640 2.111529 3.673406
C -5.947125 1.962412 2.060667
C -6.239679 0.376116 -3.585247
H -7.235722 1.115568 -1.811474
H -4.930296 -0.355322 -5.160598
H -7.166325 1.715127 0.288071
C -1.346013 4.732343 -2.618908
C -3.833575 -4.265323 0.366702
H -3.241086 -4.621642 -1.700209
H -6.780844 2.327307 2.669871
H -7.145153 0.393806 -4.201260
H -4.208458 -5.279427 0.542723
H 0.731785 -4.315851 3.184997
H -4.281339 -3.532435 2.368247
H 2.564978 1.715037 -1.749585
H 3.423007 3.977752 -2.331202
H 3.309995 5.816886 -0.597400
H 2.299854 5.269466 1.654965
H 1.502927 2.961135 2.091705
H -1.191477 5.702738 -3.103162
H -2.053565 5.559855 -0.730446
H -2.412400 3.320108 0.288965
H -1.115087 1.376330 -3.194265
H -0.698138 3.546236 -4.326084
H -0.439078 -0.933907 -4.857752
O -1.075557 -0.206729 -4.759670
H -1.228878 0.085582 -5.675054

I1

Ru 1.492115 0.096357 0.700267
N 1.263440 -1.994109 1.052703
N 2.141531 0.413432 2.562233
N 2.001740 2.091676 0.130515
N -0.203345 0.602628 1.570923
N 3.572830 -0.325279 0.471986
O 0.661539 -0.149932 -1.222323
C 1.400104 -2.838473 -0.000355
C 1.106486 -2.529250 2.288352
C 3.456937 0.242160 2.828999
C 1.220707 0.808088 3.494609
C 2.112417 3.118178 1.008621
C 2.343451 2.313915 -1.162801
C -0.134841 0.925705 2.925733
N -1.446243 0.738606 1.152136
C 4.238714 -0.698835 -0.636572
C 4.261368 -0.175865 1.654687
C 1.406350 -4.223547 0.148410
H 1.511163 -2.379093 -0.985973
H 0.993453 -1.834848 3.123605
C 1.093464 -3.904279 2.511819
C 3.925301 0.469261 4.132542

C 1.655618 1.047271 4.805941
C 2.572448 4.378448 0.633114
C 2.821989 3.544121 -1.608363
C -1.420179 1.288717 3.364624
Ru -2.340483 0.407455 -0.662998
C -2.223537 1.156169 2.185188
H 3.646857 -0.804090 -1.552071
C 5.613545 -0.945168 -0.640212
C 5.639508 -0.409010 1.711283
C 1.256821 -4.773403 1.426829
H 1.536551 -4.859671 -0.732355
H 4.980372 0.339758 4.386186
C 3.012703 0.871807 5.114940
H 0.957366 1.367014 5.581683
C 2.946604 4.599254 -0.697373
C -1.887040 1.717498 4.721447
N -3.965325 0.416999 -2.033854
N -3.870062 1.056601 0.505323
O -0.624182 -0.288287 -1.408585
N -1.879912 2.371673 -1.355725
N -2.861817 -1.628970 -0.229644
C -3.627322 1.353822 1.821286
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H 6.111591 -1.247078 -1.566562
C 6.325397 -0.797612 0.554304
H 6.183690 -0.289297 2.651638
H 1.270347 -5.858754 1.575663
H 3.362085 1.054502 6.136551
H -2.728121 1.093690 5.071236
H -2.233718 2.766847 4.714549
H -1.097609 1.643084 5.480896
C -5.159738 0.797489 -1.477289
C -3.913940 0.082776 -3.336558
C -5.103482 1.162313 -0.046819
C -1.419091 2.501234 -2.624416
C -2.133667 3.493801 -0.643638
C -3.371446 -2.056799 0.947386
C -2.750640 -2.522470 -1.240826
C -4.677312 1.790938 2.638197
H 7.404532 -0.982115 0.589079
C -6.328582 0.834439 -2.242373
H -2.932809 -0.178033 -3.758816
C -5.056715 0.095948 -4.146720
C -6.180826 1.596205 0.742392
C -1.220042 3.750186 -3.214271
C -1.959045 4.772757 -1.169875
C -3.798252 -3.369505 1.147731
H -3.447610 -1.324263 1.754534
C -3.156714 -3.850158 -1.118073
H -2.325077 -2.154960 -2.179254

H -4.500849 2.036183 3.687511
C -5.960444 1.910319 2.086648
C -6.281039 0.474917 -3.595104
H -7.275881 1.141905 -1.792324
H -4.971757 -0.186395 -5.200444
H -7.182037 1.691437 0.315088
C -1.501259 4.909844 -2.484671
C -3.698784 -4.286392 0.096077
H -3.055258 -4.527015 -1.971941
H -6.793324 2.251082 2.710409
H -7.190662 0.497693 -4.204606
H -4.040190 -5.319879 0.218787
H 0.968434 -4.283911 3.530500
H -4.213857 -3.660348 2.117261
H 2.225521 1.474794 -1.853733
H 3.099792 3.665158 -2.659774
H 3.330566 5.574240 -1.016891
H 2.646278 5.171368 1.383728
H 1.827193 2.924306 2.044616
H -1.372477 5.901162 -2.932528
H -2.194875 5.646582 -0.555158
H -2.500430 3.364542 0.377255
H -1.214811 1.584124 -3.191457
H -0.859184 3.802709 -4.245769
H -0.447962 -0.719918 -4.952423
O -1.091997 -0.010061 -4.794073
H -1.273883 0.331485 -5.686878

IT2

Ru 2.209567 -0.015154 -0.170369
Ru -2.314710 0.081938 -0.135191
N 3.163250 -0.089634 1.588461
O 0.166336 0.019364 -1.786822
O -1.026596 0.410674 -1.562223
C 4.498485 0.169145 1.638163
N 0.593104 -0.292212 1.189842
C 5.197869 0.024595 2.843279
H 6.270027 0.228547 2.892327
N -0.745332 -0.306883 1.198084
C 4.505487 -0.381854 3.986262
H 5.035930 -0.499601 4.936939
N -3.337599 -0.361683 1.535185
C 3.130324 -0.624930 3.917412
H 2.580724 -0.911779 4.814094
N 2.526292 -2.133871 -0.240779
C 2.461294 -0.477381 2.693662
N 4.203005 0.588723 -0.697134
C 1.028507 -0.612070 2.457610
N 1.893926 2.090239 -0.227693
C -0.066027 -0.889759 3.297565
C -0.056437 -1.335840 4.729115

N -2.348230 2.170705 0.338178
C -1.178613 -0.661343 2.451367
N -4.308382 0.315513 -0.796037
C -2.633466 -0.685520 2.656868
N -2.436099 -1.959305 -0.798165
C -3.335944 -0.960986 3.840320
H -2.807055 -1.201724 4.763184
C -4.735345 -0.911417 3.829923
H -5.292792 -1.126814 4.747498
C -5.426760 -0.584117 2.657362
H -6.518983 -0.546316 2.655883
C -4.693741 -0.301347 1.498350
H -2.498710 -1.317776 -2.787336
C 1.467349 -2.954443 -0.436050
H 0.487237 -2.475720 -0.507821
C 1.605039 -4.336200 -0.549664
H 0.718067 -4.955782 -0.709088
C 2.879833 -4.908137 -0.462351
H 3.017985 -5.991211 -0.550985
C 3.975318 -4.061700 -0.264476
H 4.994164 -4.454907 -0.194617
C 3.759059 -2.688157 -0.158785
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C 4.634951 1.029708 -1.896700
C 5.947507 1.458649 -2.111010
H 6.245949 1.795050 -3.108806
C 6.853157 1.441980 -1.047454
H 7.889710 1.768129 -1.183843
C 6.405997 1.007364 0.203505
H 7.089587 1.001736 1.056165
C 5.076712 0.596250 0.358337
C 1.744233 2.694919 -1.429280
C 1.677988 4.080801 -1.564023
H 1.571782 4.520939 -2.560269
C 1.766966 4.881459 -0.419607
H 1.738974 5.973897 -0.496715
C 1.902587 4.255240 0.824047
H 1.978652 4.835708 1.748447
C 1.962994 2.863023 0.880114
H 2.084330 2.350460 1.838080
C -2.379430 2.658412 1.599385
H -2.276145 1.940163 2.415850
C -2.548164 4.015018 1.876547
H -2.578464 4.352945 2.916920
C -2.691675 4.915239 0.815916
H -2.845369 5.983504 1.003218
C -2.638694 4.416428 -0.490620
H -2.742952 5.076814 -1.356961
C -2.464582 3.047721 -0.687076
C -5.243025 0.075785 0.177795

C -6.609310 0.190258 -0.097630
H -7.349246 -0.002020 0.683506
C -7.028946 0.551199 -1.383560
H -8.096458 0.642558 -1.610850
C -6.065587 0.790285 -2.366631
H -6.347180 1.074182 -3.385274
C -4.714457 0.662512 -2.030945
C -2.570340 -2.187064 -2.127443
C -2.795007 -3.457066 -2.656302
H -2.904465 -3.579494 -3.738361
C -2.889737 -4.549460 -1.786865
H -3.084223 -5.556798 -2.170895
C -2.735771 -4.321165 -0.414855
H -2.803941 -5.139662 0.308594
C -2.509825 -3.021017 0.038122
H -2.395578 -2.823711 1.106431
O 2.390340 -0.529529 -2.654985
H 1.521775 -0.595704 -3.091265
H 2.928209 -1.265662 -2.994649
H -2.420525 2.633848 -1.698663
H 4.603971 -2.010882 -0.016269
H 3.910969 1.009180 -2.711721
H 1.681846 2.040245 -2.302724
H -3.934032 0.844847 -2.777314
H -0.937692 -1.947672 4.969329
H -0.040410 -0.483443 5.433682
H 0.816263 -1.968678 4.949191

I2

Ru 2.371636 -0.032431 -0.269344
Ru -2.288732 0.081737 -0.388700
N 3.263353 0.055711 1.496639
O -0.827787 0.108351 -3.088012
O -1.361623 0.568363 -2.033281
C 4.599306 0.295736 1.529412
N 0.709394 -0.248283 0.976775
C 5.275563 0.271158 2.756828
H 6.348936 0.469385 2.813431
N -0.630218 -0.369351 0.925226
C 4.553947 -0.039448 3.915665
H 5.068207 -0.084866 4.881321
N -3.256588 -0.488128 1.269655
C 3.180998 -0.304256 3.847228
H 2.633670 -0.568791 4.752259
N 2.705925 -2.143623 -0.329461
C 2.530461 -0.230568 2.603454
N 4.341931 0.348861 -0.866664
C 1.106304 -0.404072 2.306937
N 2.124677 2.082176 -0.404643
C -0.008765 -0.659222 3.115261
C -0.069168 -0.836687 4.603111

N -2.323285 2.146720 0.208410
C -1.083719 -0.654671 2.187932
N -4.284743 0.319502 -0.987021
C -2.530047 -0.845263 2.363911
N -2.400455 -1.934548 -1.119067
C -3.197370 -1.342667 3.493754
H -2.642993 -1.677322 4.371288
C -4.596326 -1.423982 3.477437
H -5.129024 -1.811722 4.352068
C -5.315463 -1.012679 2.350779
H -6.406923 -1.067506 2.345296
C -4.611543 -0.543457 1.232552
H -2.980056 -1.272141 -3.018764
C 1.703909 -2.941805 -0.778280
H 0.763933 -2.447017 -1.037664
C 1.846879 -4.320709 -0.906925
H 1.008994 -4.917186 -1.278848
C 3.065761 -4.918778 -0.563252
H 3.209880 -6.000120 -0.662927
C 4.096661 -4.100417 -0.091006
H 5.068604 -4.515906 0.192317
C 3.879971 -2.727436 0.013202
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C 4.804526 0.504628 -2.123834
C 6.135643 0.823900 -2.394250
H 6.469126 0.933119 -3.430964
C 7.018342 1.000437 -1.322426
H 8.067973 1.258760 -1.499982
C 6.543257 0.842873 -0.015091
H 7.220131 0.980928 0.832271
C 5.200144 0.514557 0.196994
C 2.062418 2.672394 -1.624235
C 2.024723 4.056017 -1.784536
H 1.989370 4.479703 -2.792932
C 2.047991 4.875524 -0.650502
H 2.037291 5.966840 -0.746825
C 2.093124 4.267842 0.609617
H 2.113360 4.862869 1.527681
C 2.132514 2.877603 0.692672
H 2.179551 2.383756 1.665587
C -2.354403 2.549145 1.499777
H -2.252224 1.777166 2.265241
C -2.521896 3.882826 1.871644
H -2.552474 4.146593 2.933224
C -2.664200 4.855767 0.877270
H -2.815719 5.908626 1.138594
C -2.614041 4.447455 -0.459889
H -2.718802 5.165508 -1.279126
C -2.443215 3.095266 -0.751649
C -5.196089 -0.067221 -0.038244

C -6.569983 0.014445 -0.286483
H -7.289132 -0.295522 0.476005
C -7.023469 0.500682 -1.518441
H -8.096929 0.570174 -1.724074
C -6.084477 0.895004 -2.474329
H -6.391963 1.282520 -3.450487
C -4.723938 0.787815 -2.169906
C -2.811972 -2.150597 -2.392359
C -3.024320 -3.427535 -2.911697
H -3.362192 -3.537585 -3.946615
C -2.815074 -4.540067 -2.091316
H -2.993689 -5.554389 -2.464511
C -2.377874 -4.322781 -0.779052
H -2.204472 -5.157701 -0.093092
C -2.177645 -3.016316 -0.334897
H -1.836961 -2.827955 0.685569
O 1.672355 -0.254056 -2.341591
H 0.741918 -0.099364 -2.673500
H 2.000779 -1.031798 -2.824268
H -2.403128 2.754668 -1.789292
H 4.678432 -2.076088 0.372806
H 4.079531 0.369288 -2.931784
H 2.052403 2.007071 -2.490286
H -3.963052 1.083778 -2.898841
H -1.043728 -0.531197 5.010107
H 0.680555 -0.216895 5.116462
H 0.104054 -1.886563 4.904123

WT1

Ru 2.292652 -0.349396 0.299638
N 2.093413 -2.445338 0.753880
N 2.758524 -0.002652 2.282481
N 2.668471 1.708253 -0.209805
N 0.387350 0.124399 1.142949
N 4.385035 -0.615988 0.325908
O 1.892312 -0.714196 -1.423237
C 2.649334 -3.338085 -0.100343
C 1.507850 -2.913999 1.879887
C 4.047397 -0.173437 2.671147
C 1.754035 0.315593 3.142376
C 2.635024 2.717173 0.691327
C 3.073370 1.986343 -1.472781
C 0.450387 0.453591 2.479389
N -0.867879 0.284583 0.717393
C 5.143592 -0.882509 -0.754133
C 4.969616 -0.499188 1.560141
C 2.655044 -4.708910 0.148394
H 3.101139 -2.935448 -1.009993
H 1.051070 -2.181186 2.547907
C 1.480267 -4.270824 2.198580
C 4.388136 -0.025792 4.019501

C 2.049490 0.451197 4.508300
C 3.020033 4.018400 0.371729
C 3.472920 3.262735 -1.863562
C -0.820820 0.873642 2.926027
Ru -2.020548 0.084060 -1.100681
C -1.628065 0.730927 1.776394
H 4.623648 -0.957175 -1.714183
C 6.526743 -1.059120 -0.662329
C 6.349505 -0.668705 1.709728
C 2.068992 -5.190508 1.324113
H 3.123138 -5.385259 -0.573355
H 5.417716 -0.153608 4.362522
C 3.372584 0.281594 4.935603
H 1.267274 0.671862 5.235350
C 3.457620 4.301375 -0.926262
C -1.210906 1.393763 4.278077
N -3.750800 0.248776 -2.300393
N -3.424743 0.779901 0.238679
O -1.016319 -0.460681 -2.528913
N -1.567557 2.110763 -1.703695
N -2.597433 -1.926204 -0.612869
C -3.059817 0.962442 1.534879
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H 7.105630 -1.275571 -1.565472
C 7.139326 -0.953618 0.589061
H 6.813067 -0.575239 2.695217
H 2.072043 -6.261562 1.554090
H 3.615794 0.386670 5.998400
H -1.627885 0.600854 4.926436
H -1.966483 2.190368 4.200703
H -0.355541 1.838478 4.806540
C -4.871282 0.682881 -1.642489
C -3.813731 -0.001608 -3.621674
C -4.695345 0.947786 -0.199617
C -1.249241 2.357255 -2.996486
C -1.702426 3.168315 -0.870159
C -2.773559 -2.369053 0.653663
C -2.873524 -2.779343 -1.627908
C -4.036207 1.325961 2.474493
H 8.221160 -1.087439 0.696179
C -6.078387 0.860386 -2.327053
H -2.889950 -0.344363 -4.097210
C -4.990745 0.159309 -4.357033
C -5.698001 1.331294 0.700023
C -1.080680 3.647168 -3.497193
C -1.548654 4.486725 -1.296969
C -3.238147 -3.650922 0.943324
H -2.540296 -1.673409 1.461540
C -3.335796 -4.076647 -1.417299
H -2.718310 -2.406979 -2.641892

H -3.785955 1.451491 3.528140
C -5.356398 1.513810 2.044312
C -6.143558 0.596269 -3.699646
H -6.967413 1.208936 -1.795366
H -4.992619 -0.058867 -5.429427
H -6.729942 1.473678 0.370649
C -1.241644 4.739003 -2.638077
C -3.531582 -4.526032 -0.107694
H -3.547337 -4.718784 -2.277557
H -6.127661 1.798970 2.767524
H -7.083476 0.733088 -4.244853
H -3.908538 -5.535301 0.089149
H 1.006800 -4.596098 3.129808
H -3.376190 -3.950802 1.986476
H 3.065785 1.153761 -2.180797
H 3.800947 3.430224 -2.894072
H 3.782428 5.310745 -1.201265
H 2.985338 4.794418 1.142518
H 2.299265 2.476393 1.701692
H -1.133269 5.764810 -3.006666
H -1.683184 5.303357 -0.581192
H -1.949646 2.955884 0.171664
H -1.122759 1.486634 -3.644835
H -0.835967 3.785306 -4.554844
O -0.016992 -1.790473 -2.396962
H 0.972141 -1.258340 -1.949794
H 0.126352 -1.965771 -3.350661

W1

Ru 2.310695 -0.311218 0.308380
N 2.143492 -2.420319 0.661990
N 2.765215 -0.050545 2.286376
N 2.637548 1.769489 -0.128207
N 0.399848 0.093461 1.153679
N 4.411482 -0.516372 0.319037
O 1.900391 -0.612137 -1.465332
C 2.793139 -3.265341 -0.176186
C 1.472613 -2.946597 1.713531
C 4.055534 -0.233743 2.679452
C 1.751989 0.223414 3.157775
C 2.594996 2.741694 0.812940
C 3.015504 2.104017 -1.385911
C 0.458452 0.394386 2.498996
N -0.846652 0.286330 0.716333
C 5.176541 -0.684232 -0.776969
C 4.989898 -0.476085 1.560043
C 2.809179 -4.644550 0.017196
H 3.312959 -2.818278 -1.027072
H 0.940688 -2.249929 2.364380
C 1.450707 -4.315452 1.973664
C 4.382423 -0.156366 4.034156

C 2.040325 0.288634 4.532512
C 2.944794 4.062500 0.538177
C 3.379764 3.403643 -1.731757
C -0.807669 0.837689 2.939607
Ru -2.042291 0.051296 -1.076361
C -1.603961 0.736183 1.778957
H 4.660774 -0.699384 -1.742185
C 6.562434 -0.839925 -0.692037
C 6.372279 -0.629699 1.703136
C 2.134665 -5.185835 1.117615
H 3.353100 -5.281192 -0.687529
H 5.411024 -0.292660 4.377290
C 3.357315 0.097330 4.960265
H 1.250616 0.470912 5.262407
C 3.355271 4.404851 -0.754551
C -1.201202 1.341519 4.296304
N -3.746003 0.240488 -2.283089
N -3.402690 0.797767 0.246057
O -1.018064 -0.693880 -2.529749
N -1.508818 2.003757 -1.795450
N -2.687655 -1.926561 -0.517178
C -3.031884 0.996747 1.537360
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H 7.148201 -0.977389 -1.606294
C 7.169340 -0.816735 0.567032
H 6.831827 -0.598109 2.694519
H 2.142216 -6.265530 1.303420
H 3.593175 0.145164 6.028936
H -1.712118 0.566279 4.897029
H -1.881187 2.204356 4.221072
H -0.332993 1.688758 4.873701
C -4.856661 0.709352 -1.630607
C -3.811863 -0.012666 -3.603527
C -4.671185 0.987581 -0.191821
C -1.104098 2.149890 -3.079061
C -1.686007 3.121743 -1.053460
C -2.815683 -2.344440 0.762888
C -3.058479 -2.782523 -1.499095
C -3.994448 1.405049 2.472137
H 8.253470 -0.937438 0.667872
C -6.057511 0.914304 -2.318613
H -2.895988 -0.385177 -4.072147
C -4.982542 0.175857 -4.342615
C -5.662103 1.409607 0.705276
C -0.889694 3.398344 -3.661930
C -1.490331 4.403683 -1.565626
C -3.319293 -3.600097 1.100260
H -2.510945 -1.647702 1.545895
C -3.567069 -4.054406 -1.242780
H -2.948757 -2.430399 -2.526680

H -3.736888 1.552748 3.520897
C -5.312752 1.612539 2.043492
C -6.125632 0.644985 -3.689974
H -6.938480 1.289391 -1.791597
H -4.988268 -0.047831 -5.413789
H -6.691502 1.568415 0.375370
C -1.094461 4.552426 -2.899090
C -3.709089 -4.476775 0.082614
H -3.857047 -4.697118 -2.079435
H -6.074329 1.930309 2.763100
H -7.060248 0.802893 -4.238386
H -4.119162 -5.464861 0.316796
H 0.905572 -4.689573 2.845459
H -3.413813 -3.877724 2.154457
H 3.010418 1.301355 -2.127710
H 3.686361 3.618851 -2.760050
H 3.651745 5.431650 -0.995089
H 2.903707 4.807580 1.338642
H 2.281742 2.454543 1.818352
H -0.953396 5.547048 -3.335599
H -1.664220 5.272599 -0.923882
H -2.007171 2.987044 -0.018411
H -0.948168 1.229926 -3.647985
H -0.577601 3.455872 -4.709158
O -0.198373 -1.871124 -2.258189
H 1.129354 -1.178357 -1.819237
H -0.129789 -2.272804 -3.150222
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